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Abstract
The axon can be viewed as a neuronal structure capable of concurrently receiving, processing,
and transmitting information. This view contrasts with a limiting, but deeply rooted, perspective
where the axon functions solely as a polarized transmission cable. Undoubtedly, this
perspective has, at least partially, arisen from the technical difficulties in probing axonal
function, which bias most neuroscience’s approaches to the recording of somatic action
potentials alone. Currently, it is experimentally challenging to record from a single axon, let
alone multiple axons simultaneously. Still, there is an emerging interest in developing and using
new in vitro technologies that can drive a new era of experimental opportunities in the study of
axon physiology, and consequently, neuronal function. In principle, in vitro microelectrode
arrays (MEAs) are ideal tools for the study of axon physiology. MEAs allow for high
spatiotemporal resolution recordings in long-term experiments, that are compatible with
concurrent imaging. However, several technological (e.g., low signal amplitudes) and
methodological (e.g., random axonal growth over a fixed electrode grid) limitations have
precluded

standard

MEA

technology

from

attaining

its

full

potential

for

axonal

electrophysiology. This thesis addresses these challenges with two different strategies: 3Dmicrostructured MEAs and MEA-microfluidic combinations.
Here, we report a new 3D-microstructured MEA design that promotes neuronal topotaxis,
particularly axon-electrode guidance and somata-electrode colocalization. Importantly, these
non-invasive MEAs enable recordings with higher signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio than standard
MEAs. Given the high adaptability, this design may be used in experiments that engineer
neuronal networks for a bottom-up study of axon physiology and its impact in neuronal function.
For the high-throughput probing of multiple axons’ activity simultaneously, we combined MEAs
and tailored-made microfluidic chambers. This combination allowed for the following of signal
conduction with high spatiotemporal resolution and SNR, which revealed an unforeseen
prevalence of antidromic (conduction towards the soma) activity in neuronal cultures. The
finding that axonal conduction in neuronal cultures is bidirectional has important implications,
completely reshaping our understanding of how information flows in vitro.
Overall, this thesis provides the field of neuroengineering with new technologies (and
methodologies) for the study of axon physiology, and the field of neurobiology with a new
understanding of how information flows in neuronal cultures.
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Resumo
O axónio pode ser visto como uma estrutura neuronal capaz de simultaneamente receber,
processar e transmitir informação. Esta visão contrasta com uma perspetiva limitada, mas
profundamente enraizada, na qual o axónio funciona apenas como um cabo de transmissão
polarizado. Sem dúvida, esta perspetiva surgiu, pelo menos parcialmente, das dificuldades
técnicas em registar função axonal, que influenciam a maioria das abordagens em
neurociência para o registo de potenciais de ação no corpo celular apenas. Atualmente, o
registo da atividade de um único axónio é experimentalmente difícil, quanto mais de vários
axónios simultaneamente. Ainda assim, existe um interesse emergente no desenvolvimento e
uso de novas tecnologias in vitro que podem levar a uma nova era de oportunidades
experimentais no estudo da fisiologia axonal e, consequentemente, da função neuronal. Em
princípio, arranjos de microeléctrodos (MEAs) in vitro são ferramentas ideais para o estudo da
fisiologia dos axónios. MEAs permitem registos de alta resolução espaciotemporal em
experiências de longo termo, que são compatíveis com imagiologia simultânea. No entanto,
várias limitações tecnológicas (e.g., sinais de baixa amplitude) e metodológicas (e.g.,
crescimento axonal aleatório num arranjo de eléctrodos que é fixo) têm impedido a tecnologia
MEA padrão de atingir o seu potencial para eletrofisiologia do axónio. Esta tese aborda estes
desafios com duas estratégias diferentes: MEAs microestruturados em 3D e combinações
MEA-microfluídica.
Aqui, descrevemos um novo design de MEA microestruturado em 3D que promove a topotaxia
neuronal, em particular a orientação axónio-eléctrodo e a colocalização corpo celulareléctrodo. É importante ressaltar que estes MEAs não invasivos permitem registos com melhor
relação sinal-ruído (SNR) do que MEAs padrão. Dada a alta adaptabilidade, este design pode
ser usado em experiências que estabelecem redes neuronais para um estudo de baixo para
cima (“bottom-up”) da fisiologia dos axónios e do seu impacto na função neuronal. Para o
registo em alto rendimento (“high-thoughput”) da atividade de múltiplos axónios
simultaneamente, combinámos MEAs com câmaras microfluídicas específicas. Esta
combinação permitiu o acompanhamento da condução de sinal com alta resolução
espaciotemporal e SNR, revelando uma prevalência inesperada de atividade antidrómica
(condução em direção ao corpo celular) em culturas neuronais. A descoberta de que a
condução axonal em culturas neuronais é bidirecional tem implicações importantes, mudando
completamente o nosso entendimento de como a informação flui in vitro.
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No geral, esta tese fornece o ramo da Neuroengenharia com novas tecnologias (e
metodologias) para o estudo da fisiologia dos axónios, e o ramo da neurobiologia com um novo
entendimento de como a informação flui em culturas neuronais.
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Thesis Outline
The main objective of the work presented in this thesis was to devise and combine new
technologies and methods of Neuroengineering to better understand axon physiology and
signal transmission.
In Chapter I, a general introduction to axon physiology and the most relevant techniques for
its’ study is given. The axon can be viewed as a neuronal structure capable of independently
receiving, processing, and transmitting information within and across neurons. This view
contrasts with a limiting, but deeply embedded, perspective where the axon functions as a
simple transmission cable of upstream activity. Undoubtedly, this perspective has, at least
partially, arisen from the technical difficulties in probing axonal function, which bias most
systems neuroscience’s approaches to the recording of somatic action potentials alone. In
principle, in vitro microelectrode arrays (MEAs) are ideal tools for the study of axonal function
with high spatiotemporal resolution in long-term experiments. However, several technological
(e.g., low signal amplitudes) and methodological (e.g., random axonal growth over a fixed
electrode grid) limitations have precluded standard MEA technology of this study. This thesis
addresses these current limitations with two different MEA-based proposals: 3D-structured
MEAs (Chapter II) and MEA/microfluidic combinations (Chapter III). These two chapters are
structured in the form of two independent papers.
In Chapter II, a new 3D-structured MEA, where each electrode incorporates an array of
mushroom-shaped microstructures, is presented. These microstructures act as physical cues
that promote axon-electrode coupling, promote neuron-electrode colocalization, and allow for
high SNR electrophysiological recordings in vitro. These results expand our knowledge on the,
often overlooked, impact of 3D-structured electrodes on axon guidance, and consequently on
network organization.
Still, 3D-structured electrodes per se cannot selectively probe axonal activity. For the selective
and precise positioning of axons over the electrodes, MEAs and tailored-made microfluidic
chambers were combined. We have published a detailed video-protocol and accompanying
paper of the methods which enable this MEA/microfluidic combination (Lopes et al., 2018). We
have also published a computational tool (µSpikeHunter), which allows for the quantification of
axonal properties, such as conduction velocity or direction, when using this or similar platforms
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(Heiney et al., 2019). These directly-related works were a foundation for the paper presented
in Chapter III.
In Chapter III, we demonstrate spontaneous bidirectional axonal conduction in both
hippocampal and dorsal root ganglia (DRG) cultures. This work was made possible by a
combination of several state-of-the-art techniques, such as MEA/microfluidics, fast calcium
imaging, or super-resolution microscopy, with advanced data analysis and in silico studies.
These results reshape our understanding of how information flows in vitro.
Finally, it is important to note that this MEA/microfluidic combination was also employed in
group collaborations that targeted other aspects of axonal function. We revealed an increase
in conduction velocity on hippocampal neurons’ axons when non-muscle myosin II was
inactivated pharmacologically. As non-muscle myosin-II is involved in axon radial contractility,
this could be a regulating mechanism of conduction velocity (Costa et al., 2020). In another
work, we revealed a great increase in the firing rate of DRG axons, when their distal terminals
were exposed to bone-resorbing osteoclast’s conditioned medium. These results shed light on
axon electrophysiology within the bone microenvironment (Neto et al., 2020).
Keywords: axon physiology; axon electrophysiology; signal conduction; bidirectional axonal
conduction; microelectrode array (MEA); 3D-electrodes; microfluidics; neuroengineering
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Chapter I

1.1 The Axon – Morphological Aspects
1.1.1

Overview

The nervous system regulates all aspects of body function. To accomplish this massive task, it
communicates fast and efficiently via electrochemical signaling. The crucial role of receiving,
processing, and transmitting information (input-output) is carried out by heavily polarized cells
- the neurons. Santiago Ramón y Cajal first described the axon as the output structure of the
neuron (circa 1894), a key concept that emerged from the neuron doctrine theory – the principle
that each neuron is a discrete cell with distinctive processes arising from its cell body, and,
ultimately, the structural and functional unit of the nervous system (Kandel et al., 2013).
Most neurons can be morphologically compartmentalized into three canonical structures: cell
body, dendrites, and axon (Fig. 1A). The cell body, or soma (from the Greek σῶμα soma,
body), contains the nucleus and the cellular machinery for constituting the metabolic center of
the neuron. Typically, two kinds of cytoplasmic tubular-like processes then emerge from the
soma: dendrite and axon. The number of processes allows for the classification of neurons as
unipolar (e.g., unipolar brush cells in the cerebellum), bipolar (e.g., retina bipolar cells), pseudounipolar (e.g., sensory neurons in the dorsal root ganglia (DRG)), or multipolar (e.g., pyramidal
cells in the hippocampus). Multipolar neurons with several dendrites and a single axon are the
most common type in the mammalian nervous system. Classically, the dendrites (from the
Greek δένδρον déndron, tree) receive and process incoming information from other neurons,
while the axon (from the Greek ἄξων áxōn, axis) is defined as the neuronal projection that
reliably conducts and transmits information (Kandel et al., 2013).
However, recent technological advances are revealing a much more complex physiology of the
axon, thus challenging long-standing dogmas. Importantly, the diversity of neuronal
specializations has led axons to evolve intricate geometries, unique structural attributes, and
different modes of signal propagation. The next sections aim to elucidate important traits of
axonal morphology and physiology that underlie neuronal function.

1.1.2

Morphology

Otto Friedrich Karl Deiters first described the basic structure of the neuron and termed what
became known as the axon, as “axis cylinder” (circa 1860). Despite axonal morphology being
3
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described as complex and highly variable from very early on (Ramon y Cajal & May, 1928),
axons are still commonly described/modeled as far simpler structures than dendrites.
Two distinct types of axons occur in the central and peripheral nervous system (CNS and PNS):
unmyelinated and myelinated axons. The latter are wrapped by an insulating myelin sheath
that originates from oligodendrocytes or Schwann cells, glial cells of the CNS and PNS,
respectively. Typically, myelinated axons (together with the associated cells) make up the white
matter, while unmyelinated axons make up the grey matter. The lipidic myelin sheath wraps
the axons discontinuously, as it is interrupted for 1-2 µm at regular gaps called nodes of Ranvier
(NoR). The internodal length (L) ranges from 0.2 to 2 mm, ≈100 times the myelin outer diameter
(D) (L/D ratio). This ratio is consistent in both the CNS and the PNS (Debanne et al., 2011). A
g-ratio (ratio of internodal inner axon diameter (d) to D, d/D) of ≈0.77 and ≈0.6 for the CNS
(Chomiak & Hu, 2009) and the PNS (Rushton, 1951) follows experimental observations,
respectively, and fit reasonably with theoretical analysis of optimal axon myelination.
Generally, axons branch profusely. These axonal branches (or collaterals) can output to
multiple target neurons locally and/or distally, or, in the case of afferent neurons (e.g., sensory
neurons), receive input from different peripheral sensory endings that innervate non-neuronal
targets (e.g., skin). For example, tracing studies of biocytin-filled hippocampal CA3 pyramidal
neurons have reported, at least, 100-200 branch points per axon (total axon length of ≈150300 mm), that allow for contact with 30-60k estimated neurons (X. ‐G Li et al., 1994).

Interestingly, a single neuron can have a mix of myelinated and unmyelinated branches. Such
branch points, together with other spatial inhomogeneities, such as axonal varicosities (putative

en-passant synaptic boutons), contribute to a much more complex morphology than the classic
“axis cylinder” approximation (Debanne et al., 2011).
Axonal length may range from hundreds of micrometers (e.g., inhibitory interneurons) to meters
(e.g., sciatic nerve) in vivo (Devor, 1999; Kandel et al., 2013). Despite their great length, axon
inner diameter is kept relatively constant, though variable, after a thicker cone-like initial
segment (axon hillock). Still, it is a common misconception that myelinated and unmyelinated
axons maintain a constant diameter along their length (i.e., perfect cylinder). Recent studies
are revealing that myelinated axons are noncylindrical, as they exhibit great variations in
diameter due to, at least, obstacles in the local environment (e.g., presence of blood vessels)
(Andersson et al., 2020). Unmyelinated axons also present several inhomogeneities (e.g.,
varicosities, organelles) along their length that can dramatically change their local diameter
both temporarily and indeterminately (Greenberg et al., 1990; T. Wang et al., 2020). Moreover,
4
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axonal branches are often thinner than the main axon trunk (Sasaki et al., 2012a). Most
individual axons are very thin (<1 µm), but the largest axons in the PNS can reach a diameter
of ≈20 µm (Debanne et al., 2011). Even in the CNS alone, axons can differ in diameter by three
orders of magnitude (≈0.1-10 µm), hence, in cross-sectional area (d2) by six orders of
magnitude. Thicker axons may improve timing precision, increase the information transmission
rate (by reducing conduction delays), secure high-frequency transmission rate, or supply more
neuronal contacts (i.e., synapses), at the cost of volume and energy usage (Perge et al., 2012).
Independently of the neuronal type, axonal volume is orders of magnitude above the volume
of the soma, which is typically sphere-like and around 10-20 µm in diameter. Consequently, the
axoplasm (axonal cytoplasm) can constitute over 99% of the total volume of the neuron (Devor,
1999). A schematic of the realistic size relations of a hippocampal neuron’s soma diameter,
axon diameter, and total axon length (full arbor) is shown in Fig. 1B.
Despite their great morphological complexity, mammalian axons are functionally robust as they
conduct electrical signals reliably across their axonal arbors (Radivojevic et al., 2017). Still, the
variations in morphology have important functional implications that directly relate to the neuron
function. For example, DRG neurons project long axons (up to 1 m) for peripheral innervation,
while inhibitory interneurons, that work within and coordinate local circuits, have a short, but
highly branched, axonal arbor (Kandel et al., 2013). Axonal diameter influences information
transmission, namely the speed of propagation of the electrical impulse (i.e., action potential)
(Hodgkin, 1954; Waxman, 1980). These topics will be discussed in detail later in this chapter.

5
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Figure 1 – The neuron morphological and functional suborganization. (A) Canonical
schematic representation of a neuron with a focus on the different axonal substructures. (B)
Schematic of the realistic size relations of a hippocampal neuron’s soma diameter, axon
diameter, and total axon arbor length. For simplicity, the axon arbor is represented as a single
continuous line.

1.1.3

Structure and Function

Historically, axons have been viewed as the reliable transmission cables of the nervous system.
Their main function being to transmit information from the soma to the pre-synaptic terminals,
with high-fidelity, in the form of stereotypical “all-or-none” action potentials (APs). However, an
increasing body of knowledge is challenging this traditional view (reviewed in (Alcami & El
Hady, 2019; Debanne et al., 2011; Sasaki, 2013). Axonal signal conduction will be discussed
in detail in the following chapter, but first, it is crucial to consider the complex structural
organization of the axon. This structural organization is largely influenced by the axonal
cytoskeleton, which is mainly composed of microtubules, actin filaments, and neurofilaments
(Kevenaar & Hoogenraad, 2015). Different types of actin assemblies (reviewed in (S. Roy,
2016)), in particular, have recently emerged as key components in axonal structure and
6
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function. In turn, this structural organization influences the axonal arbor morphology and the
ion channel distribution that equip the axon with special properties for AP initiation, conduction,
and transmission. A summary of the main ion channels and proteins involved in AP propagation
is represented in Fig. 2A.
Generally, main axons can be divided into three distinct sections: an axon initial segment (AIS),
an axon proper (or shaft), and axon terminals (Fig. 1A). A notable exception is DRG neurons
(pseudo-unipolar), where the existence of an AIS-like structure is not clear and whose main
axon bifurcates at a T-junction towards both the periphery and the spinal cord (proximal and
distal processes) (Devor, 1999; Nascimento et al., 2018).
Axon Initial Segment
The AIS comprises a specialized unmyelinated region (≈10-60 µm in length) of the axon. It is
located in or near the axon hillock (<120 µm from the soma) and functions as a lower-threshold
initiation zone for AP generation (Clark et al., 2005; W. Hu et al., 2009; Kole & Stuart, 2008;
Shu et al., 2007). Typically, somatodendritic depolarizations, resulting from the integration of
multiple inputs (graded potentials), lead to a suprathreshold activation in the AIS that triggers
the AP. Following this canonical view, the AIS can be seen as a nonlinear signal discretizer,
where continuous subthreshold signals are subject to a nonlinear operation which may lead to
a discrete signal (or event): the AP.
The AIS acts as the preferential site for AP initiation, presumably due to the local high density
of specialized voltage-gated sodium (Na+) channels (Nav) (Kole & Stuart, 2012), especially the

Nav1.6 (myelinated axons) and 1.2 (unmyelinated axons) isoforms in the AIS distal region (W.

Hu et al., 2009; Kole et al., 2008; Lorincz & Nusser, 2010). Classic theoretical studies estimated
that a >20-fold higher density of Nav channels in the axon, relative to the somatodendritic
compartment, was required for the specification of the AP initiation site (Mainen et al., 1995),
estimations that were later supported experimentally via immunogold labeling electron
microscopy (Lorincz & Nusser, 2010). However, electrophysiological measurements from
membrane patches (cell-attached patch-clamp) of the AIS estimated a Nav channel density
similar to what is found in the soma (3-4 channels/µm2) (Colbert & Johnston, 1996). A strong
anchorage of the AIS Nav channels to the underlying actin cytoskeleton has been reported as
the cause for both the local high density of Nav channels and for the inability of drawing Nav
channels to the patch pipette, which leads to underestimations of the channel density (Kole et
7
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al., 2008). Findings obtained via high-speed fluorescence Na+ imaging of multiple neuronal
compartments of rat L5 pyramidal neurons have reported that the AP-associated Na+ flux is ≈3fold and ≈8-fold higher in the AIS than in the soma and basal dendrites, respectively
(suggesting a ≈3:1:0.3 Nav density ratio) (Fleidervish et al., 2010). Although a consensus exists
that Nav density is higher in the AIS, the order of magnitude of this difference is yet to be
determined (Alcami & El Hady, 2019; Kole & Stuart, 2012). Moreover, the precise and relative
Nav densities, are likely to depend on axonal morphology, neuronal cell type, and activity level
(Kole & Stuart, 2012).
But is high Nav channel density a requirement for the specification of the AP initiation site?
Direct experimental evidence for this hypothesis is still lacking and it is important to note that
additional factors contribute to the axon being a low-threshold initiation zone for APs. First, due
to the smaller axonal volume (hence smaller capacitance), Na+ influx is more efficient in local
membrane depolarization than in the soma. Moreover, specialized axonal Nav channels
facilitate AP initiation, as their voltage dependence for both activation and inactivation is shifted
by ≈10 mV when compared to the soma counterparts (W. Hu et al., 2009; Kole et al., 2008).
Paradoxically, the preferential site for AP initiation – the distal AIS – has four times less Nav
density than the middle of the AIS (Baranauskas et al., 2013). Thought-provoking recent
experimental and theoretical evidence have shown that high Nav density in the AIS is not
required for AP initiation in the axon, but crucial for precise AP timing. In the study, even when
axonal Nav density decreased below somatic levels, APs still initiated in the axon (Lazarov et
al., 2018).
In addition to being the preferential site for AP initiation, the AIS is increasingly seen as a
neuronal compartment capable of processing inputs, which, due to its relative increased
electrical isolation (and lower capacitive load), can occur independently of signal processing in
the somatodendritic compartments. Several studies have now shown that plastic changes in
the expression of voltage-gated ion channels, in soma-AIS distance, or in AIS length can all
dynamically regulate neuronal excitability (reviewed in (Debanne et al., 2011; Kole & Stuart,
2012)).
The AIS-associated cytoskeleton is essential for the maintenance of neuronal polarity and acts
as a diffusion barrier (“gatekeeper”) for cargo transport between the somatodendritic and
axonal compartments (Costa & Sousa, 2021; Winckler et al., 1999). A typical marker of the AIS
is a highly-specialized protein – ankyrin G (AnkG) – which is solely expressed in the AIS and
NoR. This scaffolding protein is critical for the assembly of the AIS and, together with βIV8
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spectrin, neurofascin, and the binding actin cytoskeleton, cluster voltage-gated Na+ and
potassium (K+) channels (Kv) in the AIS (Rasband, 2010) (Fig. 2B). βIV-spectrin anchors AnkG
and links actin rings at the AIS (Leterrier et al., 2015). Loss of βIV-spectrin results in loss of
AnkG, which leads to a marked decrease of Nav density in the AIS, but not in the soma (Lazarov
et al., 2018). Deletion of AnkG causes axon dedifferentiation with the emergence of dendritic
characteristics, such as spine formation (Hedstrom et al., 2008; Sobotzik et al., 2009). Another
indication that the AIS is essential for the maintenance of polarity is that, following axon
transection (i.e., axotomy), axonal regeneration starts at the same site if the AIS is intact, but
occurs from a dendrite (which becomes the new axon) if the AIS has been removed (GomisRüth et al., 2008). Still, AnkG knock-outs (hence no AIS formed) have shown axon specification
and AP generation capabilities, with only gamma oscillations (≈25-100 Hz) being absent
(Jenkins et al., 2015). These oscillations are thought to be coordinated by GABAergic
interneurons that target the AIS of principal neurons, thus the AIS may also act as a location
that allows interneurons to coordinate network oscillations.
Notably, super-resolution microscopy techniques have revealed that Nav channels and
associated proteins are organized in a highly periodic (≈190 nm) form (Leterrier et al., 2017; K.
Xu et al., 2013) (Fig. 2B). Such organization was previously unresolved due to the diffraction
limit of optical microscopy (≈200 nm). The full functional relevance of this periodic organization
is still unknown, though an active field of investigation (reviewed in (Costa & Sousa, 2021)),
and will be further explored during this chapter.
Axon Proper
The axon proper constitutes the majority of the axonal length and is responsible for the reliable
propagation of the AP. In unmyelinated axons, AP conduction is supported by distributed
Nav1.2 channels. In long-projecting myelinated axons, NoR act as hot spots for the clustering
of Nav and Kv channels that regenerate AP propagation along the axon - a form of conduction
often termed as “saltatory” (Debanne et al., 2011).
As previously stated, axons are typically very long, but also very thin. Similarly to the AIS, the
axon proper-associated skeleton forms a periodic actin-spectrin organization which is crucial
for the needed structural integrity of axons, helping them resist mechanical constraints and
shocks (Dubey et al., 2020; K. Xu et al., 2013). Actin rings are present along the entire axon,
but different isoforms of spectrin and ankyrin are expressed in the axon proper-only (βII9
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spectrin–ankyrin B scaffolds). The functional relevance of this differential expression is still
unknown (Leterrier et al., 2017). In contrast, the NoR-associated cytoskeleton and voltagegated channel composition of the mature NoR is remarkably similar to the AIS (D’Este et al.,
2017), reflecting the NoR role in the (re)generation of the AP. For example, AnkG, βIV-spectrin,
and Nav1.6 channels are highly-expressed in NoR, but not in the remaining axon proper.
Concomitantly, the first NoR have also been proposed as preferential sites of AP initiation in,
at least, some neuronal types (Clark et al., 2005; Lehnert et al., 2014).
The axonal periodic cytoskeleton is present in every neuron type of the CNS and PNS and it is
probably responsible for the relative consistency in inner axon diameter along its length (Costa
et al., 2018). Still, recent studies have revealed that this diameter is not immutable, as the
axonal cytoskeleton is much more dynamic than previously thought. Axon diameter can be
modulated by activity-dependent mechanisms (Chéreau et al., 2017) or for the axonal transport
of large cargos (e.g., autophagosomes) (T. Wang et al., 2020), via, at least, actomyosin-II
networks (Costa et al., 2020). Importantly, as the axon proper contacts other neurons, it can
establish thousands of en-passant synapses. In vitro, most synapses are formed at en-passant
synaptic boutons (Leterrier et al., 2017). These synaptic boutons have also been shown to
increase in size after periods of increased neuronal activity (Chéreau et al., 2017). These
morphological plasticity mechanisms may dynamically fine-tune properties of AP propagation
(e.g., conduction velocity), increasing the range of known functions of the axon proper.
Axon Terminals
The axon terminals comprise the expanded terminal ends of the axonal arbor, where synapses
are formed. In a network, their function is to perform excitation-release coupling with highfidelity. AP arrival at the terminals leads to the opening of pre-synaptic voltage-gated calcium
(Ca2+) channels (Cav). The consequent Ca2+ influx triggers the release of neurotransmittercontaining synaptic vesicles to the synaptic cleft near-instantly (within a milisecond after AP
arrival, synchronous release), or up to tens of seconds later (asynchronous release). In most
neuron types, neurotransmitter release is coordinated by Cav2 channel subtypes (mainly
Cav2.1 and/or Cav2.2 channels) (reviewed in (Dolphin & Lee, 2020)). Depending on the
released neurotransmitter (e.g., glutamate or glycine), synapses can be excitatory or inhibitory,
by depolarizing or hyperpolarizing/shunting the target neuron, respectively (Kandel et al.,
2013).
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In contrast to the AIS and the NoR, much less is known about the precise composition of ion
channels in axon terminals. Still, Kv channels are thought to exhibit a greater diversity at
terminals than in the AIS or axon proper. The slower kinetics of Kv channels can determine the
depolarization duration (modulating AP shape) and regulate the level of neurotransmitter
release, by controlling the fraction of time that Cav channels open (I. H. Cho et al., 2020;
Gonzalez Sabater et al., 2021; Hoppa et al., 2014; Rowan et al., 2016). Low-threshold
repolarizing (or inactivating) Kv1 channels, in particular, are important in the suppression of
terminals hyperexcitability following AP invasion (Debanne et al., 2011; Dodson et al., 2003).
Such hyperexcitability has been shown to trigger ectopic (distal) AP generation (Dodson et al.,
2003; Stasheff et al., 1993).
Actin is considered as the main cytoskeletal element within pre-synaptic terminals, although
its’s function is not well defined. Several structural and dynamic roles of actin have been
proposed, such as synaptic vesicles recruitment/positioning; assembly of pre-synaptic
scaffolding proteins (e.g., piccolo); or rapid structural remodeling during neuronal plasticity
(reviewed in (Kevenaar & Hoogenraad, 2015)).

Figure 2 – The distribution of specialized proteins involved in the structure and function
of the axon. (A) Overview of the main ion channels and associated cytoskeleton involved in
the generation, conduction and transmission of action potentials. (B) Two-color stochastical
optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) images and spatial correlation demonstrating the
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periodic arrangement of actin rings-βII-spectrin (B1), actin rings-adducin (B2), βII-spectrinadducin (B3), and βII-spectrin-Nav channels (B4) (adapted from (K. Xu et al., 2013)).

1.1.4

Development

The nervous system is precisely connected. While several developmental processes shape the
precise patterns of connectivity, none is more important than axonal guidance to the
appropriate targets. Remarkably, as it can be already appreciated, axonal arbors need to grow
long distances, bypass obstacles, and form high-fidelity connections with appropriate synaptic
targets. However, the sheer complexity of the nervous system makes subcellular analysis in
vivo (i.e., axon-level) a challenging task. Thus, for the last century, in vitro neuronal cultures
have been widely used in neuroscience (reviewed in ((Millet & Gillette, 2012a)). The most used
in vitro model consists of dissociated cultures of mammalian neurons randomly plated over a
pre-coated glass or plastic substrate.
After plating, CNS neurons acquire their typical morphology through a stereotyped sequence
of five developmental stages (Dotti et al., 1988). Dissociated neurons begin to polarize by
extending actin-rich processes, that are eventually invaded by microtubules, which lead to
neurite formation (stages 1-2, within 2 days in vitro (DIV)). Due to a combination of intrinsic and
extrinsic (e.g., environmental cues) factors, one of these neurites grows comparatively faster
and becomes the axon (stage 3, within 4 DIV). The tip of the growing axon – the growth cone
– is highly motile, thus, once the axon is specified, it grows at a sustained speed (≈1-100 μm
per hour). This growth is sustained by a retrograde flow of actin and stabilization of microtubule
growth. The next stages are marked by the assembly of the AIS (stage 4, within 7 DIV) and the
continuous formation of axonal branches, the dendritic arbor, and the first synapses (stage 5,
>7 DIV). The formation of axonal branches also relies on actin assembly for initiation and
subsequent microtubule invasion for stabilization of the branch. In fact, disruption of actin
dynamics leads to a loss of axonal branching, but axon elongation remains unaffected (Dent &
Kalil, 2001; Kalil & Dent, 2014).
A key limitation of traditional in vitro models is that by providing free open-space for neuronal
growth, they are poorly mimicking axonal guidance in vivo. In vivo, axonal guidance is markedly
influenced by environmental biochemical cues that can attract (e.g., ephrins) or repulse (e.g.,
semaphorins) growth cones. Growth cones are also sensible to topography; thus, axons can
grow along other axons, epithelial surfaces and make turning decisions at guidepost cells (e.g.,
12
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glial cells). These extrinsic factors play a key role in directing axon elongation to the appropriate
targets, but their implementation in vitro requires specialized preparations that will be detailed
later (reviewed in (Giger et al., 2010; Hoffman-Kim et al., 2010)).
Typically, cultures of CNS neurons start exhibiting sporadic AP firing around the third stage of
development (3-4 DIV). Eventually, a functionally mature neuronal network is formed within 23 weeks in vitro (Chiappalone et al., 2006). Even in a reductionist model, by then, the extended
arborization of a random neuronal network makes following connectivity almost impossible.
Besides, as the networks grow freely, they are composed of seemingly random connections,
unlike the precisely connected brain (Sporns & Betzel, 2016).

1.1.5

Pathology

Axon pathology contributes to neurological symptoms in disorders as diverse as traumatic brain
injury (TBI), spinal cord injury (SCI), demyelinating diseases (e.g., multiple sclerosis), epilepsy,
or stroke. Such disorders can result from many types of insults, injury, or defects that damage
axons and/or affect axonal function. These can range from mechanical trauma (e.g., axotomy)
to channelopathies and lead to dysfunction of, for example, axonal conduction (e.g., SCI,
multiple sclerosis) or excitability (e.g., epilepsy) (Debanne et al., 2011). Here, I will focus on the
effects of axotomy in axonal de/regeneration, even though several of these mechanisms are
transversal to different types of insult.
Axotomy
Axotomy is a transection of the axon that can occur as a result of acute mechanical trauma in
TBI or SCI. There are two modes of axotomy: primary and secondary. Primary axotomy occurs
immediately and is characterized by complete disconnection of the soma from the distal
segments of the lesioned axon. Secondary axotomy evolves over time, ultimately leading to
disconnection. In adult neurons, axotomy can induce neuron apoptosis if the lesion site is close
to the soma.
Immediately after axotomy, the axonal membrane compromise is accompanied by rapid and
transient changes in intracellular ion concentrations. Ubiquitously, a calcium wave has been
shown to rapidly backpropagate (≈1 mm/min) along the axon (Y. Cho et al., 2013; Ziv & Spira,
1995). This highly-conserved mechanism may serve as a retrograde signal to inform the soma
of distant axon injury (Rishal & Fainzilber, 2014). Moreover, a local increase in calcium
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concentration is necessary for the resealing of the proximal axon, cytoskeletal reorganization,
and the formation of a new growth cone - all within the first hours post-axotomy. After the first
ion-based signaling, there is a delayed phase of retrograde signaling that is mediated by the
molecular motors (i.e., dyneins) and leads to adaptive neuronal responses (e.g., new
transcriptions). Asynchronously, the lesioned distal axonal stump undergoes progressive
disassembly via a process called Wallerian degeneration, that can last days. This distal
degeneration is characterized by a breakdown of the axonal cytoskeleton, that leads to axonal
fragmentation and subsequent phagocytosis by glial cells and macrophages that are recruited
to the lesion site. Similar “dying back” degeneration may also occur in the proximal axon,
although it is more common in neurological diseases such as peripheral neuropathy. Most
often, the injured proximal axon forms a large dystrophic bulb (or retraction bulb) at the tip,
which is regeneration-incompetent due to an aberrant cytoskeletal organization (Blanquie &
Bradke, 2018). Still, it has been suggested that neuronal activity after axotomy may help
promote neuronal survival, axogenesis and axon regeneration in several different cellular
models (reviewed in (Corredor & Goldberg, 2009)).
Regeneration
After axotomy, some neurons can mount a regenerative response. While Santiago Ramon y
Cajal’s classic studies (circa 1928) showed that neuroregeneration fails and most injured
neurons form dystrophic bulbs that persist indefinitely (Ramon y Cajal & May, 1928), later
influential studies by Alberto Aguayo et al. demonstrated that CNS axons are able to regrow in
permissive substrates (Aguayo et al., 1981). Still, regeneration in the mature CNS is particularly
difficult in relation to other organs (e.g., liver) (Li & Chen, 2016), and most intriguingly, even
when compared to the PNS (He & Jin, 2016). In fact, with only sparse interesting exceptions
(Hawthorne et al., 2011), severed CNS axons are unable to mount a robust regenerative
response.
Aguayo’s reports intuitively steered efforts towards the study of the growth-inhibitory milieu.
Consequently, extrinsic factors, such as the glial scar or the inflammatory response, have long
been thought to be largely responsible for the CNS inability to repair. However, current
knowledge shows that simply counteracting or removing the extracellular inhibitory molecules
results in incomplete axon regeneration in vivo (Mar et al., 2014). Indeed, the striking contrast
in regenerative capacity between CNS and PNS neurons is partially explained by extrinsic
determinants, but also due to differences in their intrinsic potential (He & Jin, 2016). In the PNS,
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both the extrinsic and intrinsic factors work together to allow regeneration. Schwann cells
dedifferentiate, downregulate all myelin proteins, and form new endoneurial tubes that allow
axons to grow through, while macrophages clear the debris and produce growth factors and
cytokines that stimulate regeneration. Neurons also intrinsically react to the injury by activating
regeneration-associated genes expression and producing a new growth cone (Bradke et al.,
2012). In contrast, CNS neurons experience both intrinsic and extrinsic mechanisms which
negatively influence regeneration. They do not spontaneously activate regeneration-associated
genes, cannot synthesize proteins near the lesion, and axons tend to make retraction bulbs
rather than growth cones (He & Jin, 2016; Mar et al., 2014). Moreover, the few regenerationcompetent axons that form a motile growth cone, often mis-project due to a lack of guidance
cues or encounter a highly inhibitory glial scar that further blocks their growth (Cregg et al.,
2014). This scar tissue is mainly composed by reactive astrocytes, microglia/macrophages,
and extracellular matrix (ECM) molecules, especially chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans.
Although these extrinsic factors definitely impact the CNS ability to repair damage, increasing
evidence also suggests beneficial roles in regeneration. For example, the delivery of axonspecific growth factors has promoted laminin-dependent axon regrowth, but only when the glial
scar was present (Anderson et al., 2016). Recognizably, the glial scar components have key
roles in the injury acute phase in sealing the lesion, restoring homeostasis, preserving spared
tissue, forming bridges for axonal outgrowth and modulating immunity. Inflammation also
appears to be important for spinal cord repair, as M2 macrophages promote a regenerative
growth response. Previous research has focused mostly on removing or inhibiting such
extrinsic determinants, unfortunately with limited success in clinical practice. Now, events such
as glial scar formation and local immune response are being considered as essential healing
responses which become detrimental if not resolved on time (Raposo & Schwartz, 2014).
Importantly, recent studies are also exploring the effects of enhancing the intrinsic potential for
axon regeneration. For example, CNS and PNS axon regeneration has been promoted by
enhancing several cytoskeletal dynamics (e.g., microtubules growth speed) via an increase in
the levels and activity of profilin 1, a coordinator of actin and microtubules (Pinto-Costa et al.,
2020).
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1.2 The Axon – Electrophysiological Aspects
All axons propagate electrical signals. This propagation results from a combination of
specialized passive and active properties of the axon. In general, passive properties are
determined by the ion channels and pumps responsible for the resting membrane potential and
axonal geometry, whereas active properties are shaped by the voltage-gated ion channels.
This chapter begins by detailing the properties behind electrical signal conduction along the
axon.
It is important to consider that, due to the inherent difficulties in studying thin mammalian axonal
arbors, most of our knowledge about axonal conduction, function, and computation capabilities
has been derived from in silico studies or experiments on invertebrate neurons (Alcami & El
Hady, 2019; Debanne et al., 2011). Only recently, new technological developments are leading
to the realization that the computational repertoire of axons is much more complex than
originally thought. As detailed in this chapter, this repertoire is not limited to canonical APs, but
a variety of electrical signals that can underlie neuronal function. Ectopic action potentials
(EAPs), in particular, are an understudied form of activity that initiates in distal parts of the axon.

1.2.1

Biophysics of Signal Conduction

Several properties of the axon seem to have been optimized for the conduction of electrical
signals. The cell membrane, for example, works as a small capacitor, which maintains an
electrical field between the intra- and extracellular milieu. This virtually impermeable membrane
contains two kinds of transmembrane proteins, which make it electrogenic: ion pumps and ion
channels. Ion pumps actively pump ions in and out (at the cost of energy consumption; this is
in fact the core reason for the nervous system being responsible for 20% of the whole-body
energy consumption (Niven & Laughlin, 2008)). Ion channels are selectively permeable to
different ions. For the understanding of signal conduction, the most important ions are Na+ and
K+.
Axonal function is not limited to stereotypical digital-like signal conduction. Subthreshold and
suprathreshold signals (e.g., APs) have been shown to co-exist and expand the repertoire of
computational modalities in the axon. Subthreshold membrane fluctuations, such as synaptic
or receptor potentials, in the ≈1 mV range propagate passively (analog-like) along the axon. As
this signaling is not regenerated along the axon, it is more prominent in the proximal axon. Still,
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subthreshold signals can reach chemical and electrical synapses, where they can modulate AP
efficiency (Mickael Zbili & Debanne, 2019). The combination of these analog and digital
modalities leads to a wider range of functions of the axons. Ultimately, the axon is increasingly
viewed as a neuronal compartment that performs analog-digital signaling, thus capable of
“hybrid computations” (as termed in (Alcami & El Hady, 2019; Bucher & Goaillard, 2011)). While
the conduction of subthreshold signals depends only on the passive properties of the axon,
suprathreshold signals rely on both passive and active properties for the regeneration of AP
propagation.
Membrane Potential
The different types of signals propagated along the axon are determined in part by the
specialized electrical properties of the cell membrane. This membrane is composed of a ~5 nm
thick lipid bilayer, which, at rest, maintains a non-zero stable membrane potential. The
reference (electrical “ground”) point for measuring the membrane potential difference between
inside and outside of the cell is, by convention, the extracellular space. At rest (in the absence
of signals being generated/transmitted), the membrane potential ranges from -80 to -40 mV. At
the resting state, a fraction of passive K+ channels and Cl- are open (“leaky membrane”), thus
the resting membrane potential is approximately close to the reversal potentials of these two
ion species. Moreover, Na+-K+ exchanger pumps maintain an intracellular low concentration of
Na+ (≈1/10 of the extracellular concentration) and a high concentration of K+ (≈20 times the
extracellular concentration). These ionic exchangers push two K+ ions into the cell and pump
three Na+ ions out against their concentration gradients, at the cost of one molecule of
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (Fig. 3A) (Kandel et al., 2013).
Passive Properties
Wilfrid Rall first proposed the “neuronal cable theory” as a method for modelling neuronal
compartments for the understanding of signal conduction (reviewed in (Rall, 1977)).
Biophysically, the axon can be modelled as a passive cylinder, which can be subdivided in unit
lengths (i.e., discretized in space). Each unit length can be approximated by a parallel “RC
circuit” with a membrane resistance (Rm) and capacitance (Cm). In turn, all unit lengths are
connected internally and to the extracellular fluid via resistors, which represent the axial
resistance (Ra) of the axoplasm and the membrane (input) resistance (Rm), respectively.
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Together, these represent the passive properties of the axon: the lipid bilayer of the axonal
membrane (capacitor), together with the passive ion channels and axial resistance (resistors)
(Fig. 3B). Rm and Ra control how far subthreshold signals spread along the axon before being
undetected (i.e., becoming undistinguishable from resting membrane potential levels). As
shown from cable theory, the signal conduction in such a passive cylinder decays exponentially
with distance. The space (or length) constant λ is defined as the distance over which the
potential decays to 1⁄𝑒𝑒 (≈37%) of its initial value, and is expressed as 𝜆𝜆 = [(𝑑𝑑/ 4)(𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚/𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎)],

where d is the axon diameter.

Large myelinated axons can have very long space constants (a few mm) due to the large d and
the increase in Rm, caused by the myelin sheath. Concomitantly, thin unmyelinated axons have
small space constants, though greater than theoretically estimated (<200 µm). Whole-cell
patch-clamp recordings have shown that the space constant in L5 pyramidal neuron axons can
be ≈550 µm (Kole et al., 2007). Moreover, it is important to note that the space constant is
inversely proportional to the signal frequency. Thus, slow varying signals (>200 ms in duration)
can reach ≈1 mm in L5 pyramidal axons. Several studies have now reported facilitation of
synaptic transmission via subthreshold depolarization of the pre-synaptic terminals (“analogdigital facilitation”) (reviewed in (Alpizar et al., 2019; Debanne et al., 2013; Mickael Zbili &
Debanne, 2019)), highlighting the importance of this type of signaling in axonal function.
Active Properties
Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley were the first to quantitatively describe and model (now
known as HH model) the active properties of signal conduction along the axon (Hodgkin &
Huxley, 1952). This seminal work was performed using the giant axon of the squid, due to its
millimeter-size, hence easier accessibility to direct electrophysiological recording - the insertion
of electrodes to perform voltage clamp in a space clamp configuration. The HH model
characterized two types of active channels - a Na+ channel and a delayed-rectifier K+ channel.
Even though it is now clear that most mammalian neurons contain far more than these two
types of voltage-dependent ion channels described in the squid axon (Bean, 2007) (Fig. 3CD), HH formalism is a popular technique to date. Moreover, the discovered basic mechanism
of electrical excitability appears to be universal - the electrogenecity of the axonal membrane
relies on Nav and Kv channels.
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The HH equivalent electrical circuit of the squid axon can be seen as a starting point in the
understanding of the HH model (Fig. 3B). There are three types of ionic currents in the circuit
model: INa, IK and IL (leak current). The Na+, K+, and leaky (mainly Cl- ions) reversal potentials
are represented by batteries (ENa, EK, and EL, also known as equilibrium potentials). The nonlinear (voltage-dependent) and linear (leakage) resistances are represented by variable (RNa
and RK) and constant (RL) resistances. At any moment, the membrane current is the sum of
Na+, K+, and leak currents, whereas the magnitude of each current type is calculated based on
the ion’s driving force (i.e., the difference between the membrane potential and the equilibrium
potential of the ion) and the membrane conductance for that ion.
Hodgkin and Huxley demonstrated that the difference in ionic concentrations between the
intracellular and extracellular milieu was responsible for a ionic flux across the cell membrane
through selective “transmembrane aqueous pathways” (now known as ion channels). In turn,
the resulting positive increase in membrane potential was responsible for the generation of the
AP. When some Nav channels are activated (e.g., via electrical stimulation), due to their higher
extracellular concentration, Na+ ions have a tendency to passively enter the cell. As Na+ ions
enter the cell, the membrane is the further depolarized and more Nav channels are activated.
With a large fraction of the Nav channels activated, the membrane potential approximates the
Na+ reversal potential, which is when the ionic electrostatic repulsion balances the osmotic
force of diffusion of Na+ ions. Likewise, but slightly later due to the slower kinetic properties,
activated Kv channels allow K+ ions to exit the cell and the membrane potential returns to a
resting level (i.e., repolarizes) (Fig. 3C). During the repolarization phase, Nav channels close
(i.e., deactivate) and then inactivate, which renders them refractory (i.e., unable to activate
again for a period of time). Hodgkin and Huxley applied the Nernst equation to calculate
this reversal potential (or equilibrium potential) from the known Na+ and K+ concentrations and
found it to be about 52 mV and -72 mV in relation to the extracellular potential (assuming a
temperature of 6.3 °C).
Based on their voltage clamp measurements, Hodgkin and Huxley were able to best-fit
parameters to describe the two non-linear Na+/K+ currents, a linear leakage current, as well as
the time behavior of the intracellular membrane potential, with four ordinary differential
equations. The complete HH model of the membrane equation and the three ionic currents that
describe how the membrane potential changes over time (under space clamp, i.e., no spatial
dependence) is:
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𝐶𝐶m

d𝑉𝑉m
= −𝑔𝑔̅L (𝑉𝑉m − 𝐸𝐸L ) − 𝑔𝑔̅Na 𝑚𝑚3 ℎ(𝑉𝑉m − 𝐸𝐸Na ) − 𝑔𝑔̅K 𝑛𝑛4 (𝑉𝑉m − 𝐸𝐸K )
d𝑡𝑡
d𝑚𝑚
= 𝛼𝛼m (1 − 𝑚𝑚) − 𝛽𝛽m 𝑚𝑚
d𝑡𝑡
dℎ
= 𝛼𝛼h (1 − ℎ) − 𝛽𝛽h ℎ
d𝑡𝑡

d𝑛𝑛
= 𝛼𝛼𝑛𝑛 (1 − 𝑛𝑛) − 𝛽𝛽n 𝑛𝑛
d𝑡𝑡

where 𝑔𝑔̅i represents the maximal value of conductance; 𝑛𝑛, 𝑚𝑚 and ℎ (gating variables) represent

potassium conductance activation, sodium conductance activation and sodium conductance
inactivation, respectively; 𝛼𝛼i and 𝛽𝛽i represent the rate coefficients for the 𝑖𝑖-th conductance.

With other sets of parameters, the HH model has since been used to describe many other types

of voltage-dependent ion channels and has become a standard technique in compartmental
modeling of neurons in in silico environments. These compartmental models are often
simulated and analyzed in specialized software environments, such as NEURON (Hines &
Carnevale, 1997), with tailored numerical engines to solve the systems of differential equations.
As previously mentioned, the mammalian axon displays a much larger variety of ionic currents
than those described for the squid axon. The AIS “trigger zone” has the lowest threshold for
AP initiation due to the presumed relative high density of specialized Nav channels, which are
more sensitive to small deviations from the resting membrane potential (due to the lower half
activation voltage). Moreover, the different Nav channels can generate three different Na+
currents: the fast transient Na+ current, the persistent Na+ current, and the resurgent Na+
current. The fast-activating and -inactivating transient currents are activated sequentially when

membrane potential reaches the firing threshold. The fast-activating drives the AP rise
(depolarizing phase), while the fast-inactivating, together with the, then, activated Kv channels,
restores the resting membrane potential (repolarizing phase) (Fig. 3C). The persistent and
resurgent currents are activated near-threshold and are involved in excitatory post-synaptic
potential (EPSP) amplification and re-excitation upon repolarization, respectively. Inactivating
Kv channels function as regulators of neuron excitability. Low-threshold Kv channels set the AP
threshold and repolarize the membrane shortly after activation (delayed rectifiers and A-type)
(Fig. 3D).
As an AP propagates, it leaves behind inactivated Nav channels and hyperpolarizing Kv
channels in a high conductance state (afterhyperpolarization phase) that hyperpolarize the
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membrane potential. Consequently, in normal conditions, the previously excited portion of the
axonal membrane is not immediately re-excitable (i.e., ≈1-5 ms absolute refractory period) and
the AP conduction is unidirectional. An instantaneous snapshot of the AP plotted spatially along
an axon portion is shown in Fig. 3C. In several CNS neurons, afterdepolarization (i.e.,
membrane potential depolarized relative to the resting potential) occurs after a fast
afterhyperpolarization. A plethora of ionic currents contribute to afterdepolarization, including
persistent and resurgent Na+ currents, but also Ca2+ currents (L-type). If the afterdepolarization
reaches the firing threshold, the result is all-or-none burst firing (Bean, 2007; Connors et al.,
1982).
Undoubtedly, the firing properties of a neuron depend on the tuning of the active properties of
its’ axonal membrane. The diversity of ion channel currents, in particular, provides neurons with
a vast repertoire of membrane dynamics and, consequently, computations. Remarkably,
different invertebrate neurons of the stomatogastric ganglion can have ion channel
conductances that vary ≈6-fold and yet, display similar burst firing properties (Goldman et al.,
2001). Moreover, these properties can be extremely resilient to perturbations (e.g., temperature
changes), that drastically change the conductances and kinetics of the ion channels (Alonso &
Marder, 2020). These findings put into question how adaptive (or redundant) the active
properties of axonal conduction can be in mammalian neurons and which homeostatic
mechanisms govern the relative expression of all ion channel types.
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Figure 3 – The Hodgkin-Huxley model and the action potential. (A) Schematic of the squid
giant axon’s cell membrane. The selective to Na+, K+ and Cl- ion channels are represented, as
well as the Na+/K+ ion pump. The reversal potential values (ENa, EK, and ECl) were derived using
the Nernst equation, assuming a temperature of 6.3 °C (B) The Hodgkin-Huxley equivalent
electrical circuit of the cell membrane passive and active properties. Cm represents the lipid
bilayer membrane capacitance, RNa and RK represent the variable ion channel resistance
influenced, RL represents the linear leakage resistance defined by other ions (mainly Cl-). The
voltage sources ENa, EK, and EL represent the reversal potentials for Na+, K+ and other ions
(mainly Cl-). (C) Schematic of an action potential (AP), elicited by suprathreshold current
injection. The response to subthreshold current injection is also shown (in grey). The
depolarizing (or upstroke) phase is driven by Na+ conductance (entry), until the ENa. Then, the
repolarizing phase is characterized by Na+ deactivation and increase in K+ conductance, until
the EK. The AP shape can be characterized by a height (h), typically measured from the most
negative voltage achieved (afterhyperpolarization), and a width (w), typically measured at halfmaximal AP height (or amplitude). (D) Schematic comparison of two types of ionic currents
arrangements in axons. First, the simple case of the squid giant axon with only fast sodium and
delayed rectifier potassium currents. Then, a more complex (e.g., mammalian axon)
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arrangement with several different types of ionic currents, each activating/inactivating with
singular time constants (adapted from (Bucher & Goaillard, 2011)).

1.2.2

The Action Potential

Most neurons encode and transmit information via the conduction of APs. Thus, AP initiation
and its subsequent conduction have been extensively investigated in vitro and in vivo (Clark et
al., 2005; G. Stuart et al., 1997; G. J. Stuart & Sakmann, 1994). In the CNS, after the rapid AP
onset, APs propagate orthodromically along the axonal arbor, but also back-propagate towards
the somatodendritic compartment. In the PNS, afferent sensory neurons need to carry
information from their axon terminals, thus conduction is antidromic. AP propagation controls
the reliability and the timing with which neuronal networks communicate, thus the modulation
of this process has repercussions for, at least, temporal coding. Importantly, most parameters
(if not all) that influence AP propagation (e.g., ion channel density, branching, axon diameter),
can be modified by, at least, neuronal activity (reviewed in (Alcami & El Hady, 2019; Bucher &
Goaillard, 2011)). Moreover, important AP characteristics, such as AP shape, can be
modulated and are known to convey information beyond timing (reviewed in (Rama et al.,
2018)). Yet, the relevance of this adapting computational repertoire is far from understood.
Initiation
Classically, the somatodendritic compartment is viewed as the main locus for neuronal
reception and processing of incoming synaptic inputs. These synaptic inputs can be classified
as inhibitory post-synaptic potentials (IPSPs) or EPSPs, as they hyperpolarize or depolarize
the target neuron. EPSPs are temporally summated (graded potentials) and, after surpassing
a firing threshold, lead to AP initiation in the AIS. An essential feature of the all-or-none property
of the AP is the notion of a firing threshold, which is not fixed but rather corresponds to a range.
Channel “noise” is thought to account for the high variability of firing thresholds, as the opening
of voltage-gated channels is a stochastic process. Alternatively, this variability may be
explained by instantaneous differences between subthreshold potentials measured in the soma
(where recordings are typically performed) and the AIS (Bean, 2007).
After AP onset, active backpropagation and passive electrotonic spread occur towards the
somatodendritic compartment (G. J. Stuart & Sakmann, 1994). This active backpropagation is
supported by Nav1.2 channels in the proximal AIS and somatodendritic compartment (W. Hu
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et al., 2009). This mechanism may provide a retrograde signal of neuronal output, which in
well-defined temporal critical windows can potentiate or depress synaptic connections (i.e.,
spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP)) (Bi & Poo, 1998; Markram et al., 1997). Still, the
extent to which AP backpropagation can invade distal dendrites remains controversial.
Additionally, AP backpropagation may fail to depolarize the soma, in which cases, a strongly
attenuated version (“spikelet”) of the AP is recorded at the soma (Michalikova et al., 2019).
Conduction
As previously detailed, AP conduction is an active process, dependent on a high density of
voltage-gated channels throughout the axon. In unmyelinated axons, AP conduction is
supported by Nav1.2 channels that are thought to be homogeneously distributed along the
axon, though particularly enriched at varicosities and branch points to ensure reliable
propagation throughout the axon arbor (H. Hu & Jonas, 2014). In myelinated axons, NoR act
as hot spots for Nav (mainly the 1.6 and 1.1 isoforms) and Kv channels that regenerate AP
propagation (Alpizar et al., 2019).
APs are thought to be conducted with high temporal precision (low jitter) and reliability
throughout mammalian axonal arbors (Popovic et al., 2011; Radivojevic et al., 2017; RitzauJost et al., 2021). In fact, axons of the medial superior olive (auditory system) can relay APs at
frequencies up to 1 kHz without failures (Scott et al., 2007). Still, conduction failures have been
observed in several experimental models, including rat DRGs (X. Wang et al., 2016) and
hippocampal neurons (Meeks & Mennerick, 2004). Several factors can determine a conduction
failure (e.g., frequency-dependent conduction failures), but geometrical factors, such as axon
branch points, are among the most studied (Bucher & Goaillard, 2011). Abrupt changes in axon
diameter at branching points may cause a conduction failure if the current generated by the
main axon fails to load one of the branches. Branching points can also slow down APs in the
millisecond range, overcoming the refractory period. In these cases, AP reflection
(reverse/antidromic conduction towards the soma) can occur (Goldstein & Rall, 1974; Manor
et al., 1991). AP invasion into pre-synaptic terminals is especially critical, as the geometrical
perturbation at the terminal arborization can decrease the fidelity of AP propagation. In, at least,
hippocampal mossy fibers, Nav channel density is very high at the pre-synaptic terminals
(≈2000 channels per synaptic bouton), which amplifies the AP to secure propagation and locally
increases conduction velocity (Engel & Jonas, 2005). A scaling increase in Nav density at
branching points may also secure propagation throughout the arbor in, at least, fast-spiking
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hippocampal interneurons (H. Hu & Jonas, 2014). Recently, the β2 subunits of Nav channels
were found to be required to prevent conduction failures at branching points in rat hippocampal
cultures (I. H. Cho et al., 2017). In cultured Purkinje neurons, APs have been shown to conduct
reliably along the axon arbor (including bifurcations) but attenuate strongly close to the
terminals, due to a relative sparse and abundant expression of Nav and Kv1 channels,
respectively (Kawaguchi & Sakaba, 2015).
It is important to note that propagation failures induce a mismatch between the number of
proximally initiated APs and the ones that reach the pre-synaptic terminals (i.e., successful
conductions). Thus, a reliable high-frequency firing at the AIS, for example, may not impact the
pre-synaptic terminals uniformly (Alcami & El Hady, 2019).
Conduction Velocity
In clinical practice, a nerve conduction velocity test is important to determine nerve damage in
demyelinating diseases, for example. Still, conduction velocity per se provides little information
about the functional aspects of neuronal communication. Axonal conduction delay (which
depends on conduction velocity and axonal length), however, may introduce multiple temporal
patterns in the propagation of a neuronal output, with consequences not fully understood
(reviewed in (Debanne et al., 2011)). Concisely, a certain temporal pattern in the main axon
may transform into multiple patterns along the axonal arbor.
In unmyelinated axons, conduction velocity has been estimated to be ≈0.25-0.38 m/s (fastest
in CA3 pyramidal neurons), while in large myelinated axons it can achieve ≈100 m/s. In
myelinated fibers, the effective membrane resistance of the axon is increased by several orders
of magnitude, and the membrane capacitance is reduced by a similar factor, which enable very
fast saltatory conduction in-between NoR. In unmyelinated axons, conduction velocity critically
depends on several biophysical factors such as the number of available Nav channels,
temperature, membrane capacitance and axial resistance. The larger the Na+ current, the faster
the rate of AP rise. Consequently, the spatial voltage gradient is faster and conduction velocity
is increased. Temperature influences the rate of increase of Nav channels conductance, thus
channels open and close more slowly at lower temperature, which in turn decreases conduction
velocity. Membrane capacitance determines the amount of charge required to depolarize the
membrane, thus an increased capacitance slows conduction (higher time constant). The
capacity of unmyelinated membranes is often approximated to 1 µF/cm2. Thus, capacitance
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measurements of small-to-large axons vary from pico- to nanoFarads. Axial resistance
depends on the axoplasm resistance to current flow and the axon diameter. Larger axons
present a decreased longitudinal resistance, which allows for a larger current flow, hence a
faster conduction. Axon diameter is a key determinant of conduction velocity. Theoretically, in
unmyelinated axons, conduction velocity is proportional to the square root of the axon diameter
(Hodgkin, 1954), while in myelinated axons, depends linearly on fiber diameter (Waxman,
1980).
Remarkably, even the intrinsic properties of the axon are not immutable (reviewed in (Alcami
& El Hady, 2019)). For example, axon diameter (and membrane capacitance consequently)
can dynamically change via activity-dependent plasticity mechanisms in CA3 pyramidal
neurons, modulating conduction velocity (Chéreau et al., 2017).
Shape
The AP shape differs considerably among various types of neurons. APs are commonly
characterized by a width, a height, and an overshoot magnitude (Fig. 3C). Although a travelling
AP’s shape is seen as a stereotyped waveform, it’s profile is particularly important in the presynaptic terminals, as it modulates Cav currents and neurotransmitter-containing vesicle
release. In fact, pre-synaptic Ca2+ entry and neurotransmitter release exhibit a non-linear
dependence, such that small changes in the level of Ca2+ can profoundly impact quantal release
(i.e., the amount of neurotransmitter-containing vesicles released) (reviewed in (Dolphin & Lee,
2020)).
AP width may vary from ≈180 µs (e.g., inhibitory interneurons, Purkinje neurons) to ≈4 ms (e.g.,
dopaminergic neurons). AP width can hint at the type of firing behavior. For example, neurons
with narrow APs usually exhibit “fast-spiking” behavior, as the fast channel kinetics allow for
high-frequency firing, even during prolonged stimulation. AP width may increase during periods
of increased frequency firing, due to the cumulative inactivation of Kv channels (Bean, 2007).
Unlike subthreshold signals, APs do not decrease in amplitude (height) along the axon, due to
the active regeneration. AP height and overshoot magnitude (i.e., the peak relative to 0 mV)
are also governed by the different ion channel conductances and kinetics. During bursting
activity, APs recorded somatically tend to decrease in amplitude (height), presumably due to
Nav channels inactivation, but little attenuation occurs in axonal recordings even at very high
firing frequencies (Shu et al., 2007). Several studies have now shown that the AP waveform
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can be important in governing vesicle release probability in axon terminals. For example, it has
been recently shown that pre-synaptic Nav channels amplify the pre-synaptic AP amplitude (by
≈20-40%) when transmitting synchronous somatic inputs to the post-synaptic neuron (Mickaël
Zbili et al., 2020).
AP shape can only be determined precisely in intracellular recordings. Still, AP shape is often
a criterion for neuronal identification (and differentiation, e.g., pyramidal neurons vs
interneurons) in extracellular recordings (since the electrodes typically record APs from several
sources). This data-processing step is known as spike-sorting and is an active field of research
(reviewed in (Rey et al., 2015)), as state-of-the-art technologies (e.g., neuropixels probes, highdensity microelectrode arrays) steadily increase the number and spatial resolution of the
recording electrodes (Steinmetz et al., 2021). Consequently, a single neuron activity may be
probed by several electrodes, which, in turn, record from several neurons, simultaneously. The
different established neuron-electrode interfaces introduce distortions in AP shape that are
used for the retrieval of neuronal identity (e.g., via template matching). It is important to note
that these spike-sorting methods assume a stereotypical, immutable, AP shape for each
source. However, AP shape during axonal conduction can be modulated by several
mechanisms, which can put into question the reliability of spike-sorting methods (Sardi et al.,
2017). For example, axonal AP broadening has been shown to occur via glutamate-release of
periaxonal astrocytes (Sasaki et al., 2011), soma depolarization (Sasaki et al., 2012a), or, as
previously mentioned, during periods of increased firing frequency (Lewandowska et al., 2016;
Shu et al., 2007). It is also important to note that the recorded shape depends greatly on the
probed compartment (e.g., AIS vs axon terminal), axon geometry, and the actual path of signal
conduction, all of which can change within and across days of recording (Bestel et al., 2021;
Gold et al., 2006). In general, deriving subcellular (or even cellular) classifications from
extracellular recordings alone requires caution.

1.2.3

The Ectopic Action Potential

In the CNS, AP initiation typically occurs in the AIS, and the generated AP propagates
orthodromically along the axon arbor. Thus, generally, APs propagate from the AIS to the axon
terminals, with unidirectional propagation being ensured by the refractory period. Still, axon
biophysics allow for bidirectional propagation (orthodromic and antidromic) (Fig. 4A-B), a
fundamental characteristic that has long been used by neuroscientists to characterize axonal
conduction (e.g., in collision tests). The distal stimulation of the axon elicits both an orthodromic
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AP (towards the terminals), as well as an antidromic AP (towards the soma), which travel
oppositely from the excited site.
Intriguingly, several studies have demonstrated that APs can generate spontaneously at distal
sites of the axon (reviewed in (Alcami & El Hady, 2019; Bucher & Goaillard, 2011; Sasaki,
2013). Distally-generated APs, also known as EAPs or antidromic APs, were first described in
invertebrate neurons (reviewed in (Pinault, 1995)), but have since been shown conclusively to
co-occur in diverse types of CNS mammalian neurons, both ex vivo and in vivo (Bähner et al.,
2011; Bukalo et al., 2013; Chorev & Brecht, 2012; Dugladze et al., 2012). As EAPs travel
antidromically, an easily distinguishable shape can be recorded at the soma: the depolarization
phase rises sharply from the resting potential, without prior depolarization (Bähner et al., 2011)
(Fig. 4C).
In invertebrates, some physiological functions for EAPs have been suggested. For example, in
the somatogastric ganglion, motor axons can spontaneously generate EAP tonic or bursting
activity in the absence of activity from the central pattern generators (Bucher & Goaillard, 2011).
In vertebrates, the occurrence of EAPs has been associated with pathological conditions where
the axon is hyperexcitable, such as epilepsy (Gutnick & Prince, 1972; Stasheff et al., 1993),
nerve injury (Costigan et al., 2009; Pinault, 1995) or demyelination (M. S. Hamada & Kole,
2015), but also with physiological functions, such as fast network oscillations (Bähner et al.,
2011; Dugladze et al., 2012; R. D. Traub et al., 2003). As the functional implications of EAPs
are very significant, these studies have opened perspectives on neuronal communication
beyond the canonical orthodromic signal transmission (Sasaki, 2013; Roger D. Traub et al.,
2020).
Still, the physiological relevance of EAPs is very far from being established, as most studies
facilitate their occurrence via chemical or electrical stimulation (Bucher & Goaillard, 2011;
Roger D. Traub et al., 2020). Even in physiological states (e.g., fast-network oscillations), it is
not clear if EAPs appear simply as a by-product (“electrophysiological artifact”) of the underlying
network connectivity (e.g., axo-axonal synapses). During kainate-induced gamma oscillations
(≈25-100Hz), the firing rate of CA3 pyramidal neurons distal axons (>600 µm from the soma)
can be ≈4-5 times higher than that of the corresponding somata. However, most of these EAPs
do not invade the somatodendritic compartment, due to the action of inhibitory axo-axonic cells
that target the AIS (Dugladze et al., 2012). Although the mechanisms of EAP generation during
gamma oscillations are still unknown, the tonic inhibition of their backpropagation suggests a
functional separation of axonal and somatic activity during this network behavior (Fig. 4D).
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Paradoxically, the facilitation of EAPs has revealed a possible role in synaptic plasticity in CA1
neurons. Eliciting EAPs reduces synaptic strength and leads to an upstream cell-wide synaptic
downscaling (Bukalo et al., 2013), which is accompanied by a rapid downregulation of brainderived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) mRNA transcripts (Bukalo et al., 2016). Subsequent
synaptic stimulation can lead to long-lasting synaptic strengthening (Bukalo et al., 2013).
Many uncertainties hold regarding the precise mechanism(s) of initiation of EAPs, although
they are not mutually exclusive (reviewed in (Alcami & El Hady, 2019; Michalikova et al., 2019;
Roger D. Traub et al., 2020; Trigo, 2019). Here, I will delve into the most plausible: local
depolarization mediated by activity in connected (i.e., electrical or chemical synapses) (Bähner
et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2001) or adjacent axons (i.e., ephaptic coupling) (Anastassiou &
Koch, 2015; Han et al., 2018); and activation (spontaneous or not) of ionic channels in
unmyelinated thin segments of the axon (M. S. Hamada & Kole, 2015; Pinault, 1995) (Fig. 4B).
Moreover, different mechanisms of EAP initiation may allow for the distinction of different
modes of EAP activity (as defined in (Bucher & Goaillard, 2011)). EAPs that initiate
spontaneously in the axon (M. S. Hamada & Kole, 2015); that occur after orthodromically
propagated activity (e.g., synaptic potentials, distal integration following repetitive activity) (M.
E. J. Sheffield et al., 2011; Thome et al., 2018); or that occur in response to input (e.g., axoaxonic synapses, neuromodulators) (Bähner et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2001).
Axo-Axonal Coupling
For a long time, coupling between axons has been known to occur (Katz & Schmitt, 1940).
These axo-axonal interactions can occur via three forms: chemical synapses, electrical
synapses and ephaptic coupling (Fig. 4B). Axo-axonal interactions can give rise to APs that
propagate antidromically or bidirectionally (if not initiated in the axon terminals).
Axo-axonal coupling by chemical synapses is typically performed by GABAergic neurons,
known as axo-axonic cells (Debanne et al., 2011). For example, the AIS of a single
hippocampal neuron can receive up to 30 symmetrical synapses from a single GABAergic
interneuron (chandelier cell). These GABAergic terminals onto principal cells’ axons can control
AP initiation, or even, shunt EAP invasion of the soma in the CA3 region (Dugladze et al.,
2012). It is important to note that even though GABAergic currents in the proximal axon are
normally associated with inhibition (Debanne et al., 2011), there is conflicting evidence that this
is always the case (Szabadics et al., 2006). The conflicting evidence may be explained by a
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known developmental switch in GABA polarity (Ben-Ari et al., 2007), in which chandelier
GABAergic axo-axonic synapses are initially excitatory (at least until 2-3 weeks post-natal, in
mice) but become inhibitory in mature networks, as recently shown (Pan-Vazquez et al., 2020).
Direct axo-axonal coupling via electrical synapses is mediated by gap junctions (Schmitz et al.,
2001). Electrical synapses are most prevalent during early development, preceding the
development of persisting chemical synapses. Still, an uncertain degree of electrical coupling
persists into adulthood in the CNS (Roger D. Traub et al., 2020). Recent findings have
suggested that mature glutamatergic CNS networks (e.g., CA3 neurons) maintain a high
number of electrical synapses, which are normally silent but can be readily recruited (e.g., via
pH changes) (Ixmatlahua et al., 2020). At least some classes of central neurons, such as
GABAergic interneurons (Hestrin & Galarreta, 2005) or inferior olivary cells (Lefler et al., 2020),
are known to establish and maintain electrically coupled networks throughout adulthood
(reviewed in (Alcamí & Pereda, 2019)). In electrical synapses, an AP in the pre-junctional axon
induces a “spikelet” (or fast prepotential) in the post-junctional axon (≈2-30 mV), which
corresponds to a strongly attenuated version (“low-pass filtered”) of the AP. The spikelet
reaches a detectable level ≈1 ms after transmission, a delay which is introduced by the
capacitive loading of the post-junctional membrane. These spikelets can propagate
bidirectionally along the axon and unraveling their exact origin and function is an active field of
investigation (reviewed in (Michalikova et al., 2019; Trigo, 2019)). For example, spikelets have
been shown to represent ≈1/3 of the activity of CA1 neurons in vivo and spikelet frequency is
thought to play a role in spatial exploration (Epsztein et al., 2010). If the spikelets depolarize
the distal axon sufficiently (i.e., crossing threshold), an EAP initiates (Chorev & Brecht, 2012;
Y. Wang et al., 2010). This electrical coupling allows for the synchronization of axons and is
thought to mediate, at least partially, high-frequency oscillations (100-200 Hz) in the
hippocampus, known as sharp-wave “ripple” complexes (reviewed in (Roger D. Traub et al.,
2020)). These complexes can quickly propagate bidirectionally along the hippocampus
(Imbrosci et al., 2021), and have been implied in memory consolidation (Bukalo et al., 2013;
Buzsáki, 2015). Critically, these >100 Hz oscillations are thought to be too fast for originating
from chemical synapses alone. Such “ripples” persist during pharmacological blockade of
chemical synapses, but are sensitive to gap junction blockers (e.g., carbenoxolone), proving
their reliance on electrical coupling (Draguhn et al., 1998; R. D. Traub et al., 2003).
Concomitantly, this activity is facilitated by increasing gap junction electrotonic coupling (e.g.,
alkalization by NH4Cl) or via GABAA-mediated axon depolarization (e.g., via GABAA agonists)
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(Bukalo et al., 2013). In silico models have suggested that these oscillations originate from
connected thin branches, where EAPs invade the main axon with a low safety factor (Bähner
et al., 2011; Roger D. Traub et al., 2012). It is important to note, however, that the precise
mechanism (e.g., which gap-junction protein is involved, and where exactly) is hard to decipher,
as there is a lack for specific gap junction blockers and decisive anatomical data (e.g., via
electron microscopy). Researchers usually resort to a cocktail of different blockers (each with
non-specific actions) to achieve a gap junction blockade. Other approaches, such as the use
of knock-out animal models, can also have issues, such as compensating expression of other
gap junction proteins (Roger D. Traub et al., 2020). Concerning anatomical data, although there
is immunohistological evidence that principal neurons express several gap junction proteins
(e.g., mainly connexin36), most studies have only (indirectly) shown axo-axonal coupling via
dye coupling (i.e., intracellular dye loading of one neuron “diffuses” to another) (Schmitz et al.,
2001).
Axo-axonal direct coupling (i.e., chemical and electrical synapses) enables neuron-to-neuron
communication in a few milliseconds, however, a few studies have reported neuronal
synchronization in the sub-milisecond scale (Han et al., 2018). This ability to ultra-fast
synchronize activity is thought to be mediated by ephaptic coupling. In ephaptic coupling, the
AP conduction along an active axon depolarizes a neighbor/adjacent (<20 µm) resting axon via
a locally generated extracellular potential (≈0.5-0.1 mV at a ≈0-40 µm distance) (Han et al.,
2018). This type of coupling is “capacitive” since there is no transmembrane current flow (unlike
“resistive” electrical synapses). Thus, the resulting AP (or spikelet) waveforms are typically
narrower than the originating APs (“high-pass filtered”). Together with membrane fluctuations
or endogenous electrical fields (≈5 mV/mm in vivo), this slight depolarization can be sufficient
to entrain AP timing (Anastassiou et al., 2011). Thus, beyond recruitment of neighboring
inactive axons, ephaptic coupling may accelerate AP conduction of near-concurrently active
axons (within a ≈1-2 ms delay), promoting ultra-fast synchronization (Debanne et al., 2011).
This effect is expected to occur in bundles of unmyelinated axons, where the periaxonal
distance is reduced. Also, due to the stronger extracellular potentials formed (Bakkum et al.,
2018), this effect is more likely to occur between nearby AISs (Han et al., 2018).
Finally, it is important to note that neuron-glia interactions may also synchronize activity across
bundles of myelinated axons in an ultra-fast manner. Interestingly, a single oligodendrocyte
can myelinate several axons and depolarize in response to axonal activity with unknown
consequences in the network behavior (Micu et al., 2018).
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Spontaneous Activation
There are a few instances where spontaneous activation of the distal axon seems to occur, that
is, cases where EAP initiation may occur independently of AP propagation on another neuron.
These cases are dependent on axonal excitability, which can change pathologically and
physiologically.
In the CNS, EAP initiation has been described in in vitro models of epilepsy where the axon is
hyperexcitable, such as the penicillin-induced (Gutnick & Prince, 1972), the 4-aminopyridineinduced (Avoli et al., 1998; Roger D. Traub et al., 2001), or the tetanic stimulation epilepsy
models (Stasheff et al., 1993). In these studies, distal GABAA receptors seem to exert excitatory
actions on the axon (Papatheodoropoulos, 2008; R. D. Traub et al., 2003). Demyelination has
also been associated with EAP initiation. In a cuprizone-induced myelin loss model,
demyelinated axons of L5 neurons were intrinsically more excitable and had an increased
sensitivity for spontaneously generating EAPs (≈0.1/min) (M. S. Hamada & Kole, 2015).
Physiologically, several neurotransmitters and neuromodulators can affect axon excitability,
such as glutamate, adenosine (Sasaki et al., 2011), or GABA (Papatheodoropoulos, 2008).
GABAA receptors are present throughout the axon of principal cells and the main modulators
of axon excitability (Debanne et al., 2011). While in the soma and the proximal axon of mature
neurons, their function seems to be mainly inhibitory (hence the AIS being the main site for
axo-axonic GABAergic synapses) (Dugladze et al., 2012; Pan-Vazquez et al., 2020), several
studies have found an excitatory effect in the axon proper and terminals (Zorrilla de San Martin
et al., 2017). This is presumedly driven by a GABAA current reversal potential (i.e., Cl- reversal
potential) that is transiently depolarizing in the distal axon, due to the relatively high axoplasmic
Cl- concentration. This dual GABAergic effect of depolarization and hyperpolarization of the
axonal and somatodendritic compartments, respectively, has been used for the facilitation of
EAP initiation in several studies by the use of GABAA receptor agonists (e.g., muscimol)
(Bähner et al., 2011; Bukalo et al., 2013; Papatheodoropoulos, 2008).
Theoretically, stochastic activation of Nav channels may be sufficient for EAP initiation in very
thin segments of the axonal arbor (e.g., axon collaterals, axon terminals) (Pinault, 1995). In
such a small-capacitance portion of the axon, membrane fluctuations due to, for example,
channel noise may cause EAP generation (Chow & White, 1996; O’Donnell & van Rossum,
2014).
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The previous mechanisms portray distal axon initiation as being independent of somatic
activity. However, a few studies have challenged this view. Interestingly, EAP initiation may be
modulated by incoming PSPs (i.e., subthreshold signals that propagate passively). Recently, it
was shown that EPSPs paired with sub-threshold distal axon stimulation facilitate EAP initiation
(up to ≈350 µm down the axon), while IPSPs inhibit EAP initiation (Thome et al., 2018). Lastly,
it has been shown that hippocampal and neocortical interneurons produce a form of persistent
EAP firing that can last for minutes (also known as “retroaxonal barrage”), following realistic or
repeated patterns of somatic electrical stimulation (M. E. J. Sheffield et al., 2011). This indicates
a form of slow integration of activity by the distal axon, that, interestingly, can propagate to nonstimulated cells and is inhibited by gap junction blockers and Cav1 blockers. Though, most
probably, population synchronization is mediated by electrical coupling, connexin36 knock-outs
still exhibit population-level retroaxonal barrages (M. E. J. J. Sheffield et al., 2013).

Figure 4 – Mechanisms of ectopic action potential initiation and identification. (A)
Schematic representation of orthodromic conduction following action potential (AP) initiation,
and antidromic conduction following ectopic AP (EAP) initiation. (B) Schematic representations
of different modes of EAP initiation. (C) Distinct EAP and AP shapes as recorded intracellularly
in the soma via whole-cell patch-clamp. Note that the EAP upstroke rises from the resting
membrane potential without previous soma depolarization (adapted from (Bähner et al., 2011)).
(D) Dual somatic and axon-attached recordings of a CA3 pyramidal neuron demonstrate that
axons can fire independently of the corresponding somata during gamma oscillations. Most of
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the EAPs do not invade the somatodendritic compartment, due to the inhibitory action of
chandelier cells on the AIS (adapted from (Dugladze et al., 2012)).

Ectopic Activity in Dorsal Root Ganglion Neurons
In many aspects, DRG neurons are a special case in the nervous system's structural and
functional organization (Devor, 1999; Nascimento et al., 2018). Likewise, ectopic activity
(sometimes termed as “ectopia” in the DRG literature) terminology acquires a different meaning
than what has been previously discussed for the CNS.
The axons of DRG neurons are afferent. Thus, under physiological conditions, APs are initiated
in the peripheral terminals of DRG neurons and conducted antidromically towards the CNS.
Clearly, and in contrast with the CNS case, the definition of ectopic activity in DRG neurons
cannot be described by distal initiation and antidromic conduction of the AP.
In the case of DRGs, EAP terminology is associated with abnormal activity following injury,
which can be caused by axotomy, inflammation, or compression of DRG axons (reviewed in
(Nascimento et al., 2018)). Despite the prevalence of EAPs under pathological conditions,
many uncertainties remain regarding the location and mechanism of EAP initiation in the DRG.
EAPs may arise in the soma, in the stem axon, or the injured axon end (i.e., neuroma) (Amir et
al., 2005). EAP activity is thought to be caused by exacerbated subthreshold oscillations and
hyperexcitability following lesion, due to a structural reorganization of Nav densities (C. N. Liu
et al., 2000). Since EAP activity is thought to be a major driver of neuropathic pain (Costigan
et al., 2009), its study and pharmacological modulation are of great interest.
It is important to emphasize again that, while EAPs in the CNS are initiated in the distal axon
in physiological or pathological conditions; in DRG neurons, EAP activity refers to abnormal
initiation that results from an axon insult, and may not necessarily initiate in the distal axon end.
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1.3 Technologies for the study of axon physiology (in vitro)
As it can be already appreciated, the history of neuroscience has been largely shaped by the
history of its’ technological developments. Likewise, as postulated by Edgar Adrian in 1932,
“The history of electrophysiology has been decided by the history of electrical recording
instruments”. Almost a century later, it is still experimentally challenging to record from axons.
Thus, in systems neuroscience, most studies are based on data derived from extracellular
recordings or functional imaging of, mainly, somatic APs. Beyond technical specificities, this
emphasis on somatic APs introduces several biases, as it assumes that supra-threshold activity
initiated in the soma/AIS is the only type of neuronal output capable of influencing
up/downstream neurons. However, from the previous sub-chapters, it should be apparent that
axon function is not limited to orthodromic conduction of APs. In fact, in certain network
behaviors (e.g., sharp-wave ripple complexes, gamma oscillations), distal axons can generate
APs at much higher rates than the corresponding somata (Dugladze et al., 2012). Another
interesting case is that of substantia nigra dopaminergic neurons, in which dopamine release
is often defined by dopamine receptors in the axon terminals and independent from somatic
APs (Berke, 2018). Ultimately, in some cases, somatic APs may represent only a fraction of a
given neuron output. Thus, it is now clear that neuronal function cannot be fully understood
based on somatic recordings alone.
Typically, axons are both extremely long and very thin (often below the ≈200 nm diffraction
limit). This huge length-to-diameter ratio complicates immensely their study with traditional
techniques. Additionally, axonal arbors can adopt very complex morphologies that are hard to
track, even in 2D in vitro cultures. Consequently, the study of axonal function is full of technical
challenges. Still, there is an emerging interest in developing technologies that will allow to
structurally and electrophysiologically study axons in unprecedent detail. This chapter details
on the most recent advances on this front.

1.3.1

Axon Guidance

The first step in dissecting axonal function is to identify and/or control the axon trajectory. Given
the growth cone highly motile and cue-sensitive capacity, neuroengineers have long attempted
to engineer substrates that can control axon guidance in vitro (reviewed in (J. Roy et al., 2013)).
The advantage of controlling axon guidance in vitro is, at least, two-fold: it simplifies the study
of axonal function, as it allows for the following/probing of the whole axon-length (from the soma
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to the terminals); and techniques that promote guidance (and correct pathfinding) may be used
in, for example, regenerative therapies (e.g., after SCI). A wide range of techniques have been
employed to control axon guidance, which can be grossly divided in physical (e.g., substrate
structuring) and chemical (e.g., protein patterning) methods of patterning.
The most important methods for in vitro patterning are 3D-substrate structuring, microfluidics,
and chemical patterning. Still, it is important to note that most of the guidance strategies (e.g.,
3D-substrate structuring) do not distinguish between axon, soma, and dendrites per se (Fig.
5A). For this reason, different methods are often combined to enhance the degree of control
over the desired axon path (Amin et al., 2018; Santoro et al., 2014). For example, the
establishment of chemical gradients along microfluidic channels, or the biofunctionalization of
3D-structures can help specify axon growth to target regions (Fig. 5C).
It is important to note that most of the here mentioned techniques define static patterns for
posterior axon growth. However, recent developments have employed photo-reactive (e.g.,
two-photon patterning) (Broguiere et al., 2020), or thermosensitive (Hong & Nam, 2020) coating
materials that allow for the manipulation of axon growth by creating and/or modifying patterns
in an in situ manner. The maturation of these techniques will certainly allow for more
controllable axon guidance in the future, leading to new insights into axon function.
Engineered Substrates
During development in vivo, axon outgrowth and pathfinding partially depend on the physical
features of the environment. Taking advantage of the recapitulation of this contact-mediated
guidance in vitro (“topotaxis”) and the advances in micro- and nanofabrication, researchers
have engineered 3D-substrates that greatly impact axon morphology. The outcome of these
neuron-substrate interactions can vary across neuron origin or age, but also across the
topographical feature dimension, geometry, material, and chemical properties (reviewed in
(Leclech & Villard, 2020; Marcus et al., 2017; Raj et al., 2021; Simitzi et al., 2017)).
Different guiding 3D features can be broadly separated into unidirectional and multidirectional,
which in turn can be continuous (e.g., grooves, gratings) or discontinuous (e.g., an array of
pillars) (Fig. 5A-C). While unidirectional structures provide a (most often continuous)
topographical cue along a single axis, multidirectional structures promote outgrowth along
multiple axis. Most of the structured substrates presented in the literature can also be
considered anisotropic, since they impose two (unidirectional) or more (multidirectional)
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symmetrical orientations (Leclech & Villard, 2020). Pure isotropic structures (e.g., “random
forest” of pillars, nanowires) do not impose a direction on axon outgrowth, but can influence
aspects such as axon branching (Gautam et al., 2017; Seo et al., 2018).
Numerous studies have demonstrated that axons from different cell types elongate along
discontinuous or continuous anisotropic topographical features in the direction of the pattern
(parallel contact guidance) (Fig. 5A). The most pronounced effects are usually achieved in
linear continuous structures, such as grooves with sub-micron depth and ≈micron width (Chua
et al., 2014). Still, discontinuous topographies, such as arrays of micropillars, can also promote
axon guidance (Amin et al., 2018; Leclech et al., 2019; Micholt et al., 2013; Milos et al., 2021).
In this case, the critical parameter for strong guidance is the spacing (or pitch) between
features, with ≈0.5-3 µm being optimal (Simitzi et al., 2017). These discontinuous features are
of particular interest, as they can be adapted for the fabrication of 3D devices capable of
probing neuronal activity (e.g., MEAs). This will be detailed later on the chapter.
Li et al. (2015) performed a large-scale screening of 71 different continuous and discontinuous
micro and nanopatterns to extensively cover different combinations of shape, size, and pitch.
In general, continuous features (e.g., gratings) promoted longer axon outgrowth (up to 60%)
than discontinuous features (e.g., pillars), or flat substrates (W. Li et al., 2015). Still, it is
important to note that continuous unidirectional features tend to decrease the complexity of the
branching pattern of the axon (Chua et al., 2014; W. Li et al., 2015), while discontinuous
multidirectional features tend to increase the number of branches, and the branches
themselves can be guided by the topography (Gautam et al., 2017; Milos et al., 2021; Seo et
al., 2018).
Interestingly, perpendicular contact guidance can also rarely occur, but is highly dependent on
the cell type and/or the age of the embryo, suggesting a developmental regulation of this
phenomena (Leclech & Villard, 2020; Simitzi et al., 2017).
Microfluidics
Microfluidic devices follow a different rationale, which was pioneered in the 70s with the
Campenot compartmented chambers (Campenot, 1977). Then, and now, the objective was to
guide the axon to a separate culture compartment than the soma. Campenot’s concept together
with advances in microfabrication (e.g., photolithography, soft lithography) allowed for a key
breakthrough almost 20 years ago (Taylor et al., 2003, 2005). This first microfluidic device
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allowed, for the first time, for the spatial and fluidic compartmentalization of the somatodendritic
and axonal neuronal compartments. The device comprised two-compartments where neurons
could be plated, interconnected by high aspect ratio microchannels (straight lines) into which
only neurites could grow. If the microchannels were longer than 450 µm, only axons were able
to cross the entire microchannel (Taylor et al., 2005). This simple, yet effective, design is widely
used to date (reviewed in (Holloway et al., 2021; Neto et al., 2016)). Concurrently, several
asymmetric microchannel geometries (e.g., diodes) that promote unidirectional axonal
outgrowth have also been proposed in the literature (Forró et al., 2018; Gladkov et al., 2017;
Holloway et al., 2019; Peyrin et al., 2011) (Fig. 5B).
Microfluidic devices take advantage of soft lithography for fabricating the desired pattern using
biocompatible silicones, typically polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Duffy et al., 1998). Besides
neuronal compartmentalization, microfluidic devices’ advantages include the usage of less
reagent and sample amounts, low cost, and high-throughput potential. These devices allow for
targeted chemical or mechanical manipulations of the axon, thus have been used as tools for
studying neuroregeneration (J. W. Park et al., 2006), neurodegeneration (reviewed in (H. J.
Kim et al., 2012)), neurodevelopment (reviewed in (Fantuzzo et al., 2019; Millet & Gillette,
2012b)), among others. Due to their versatility, microfluidic devices are currently the main tool
for the structuring of a “brain-on-a-chip” (Bang et al., 2019; Holloway et al., 2021).
In most neuroscience applications, microfluidic devices are passive, but flow can be driven by
capillarity, hydrostatic pressure differences, or external pumps. Hydrostatic pressure
differences (e.g., via unbalanced liquid quantities between compartments) are routinely used
to establish chemical gradients along the microchannels (via diffusion), or to treat target
compartments (J. W. Park et al., 2006). Moreover, a recent study has shown that the precise
control of the flow rate and angle can be used to induce mechanical stress on the axon, leading
to axonal injury (W. Li et al., 2021).
Importantly, in combination with functional readouts, such as MEAs or calcium imaging, these
microfluidic devices have also been used to study fundamental characteristics of neuronal
networks. This microfluidic/MEA combination is very relevant for the work presented in this
thesis, thus will be thoroughly explored later.
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Chemical Patterning
Chemical patterning takes advantage of the growth cone sensitivity (“chemotaxis”) to substratebound (e.g., protein coatings) and/or soluble chemical cues (e.g., nerve growth factor (NGF))
for controlling axon guidance (Fig. 5C). Microcontact printing (µCP) is the classical technique
for substrate patterning, while soluble cues are often used to establish chemical gradients
within microfluidic devices (reviewed in (Aebersold et al., 2016; Raj et al., 2021)).
Most often, in µCP, PDMS stamps with microscale features are initially inked in a coating
solution (e.g., poly-D-lysine (PDL), laminin). Then, the stamps are used to imprint the desired
patterns in a cell culture substrate. Upon plating, neurons tend to adhere or migrate towards
the areas that promote cell adhesion and then extend within the patterned surface (Kleinfeld et
al., 1988). This technique can be used to micropattern neurons at single-cell resolution (H.
Yamamoto et al., 2016). Still, the simplest application of µCP in neuroscience has been to
create isolated networks (neuronal modules) of various sizes to study relationships between
network size and connectivity. As an example, µCP has been used to study the great impact
of varying the degrees of coupling between neuronal modules on their intra- and inter-activity
dynamics (M. U. Park et al., 2021; Hideaki Yamamoto et al., 2018) (Fig. 5C6). Yamamoto et
al. (2018) created a small-world topology where up to 4 neuronal modules (200 × 200 μm
squares, where less than 100 neurons adhered) were connected by varying numbers of 200
µm-long lines (defining the degrees of coupling), along which the neurites extended (Hideaki
Yamamoto et al., 2018).
µCP can be used to more precisely control axon guidance, via the use of both promoting and
repelling cues (Oliva et al., 2003; Weydert et al., 2019) or by the application of geometrical
constraints on neurite outgrowth (Roth et al., 2012). Interestingly, curved, but not straight, lines
exert a strong inhibitory effect on axon specification. After axon specification in a straight line,
axons outgrow seamlessly along both straight and curved paths (Roth et al., 2012). These
results suggest that, during development, physical cues may precede biochemical cues in axon
specification.
Still, µCP is not compatible with long-term control of axonal guidance. Neurons produce their
growth factors (e.g., ECM components) and, typically, start extending beyond the
micropatterned surface after a few weeks in culture (Aebersold et al., 2016). For more
reproducible and long-term control, physical barriers (e.g., microfluidics) need to be considered
(Forró et al., 2018).
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Figure 5 – Patterning methods for axon guidance. (A) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of neurons growing aligned to discontinuous (vertical nanopillars) (A1 and A2, adapted
from (Gautam et al., 2017; M. Park et al., 2016)) and continuous topography (ridges/grooves)
(A3, adapted from (K.-J. Jang et al., 2010)) – parallel contact guidance. (B) Fluorescent imaging
of neurons growing within microfluidic chambers with asymmetric microchannels for
unidirectional axonal outgrowth (adapted from (Holloway et al., 2019)). (C) Examples of
chemical patterning (via microcontact patterning, except for C2) for multidirectional (C1, C2,
C5 and C6 adapted from (Amin et al., 2018; M. U. Park et al., 2021; Ryu et al., 2019; A. K. Vogt
et al., 2005)) and unidirectional (C3 and C4, adapted from (Roth et al., 2012; H. Yamamoto et
al., 2016)) axonal outgrowth. In C2, arrays of nanopillars (engineered substrate) were
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biofunctionalized with an adhesion-promoting molecule - poly-DL-ornithine (adapted from
(Amin et al., 2018)).

1.3.2

Axon Activity

The study of axon function is intimately related to neurophysiology – the study of the activity of
the nervous system. Classically, this study relied heavily on electrophysiological techniques
(e.g., patch-clamp) which were not adapted to the study of the thin and complex arborizations
of mammalian neurons. However, recent technological developments are driving a new era of
experimental opportunities. Here I will delve into the most relevant: subcellular patch-clamp,
MEAs, and functional imaging techniques (Fig. 6).
These approaches enable the probing of axonal activity on a variety of scales. Subcellular
patch-clamp allows for stimulation and extracellular-like (axon-attached configuration) or
intracellular recordings (whole-cell configuration) from a single point of a single axon. Standard
MEAs can be adapted for the extracellular recording and stimulation of multiple axons, while
high-density MEAs can be used for the electrical mapping of axonal arbors. Functional imaging
techniques (e.g., voltage imaging) can theoretically probe networks with high-spatial resolution.
A comparison of the key characteristics, advantages and limitations of these different
techniques for the study of axon activity is summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 6 – Methods for probing axon activity. (A) Schematic representation of the main
experimental approaches to probe axonal activity and the respective readout capabilities. (B)
Dual somatic (whole-cell) and axon-attached recording (adapted from (Sasaki et al., 2012a)).
(C) Whole-cell bouton recording (adapted from (Ritzau-Jost et al., 2021)). (D) Microelectrode
array (MEA) recording in combination with microfluidics (adapted from (Costa et al., 2020)). (E)
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High-density MEA (HD-MEA) recording (adapted from (Radivojevic et al., 2017)). (F) Voltage
imaging (adapted from (I. H. Cho et al., 2017)). (G) Calcium imaging (adapted from (Brockhaus
et al., 2019)).
Subcellular Patch-clamp
For a long time, patch-clamp has been the gold-standard for studying neurophysiology at
single-cell resolution (Hamill et al., 1981). Typically, a recording micropipette is pressed against
a patch of the membrane to form a strong seal resistance (gigaohm seal), which allows for
high-fidelity recordings in the cell-attached or whole-cell (if the patch is ruptured via suction,
gaining intracellular access) configurations. However, most studies are limited to large
compartments of the neuron (usually the soma) due to their easier accessibility.
Until recently, patch-clamp recordings from intact mammalian axons were limited to specific
giant axonal structures (3-5 µm) (e.g., Calyx of Held, mossy fiber boutons) (Engel & Jonas,
2005). Most often, recordings from thin structures could only be obtained upon severing the
axon, since the resulting swollen ends (i.e., blebs) were much larger (3-6 µm) than the intact
axon (H. Hu & Jonas, 2014; Kole et al., 2008; Sasaki et al., 2011; Shu et al., 2007; Mickaël
Zbili et al., 2020). For the study of axon physiology this is problematic, as axonal lesioning leads
to an aberrant reorganization of the cytoskeleton and ion channel distribution. Still, dual somaaxonal bleb recordings in the whole-cell configuration were the basis for the determination of
the AP initiation zone (Debanne et al., 2011), for example.
Axon-attached recordings from intact unmyelinated axons (≈1 µm diameter) have been made
feasible by fluorescence-guided subcellular patch-clamp (Rowan et al., 2016; Sasaki et al.,
2012b) (Fig. 6B). The key advantage of this technique is that both the axon and the recording
glass pipette are fluorescently labeled, which greatly facilitates live optical control. Dual somatic
and axon-attached recordings have revealed that CA3 pyramidal axons can fire at much higher
rates than the corresponding somata during gamma oscillations (Dugladze et al., 2012). Still,
this technique is limited to single-site short-term recordings (<1h) of extracellular-like AP
waveforms (µV range), which are around three orders of magnitude lower than those recorded
intracellularly (mV range), and as with other extracellular-based techniques (e.g., MEAs),
subthreshold events are not detected (Sasaki et al., 2012a, 2012b). Moreover, the axons’ shaft
can be as thin as ≈100 nm, which poses several challenges for obtaining axon-attached
recordings.
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Whole-cell recordings from varicosities (putative en passant boutons) (Ritzau-Jost et al., 2021;
Vandael et al., 2021; Vivekananda et al., 2017) or pre-synaptic terminals (Kawaguchi &
Sakaba, 2015; Zorrilla de San Martin et al., 2017) (Fig. 6C), as well as outside-out patch from
the axon shaft (H. Hu & Jonas, 2014) have also been demonstrated, but obtaining the precise
AP waveform (one of the main advantages of conventional intracellular recordings) is
compromised by technical difficulties. The necessary amplifier configurations and small pipette
tip sizes (with increased resistance), adapted for very thin structures, inevitably distort axonal
APs (Oláh et al., 2021). Still, direct recordings from varicosities have allowed for the
characterization of the pre-synaptic AP duration and amplitude. Ritzau-Jost et al. (2021)
demonstrated that pre-synaptic APs broaden during high-frequency firing in excitatory L5
pyramidal neurons, but not in inhibitory fast-spiking interneurons. In both cellular models, APs
propagated reliably and at constant large amplitude (larger than at the soma) into axon
collaterals, even during high-frequency firing (Ritzau-Jost et al., 2021).
Overall, subcellular patch-clamp techniques, in particular the intracellular configurations, allow
for the highest possible fidelity in axonal recordings. However, while axon-attached recordings
allow for minimally-invasive (i.e., extracellular-like) recordings from the axon shaft, current
intracellular methods are limited to relatively large structures of the axon (e.g., varicosities).
Moreover, their technical complexity and invasiveness limit the throughput and compatibility
with long-term experiments, respectively. Critically, the inability to record from multiple sites
along the axon simultaneously, precludes subcellular patch-clamp from tracking AP
propagation throughout the axon arbor.
Microelectrode Arrays (MEAs)
MEA technology is at the forefront of recording electrical activity from large neuronal ensembles
(reviewed in (Forro et al., 2021; Obien et al., 2015; L. Xu et al., 2021)). Typically, standard
MEAs are composed by a fixed grid of multiple planar microelectrodes (most often 60-256
electrodes, interspaced by ≈30-500 µm), which are embedded in a transparent substrate (e.g.,
glass wafer) that functions as a cell culture vessel. After cell plating on MEAs, the activity of
self-organized neuronal ensembles can be monitored and modulated (e.g., via stimulation) for
over a year (Potter & DeMarse, 2001). Currently, MEAs provide a reliable, versatile, noninvasive, and high-throughput functional assay at the network level.
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However, these planar microelectrodes only allow for the recording of strongly-attenuated
extracellular signals (µV range) and are limited to the detection of suprathreshold activity (Fig.
7A-B). Moreover, the recorded potentials are highly dependent on the relative positioning of
the electrogenic compartment (e.g., soma) to the electrode (neuron-electrode interface) (Fig.
7C-D), and, typically, the microelectrodes only a probe a very small fraction of the whole
substrate (Spira & Hai, 2013). These limitations make apparent the main reasons why standard
MEA technology, together with conventional culture procedures, are not adapted to the study
of axonal function: 1) axons navigate the substrate freely, most frequently not crossing probing
areas (i.e., the electrodes’ vicinity); 2) the network complexity difficults source-target
identification (optically or electrophysiologically); 3) the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of axonal
signals is so low that propagating extracellular APs can only be identified after averaging noise
several times (Abbott et al., 2020; Bakkum et al., 2008, 2013; Tovar et al., 2018).
Several research groups, including ours, have circumvented these disadvantages by merging
the benefits of MEAs and microfluidics (Gladkov et al., 2017; Gribi et al., 2018; Rouhollah
Habibey et al., 2017; Hong et al., 2017; J. M. Jang et al., 2016; Lewandowska et al., 2015;
Lopes et al., 2018; Moutaux et al., 2018; Pan et al., 2011; Shimba et al., 2021) (Fig. 6D and
Fig. 7E). Aligned microchannels can be used to guide axons over the microelectrodes, allowing
for the study of signal propagation with high temporal and spatial resolution. To this end, we
have developed specialized algorithms that enable, for example,

the characterization of

conduction direction and velocity, when using MEA-microfluidic platforms (Heiney et al., 2019).
This combination creates more advantages beyond axon guidance over the microelectrodes.
Conveniently, the microchannels’ small cross-section creates an electrophysiological
environment with increased resistance that greatly amplifies (by 1-2 orders of magnitude) the
axonal signals (Dworak & Wheeler, 2009; FitzGerald et al., 2008; L. Wang et al., 2012). It has
been speculated that the resulting recorded amplitudes of axonal APs (up to units of mV) may
be large enough to modulate adjacent axons activity via ephaptic coupling (Narula et al., 2017;
Pan et al., 2014), though no study has observed this phenomenon conclusively (Lewandowska
et al., 2015). Moreover, the axon-specific compartmentalization allows for selective treatments
(e.g., chemical blockers) and/or manipulations (e.g., axotomy), while directly probing the axonal
responses (Gribi et al., 2018; R Habibey et al., 2015; Moutaux et al., 2018; Shimba et al., 2021).
Probably due to the distinctive advantage of allowing for non-invasive (hence multiple and longterm) recordings with very high temporal resolution (up to 20 µs at 50 kHz), until now, the most
relevant insights obtained from this combination have been related to conduction velocity.
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These platforms have helped characterize the increase in conduction velocity after
pharmacologically-induced axon enlargement (Costa et al., 2020), the increase along network
maturation (Rouhollah Habibey et al., 2017; Hong et al., 2017), or the decrease upon Nav1.2
blockade (Shimba et al., 2021). Still, most studies have not moved beyond the proof-of-concept
stage. Thus, new insights into axonal function remain to be obtained from this promising
combination of micro technologies.
A different type of MEA technology has also gained momentum in the study of axons (reviewed
in (Emmenegger et al., 2019)). Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)-based,
planar MEAs with higher spatial resolution than conventional MEAs have been used to probe
axonal arbors at single-cell resolution in low-density (Bakkum et al., 2013, 2018; Radivojevic
et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2020) (Fig. 6E) and high-density (Abbott et al., 2020) random cultures.
These high-density MEAs (HD-MEAs) can pack up ≈5000 electrodes/mm2 (up to 60.000 total)
that can be read-out simultaneously with high-noise levels, or in subsets with low-noise (Yuan
et al., 2020). Until recently, due to the high-noise amplifiers and low axonal SNR constraints,
mapping axonal arbors was only possible following electrical stimulation of the axon and noise
averaging of several stimulation trials (“stimulus-triggered averaging”) (Bakkum et al., 2013).
New generation HD-MEAs, with improved SNR, now enable the mapping of axonal arbors
based on their spontaneous activity (“spike-triggered averaging”) (Abbott et al., 2020; Yuan et
al., 2020). This technology has allowed for the discovery that mammalian cortical axons
conduct with high temporal precision (low jitter) and reliability (no conduction or branch-point
failures) (Radivojevic et al., 2017), or that the AIS is the main contributor to the extracellular
potential (Bakkum et al., 2018). A key disadvantage of HD-MEAs is their substrate opacity,
which difficults simultaneous probing with optical methods. Still, the relatively high spatial
resolution (≈10-20 µm) of HD-MEAs allows for a pure electrical mapping (“electrical imaging”)
of the axon morphology (Abbott et al., 2020; Yuan et al., 2020; Zeck et al., 2017). Moreover,
their temporal resolution is, typically, lower than conventional MEA setups (≈2-5 times less in
low-high noise modes) (Yuan et al., 2020), thus prone to less precise measures of conduction
velocity. These exciting new technological developments should accelerate the study of the
conduction properties of single-cell axonal arbors.
Finally, in recent years, many research groups have made efforts to improve the SNR of MEA
recordings by fabricating 3D electrodes at the micro or nanoscale (reviewed in (Abbott et al.,
2018; Acarón Ledesma et al., 2019; Y. H. Cho et al., 2021; Spira & Hai, 2013; D. Xu et al.,
2021)). In general, 3D-structured electrodes increase the effective surface area between the
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electrode and the electrogenic compartment, which leads to an increase in the seal resistance
at the electrode-membrane interface (Fig. 7C). The field was fueled by the discovery that large
invertebrate Aplysia neurons spontaneously engulfed mushroom-like microelectrodes (Hai et
al., 2010), which enabled the intracellular-like recording of APs and synaptic potentials
(reviewed in (Spira et al., 2018; Teixeira et al., 2020)). Since then, intracellular-like recordings
(units of mV) from the somata of mammalian neurons after spontaneous partial membrane
engulfment (Shmoel et al., 2016), or after poration (Abbott et al., 2019; Dipalo et al., 2017; R.
Liu et al., 2017; Robinson et al., 2012) have been achieved. However, due to their relatively
small size, intracellular-like recordings from axons are yet to be demonstrated. Even the
smallest reported nanoelectrodes are in the same size order of mammalian axons (Y. H. Cho
et al., 2021) (Fig. 7F), thus it is unlikely that this approach may allow for stable poration and
probing of axonal structures. Still, even though the effects of topography on axon guidance are
well characterized (as previously detailed), surprisingly, the effect of 3D-electrodes on network
organization and axonal recordings has been largely neglected. A few studies have
demonstrated the potential of incorporating discontinuous 3D features (e.g., nanopillars or
micro-mushrooms arrays) on axonal guidance (Amin et al., 2018; Santoro et al., 2014), but
ultimately, these were not integrated into MEAs.
Interestingly, CMOS-based MEAs that integrate 4096 3D-nanostructured electrodes have
shown short-term intracellular-like recording capabilities from thousands of somata
simultaneously (in “pseudocurrent-clamp” mode), allowing for a partial connectome mapping
(Abbott et al., 2019, 2020). In the future, the combination of higher spatial resolution HD-MEAs
with 3D-electrodes should allow for the extracellular probing of full axonal arbors, while
recording somata intracellularly, hence gaining access to the subthreshold fluctuations (e.g.,
synaptic potentials) that precede and follow axonal conduction.
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Figure 7 – The extracellular recording concept. (A) Subthreshold and suprathreshold
activity as detected by an intracellular (grey box) and extracellular (green box) electrode. Note
that the extracellular electrode cannot detect subthreshold activity (adapted from (Spira & Hai,
2013)). (B) Representation of an action potential (AP) shape and amplitude as recorded intraand extracellularly. (C) Schematic of the passive electrical circuit equivalent for the neuronal
membrane/electrode interface (in the case of a standard planar electrode). Rnj and Cnj represent
the non-junctional resistance and capacitance, respectively, of the non-junctional part of the
membrane (red). Rj and Cj represent the junctional resistance and conductance, respectively,
of the junctional part of the membrane (blue). Re and Ce represent the electrode resistance and
capacitance, which together represent the electrode impedance. In-between the junctional
membrane and the electrode, Rseal represents the seal resistance to ground of the junctional
cleft (adapted from (Spira & Hai, 2013)). (D) Schematic of the neuron/electrode interface and
typical signals recorded extracellularly (in high-density recordings) and intracellularly in
different subcompartments (adapted from (Obien et al., 2015)). (E) Photograph of a
microelectrode array (MEA) and microfluidic chamber combination plus a confocal microscopy
image
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MEA/microfluidic platform. (F) Examples of interactions of neurites with 3D-structured
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electrodes at the microscale (F1, adapted from (Ojovan et al., 2015)) and nanoscale (F2,
adapted from (Dipalo et al., 2017)).
Functional Imaging
Optical imaging methods offer the advantage of probing axonal activity at the highest possible
spatial resolution (essentially limited by the field of view/acquisition rate relationship), albeit at
the cost of temporal resolution (reviewed in (W. Wang et al., 2019)). The main functional
imaging methods are calcium imaging and voltage imaging.
APs reliably lead to calcium influx (≈ten-fold rise in intracellular concentration which reverts
within ≈100 ms) (Koester & Sakmann, 2000), thus calcium imaging has long been used as an
indirect proxy for neuronal activity (reviewed in (Grienberger & Konnerth, 2012)). Classical
studies loaded neurons with calcium indicators (e.g., BAPTA-1 dye) to image the calcium
dynamics at pre-synaptic terminals (Koester & Sakmann, 2000), however the rapid progress in
viral vector tools (particularly adeno-associated viruses (AAVs)) (Haggerty et al., 2020) has
established genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs) as the most prominent tool for
imaging calcium in neurons (Gerard J. Broussard et al., 2014). Currently, GECIs are routinely
used to assess neuronal activity at the network, cellular and subcellular scales with high SNR
(Dana et al., 2019). For the detection of fast calcium transients, the sensors with faster
responses are XCaMP-Gf (Inoue et al., 2019), jGCaMP7f (Dana et al., 2019), and the newest
jGCaMP8 family (unpublished). The fastest sensor to date (jGCaMP8f) has reported on/off
kinetics of around 100 ms, which has greatly reduced the mismatch between calcium sensor
kinetics and actual calcium transients in the axon. Still, it is important to note that untargeted
GECIs preferentially label the somatodendritic compartment and diffuse poorly along the
axonal arbor, thus are biased towards the detection of somatic APs (Gerard Joey Broussard &
Petreanu, 2021; Knöpfel & Song, 2019). To circumvent this limitation, several variants of
GCaMP have been fused to pre-synaptic scaffolding proteins (e.g., synaptophysin) to enable
pre-synaptic calcium imaging (Dreosti et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2018). These probes are known
collectively as syGCaMPs and have allowed for studies relating pre-synaptic calcium entry and
vesicular release (Brockhaus et al., 2019; Jackson & Burrone, 2016) (Fig. 6G). For high SNR
calcium imaging of axonal arbors, an axon-targeted GECI (axon-GCaMP6) has been
developed by fusing GCaMP6 to the growth-associated protein 43 (GAP43) (Gerard Joey
Broussard et al., 2018). State-of-the-art GECIs allow for the detection of single axonal APs
without averaging, if imaged with sufficiently high spatiotemporal resolution (Gerard Joey
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Broussard & Petreanu, 2021; Huang et al., 2021). Thus, the applications of calcium imaging
range from monitoring the activity of multiple axons simultaneously to that of single pre-synaptic
terminals (or boutons) (reviewed in ((Gerard Joey Broussard & Petreanu, 2021)). Since Cav
channels are particularly concentrated at pre-synaptic structures, these regions display higher
SNR measurements than the axon shaft (Fig. 6G). Still, it is important to note that calcium
activity in pre-synaptic terminals can be modulated by AP propagation (and firing frequency),
but also by other pre-synaptic mechanisms (e.g., excitatory actions of neuromodulators).
Recent advances in multicolor calcium imaging, in particular, allow for simultaneous imaging
of pre- and post-synaptic activity from differentially labeled neurons (Inoue et al., 2019). Still,
calcium sensors are (inherently) not sensible to hyperpolarizing activity, limiting the readout
repertoire of this technique. Moreover, even in optimal imaging conditions (i.e., minimal field of
view, high SNR, high acquisition rate), debate continues if calcium imaging can faithfully report
the whole extent of suprathreshold activity (especially in high firing rate conditions) (Huang et
al., 2021).
Voltage-sensitive dyes (VSDs) and genetically encoded voltage indicators (GEVIs) have the
potential to overcome calcium imaging limitations since the changes in fluorescence are a direct
proxy for changes in voltage (reviewed in (Peterka et al., 2011)). These indicators’ responses
to voltage change can be linear (e.g., opsin-based) or non-linear (e.g., ASAP-based), with linear
indicators having generally faster on/off kinetics (τ < 1 ms), but less sensitivity (low %/mV).
Consequently, linear and non-linear indicators are more suitable for the recording of AP (fast
kinetics, but large voltage change) and subthreshold (slow kinetics, but small voltage change)
activity, respectively. Early studies using VSDs revealed multiple AP initiation zones in
invertebrate neurons (Zečević, 1996). Later studies with higher-sensitivity dyes (e.g.,
JPW3028) allowed for the determination of the AP trigger zone location (20-40 µm from the
soma) and length (≈20 µm) in L5 pyramidal neurons, as well as the reliability of propagation
along the axonal arbor, even at very high firing frequencies (≈400 Hz) (Popovic et al., 2011).
However, concerns regarding the VSDs effects on the physiological properties of the cellular
membrane (Peterka et al., 2011), as well as their lack of neuronal-specificity, have stalled their
use. GEVIs circumvent the need of intracellular-loading to achieve neuronal specificity, via
targeted expression (e.g., synapsin I promoter), thus are currently the preferred tool for probing
voltage changes in the axon. Still, due to their comparatively lower brightness, most studies
need to average several stimulation trials to distinguish axonal APs (I. H. Cho et al., 2017,
2020; Hoppa et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2017) and subthreshold activity (Rowan & Christie, 2017)
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from noise levels. As an application example, Cho et al. (2017) used QuasAr (opsin-based) to
reveal a novel role for the Navβ2 subunits in the prevention of conduction failures at branching
points (I. H. Cho et al., 2017) (Fig. 6F). Recently, new-generation GEVIs (e.g., opsin-based
Archon1 and 2, FRET-opsin Ace-mNeon) have shown the necessary kinetics and brightness
to resolve the axonal AP in single trials (reviewed in (Panzera & Hoppa, 2019)). Voltage
imaging with Ace-mNeon at ≈3 kHz has been used to assess the direction and velocity of AP
conduction, as well as to compare the AP waveform between different axonal segments
(proximal vs distal) (Gonzalez Sabater et al., 2021). Due to the very high spatial resolution,
voltage imaging is particularly useful for the study of voltage changes in structures difficult to
probe with electrophysiological techniques, such as the axon shaft or the pre-synaptic terminals
(I. H. Cho et al., 2020; Hoppa et al., 2014; Rowan et al., 2016). These studies have helped
unveil the contribution of Kv channels to the pre-synaptic AP width and amplitude (I. H. Cho et
al., 2020; Gonzalez Sabater et al., 2021; Hoppa et al., 2014). Still, the widespread adoption of
GEVIs for the study of axon function has been undoubtedly limited by low SNR. It is particularly
difficult to resolve the axonal AP due to the limited surface area (hence few emitted photons).
Moreover, the rapid kinetics of APs force very high acquisition rates (hence few contributing
photons), which require ever more sensitive (i.e., larger dynamic range), bright and photostable
fluorophores.
One general limitation of functional imaging techniques is that the activity measured in each
pixel may result from the superposition of multiple neurites, or other electrogenic
compartments. In the future, the combination of brighter and more photostable fluorophores
with super-resolution techniques may help circumvent this problem.
Technique Combinations
Virtually all of the previously described techniques can be combined to extract more information
from a single experiment (Fig. 6A). The combination of electrophysiological and optical
techniques, in particular, allows for the probing of axon subcompartments’ morphological and
functional traits with superior spatiotemporal resolution. All-electric (e.g., MEA and patchclamp) and all-optical (e.g., voltage and calcium imaging) approaches can also be used
complementarily, even though they are less common.
Probably the most used combination of techniques in the study of axonal activity is that of
patch-clamp and functional imaging dyes. Typically, patch pipettes are first used for neuron
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filling with the sensor of interest. Then, intracellular recording and stimulation of the soma are
used as a “ground truth” for neuron activity, while spatiotemporal information (e.g., varicosities
depolarization duration) is extracted from functional imaging. Rowan et al. (2016), using a
whole-cell

patch-clamp

and

VSD

(di-2-AN-(F)EPPTEA)

combination,

revealed

the

heterogeneity of the AP waveform at different varicosities, even within the same axonal branch
(Rowan et al., 2016). Sasaki et al. (2012) used a calcium dye (BAPTA-1) to measure the
dependence of AP-evoked calcium elevations, in varicosities, on the axonal length and number
of crossed branch points (Sasaki et al., 2012a). Recently, Zbili et al. (2020) used the same
principle - imaging calcium transients in varicosities in response to evoked APs - with another
synthetic dye (Fluo-4). The amplitude of the calcium transients was increased when APs were
evoked by a synchronous-like input (a depolarizing pulse directly from the resting membrane
potential), which suggests that synaptic transmission may be facilitated when the pre-synaptic
AP originates from synchronous inputs (Mickaël Zbili et al., 2020). MEA electrophysiology has
the benefit of allowing for concurrent recording/stimulation and imaging of the axon noninvasively. Even though MEA electrophysiology and calcium imaging of the axon dynamics
have been shown feasible (Moutaux et al., 2018), new insights from this combination remain
to be obtained. The recent development of fully transparent MEAs, compatible with highresolution microscopy (Middya et al., 2021; Susloparova et al., 2021), should expedite the
adoption of this technique combination. Future studies may take advantage of the distinctive
characteristics of MEAs and functional imaging for tracking AP depolarization with
unprecedented spatiotemporal resolution in long-term experiments.
All-optical approaches have the potential to monitor and modulate axonal subcompartments at
will with minimal invasiveness, but so far, their use has been limited. Remarkably, Cho et al.
(2020) co-expressed (bicistronically) GCaMP6f and QuasAr to measure the pre-synaptic
calcium transients and shaft depolarizations in single APs, within the same axonal arbor.
Theoretically, non-linear and linear voltage indicators may be combined to assess sub- and
suprathreshold activity (Panzera & Hoppa, 2019), although no study has so far reported such
a combination. VSDs and calcium dyes can also be combined (K. E. Vogt et al., 2011), though
these require intracellular loading for cell specificity. Finally, even though optogenetic tools are
gaining huge momentum in the all-optical study of neuronal function (Hochbaum et al., 2014),
attempts of subcellular targeting channelrhodopsins (ChRs) to the axon have been mostly
unsuccessful (reviewed in (Rost et al., 2017)). For example, targeting ChR2 to the AIS, via an
ankyring G-binding domain, disrupts the local endogenous Nav clusters (Grubb & Burrone,
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2010). Still, the advent of new engineered ChRs that target the pre-synaptic terminals (S.
Hamada et al., 2021) may enable new strategies where electrode-free setups can
stimulate/inhibit (via optogenetics) and measure activity (via functional imaging) of targeted
regions of the axon.
All-electric combinations may allow for the precise control of membrane potential (via wholecell patch-clamp) and mapping of axonal arbor conduction (via HD-MEAs) concurrently.
However, HD-MEAs are considerably harder to combine with other techniques due to their
substrate opacity, which precludes experimental setups comprising inverted microscopes, and
difficults optical microscopy with upright microscopes. Still, HD-MEA recordings have been
combined with somatic whole-cell patch-clamp recordings (Jäckel et al., 2017). In the study,
somata could be patched by imaging the cultures with an upright microscope equipped with
difference interference contrast (DIC). By taking advantage of the concurrent recording
capabilities, this all-electric approach allowed for the mapping of the PSPs triggered by the
patched neuron. Standard MEAs (transparent substrate) have also been combined with wholecell patch-clamp in a study that showed that the somatic AP waveform may vary depending on
the dendritic tree input (Sardi et al., 2017). As this combination allows for the highest temporal
resolution in axonal recordings, while spatial clamping, it can be used to study propagation
jitter, and how it influences efficient information transmission. It is important to note that the
introduction of propagation jitter may impact the coincidence detection of multiple PSPs in the
post-synaptic neuron, impacting synaptic transmission strength.
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Table 1 – Comparison of key characteristics, advantages and limitations of different techniques for the study of axon activity.

Subcellular Patch-clamp

MEA

Functional Imaging

Axon-attached

Whole-cell

+ Microfluidics

HD-MEA

GECI

GEVI

Extracellular
(µV)

Intracellular
(mV/pA)

Extracellular
(µV-mV)

Extracellular
(µV)

Fluorescence
(ΔF/F)

Fluorescence
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Stimulation

Yes
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No
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+
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+++

+++

+++

+++

+++

+++
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+

+

Throughput

+

+

++

+++

++

++

Recordings
duration

+

+

+++

+++

+

+

Signal

Spatial
information
Temporal
resolution

- Minimally

Key
invasive
Advantages - Spatial

precision

- High-fidelity
- Subthreshold
detection

- Non-invasive
- Optical compatible
- Axon
compartmentalization

- Non-invasive
- Single-cell axon
arbors

- Minimally invasive
- Cell-type targeted
labelling
- Spatial resolution

- Cell-type targeted
labelling
- Spatial resolution
- Direct proxy

Key
Limitations

- Single-site
extracellular-like
recordings only
- Difficult

- Invasive
- Large axonal
structures only
- Difficult

- APs only
- Imposed axonal
geometry
- Fixed electrodes

- APs only
- Opaque
substrate
- Fixed electrodes

- Temporal
resolution
- Indirect proxy

- Low SNR
- Photobleaching
- Phototoxicity
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Improved in vitro electrophysiology using 3D-structured microelectrode arrays with a
micro-mushrooms islets architecture capable of promoting topotaxis

The content of this chapter is published in the following original research paper:

Mateus JC, Lopes CD, Cerquido M, Leitão L, Leitão DC, Cardoso S, Ventura J, Aguiar P.
Improved in vitro electrophysiology using 3D-structured microelectrode arrays with a micromushrooms islets architecture capable of promoting topotaxis. Journal of Neural Engineering
(16), 036012, doi:10.1088/1741-2552/ab0b86 (2019).

This is an original research paper and it is presented for the first time in a thesis.
Full paper and Copyright License in Annex.
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2.1 Abstract
Planar microelectrode arrays are widely used in neuroscience but have relatively low electrical
coupling and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in electrophysiology recordings. Strong efforts are
therefore being made in improving microelectrode arrays (MEAs) performance, exploring both
the microelectrode’s shape and the array’s architecture. Topographical features can be used
in MEAs for promoting neuron-microelectrode contact, making 3D-microstructured MEAs an
interesting design strategy for better electrophysiology measurements. Here, we present a
novel MEA architecture, where planar microelectrodes are replaced by localized 3×3 arrays of
mushroom-shaped microstructures. Contrarily to previous studies, the purpose for the micromushrooms in this islets configuration is not membrane engulfment but rather entrapment, for
somata, and embracement, for neurites. We show that these islet-like agglomerates of micromushrooms act as strong physical cues, causing topotaxis and increasing the probability by
two-fold for somata to localize in the islets, and neurites to curl on the microelectrodes.
Importantly, we carry this topotaxis study not only with rat cortical neurons but also with humanderived SH-SY5Y cells. With recent evidence that extracellular signals have a significant
contribution from axons initial segment it becomes clear that MEA designs should also address
the electrode-neurites coupling. We detail the fabrication process of these chips, designed to
be compatible with a standard MEA recording system, and make the computer-aided design
(CAD) publically available. We also demonstrate the electrophysiological capabilities of this
new MEA by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and recordings of cortical and
hippocampal neurons, showing excellent SNR. Overall, this new MEA islets configuration has
a significant impact in the array efficiency and contributes towards improved high yield and high
fidelity/quality extracellular recordings from mammalian neurons.

Keywords: topotaxis and neuronal guidance, neuron-electrode interface and neurite-electrode
interface, human-derived SH-SY5Y cells, mushroom-shaped microelectrodes, microelectrode
array
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2.2 Significance Statement
A novel MEA architecture with excellent electrophysiological recordings is presented, where
planar microelectrodes are replaced by localized 3×3 arrays of mushroom-shaped
microstructures. The micro-mushrooms in this islets configuration are not for membrane
engulfment but rather for somata entrapment and neurites embracement. As extracellular
signals have a significant contribution from axons initial segment, this MEA design also
addresses the electrode-neurites electrical coupling. These islets act as strong physical cues,
causing topotaxis and increasing by 2-fold the probability for somata to localize in the islets.
We carry this topotaxis study not only with rat cortical neurons but also with human-derived
SH-SY5Y cells.
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2.3

Introduction

Understanding neuronal dynamics in normal and pathological conditions requires precise
electrophysiological measurements and detailed information about neuronal activity, as this is
the proxy for neuronal function. Electrophysiology “on-a-chip” in the form of microelectrode
arrays (MEAs) allows for simultaneous, multi-site, noninvasive, long-term extracellular
stimulation and recording of neuronal networks (Nam & Wheeler, 2011; Obien et al., 2015).
Over the last decades, in vitro MEA recordings have helped describe fundamental properties
of network activity patterns (Wagenaar et al., 2005), plasticity (Massobrio et al., 2015) and have
also shown promise from a clinical perspective in neurotoxicity research (Johnstone et al.,
2010), pharmacological testing (Accardi et al., 2016) or disease modelling (Chong et al., 2011).
Still, conventional MEA technology is impaired by relatively low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and
yield of active/populated microelectrodes, which limits its potential applications (Seymour et al.,
2017). Although the noise level of commercial MEAs is in the range of a few tens of µV, source
signals are greatly attenuated (2-3 orders of magnitude) due to a very low neuronmicroelectrode electrical coupling coefficient. Weak membrane potential fluctuations (e.g.
subthreshold activity, slow frequency modulations, synaptic signals) are therefore not detected
with planar MEAs (Spira et al., 2018; Spira & Hai, 2013).
Recently, some groups have focused on improving the quality of the recorded signal by
modifying the microelectrode’s topography. Of particular importance are the promising ad hoc
tri-dimensional (3D)-structured microelectrodes that merge some of the advantages of both
intracellular and extracellular recordings (Spira & Hai, 2013). These include MEA structured
with vertical micro- or nanoprotusions, e.g. nanopillars (Xie et al., 2012), nanotubes (Duan et
al., 2012), nanowires (R. Liu et al., 2017; Robinson et al., 2012), nanostraws (VanDersarl et
al., 2012) and nanocylinders (Dipalo et al., 2017) (for reviews see (Abbott et al., 2018; Angle
et al., 2015; Spira & Hai, 2013)). In general, nanoprotrusions function as cell-penetrating
nanoprobes that either need spontaneous poration (Duan et al., 2012; Tian et al., 2010),
electroporation (Robinson et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2012) or plasmonic optoporation (Dipalo et
al., 2017) to measure intracellular-like activity. The interface established between the cell and
the microelectrode 3D structure has been a topic of great interest in recent reviews (Kwak et
al., 2015; Mcguire et al., 2018). Despite the promising nanotechnologies proof-of-concept
results (Abbott et al., 2018), until now only a few studies have shown their capability to perform
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intracellular-like recordings from single mammalian neurons, following electroporation
(Robinson et al., 2012) or plasmonic optoporation (Dipalo et al., 2017).
The design of the 3D-structured microelectrodes has often taken inspiration from naturally
occurring morphological structures dedicated to cell coupling, such as the synaptic cleft
(Wijdenes et al., 2016) or the shape (mushroom-like) and dimension of dendritic spines (Hai et
al., 2010; Panaitov et al., 2011). In particular, work pioneered by Spira and collaborators have
enabled intracellular-like recordings using mushroom-shaped extracellular microelectrodes
(gMμEs), due to the formation of a neuron-gMμE high seal resistance (Rseal) and an increase
in the junctional membrane conductance (Spira & Hai, 2013). First reported to record
subthreshold synaptic signals in large invertebrate (Aplysia californica) neurons (Hai et al.,
2010), these gMμEs have more recently been used in “loose-patch-like” configurations with rat
hippocampal neurons failing to unequivocally record synaptic potentials (Shmoel et al., 2016).
While large Aplysia californica neurons (80 μm diameter) tightly engulf gMµEs through the
formation of actin rings around the gMμE stem (Hai et al., 2009), larger than 2-2.5 µm
mushroom-shaped caps preclude engulfment by the relatively small mammalian neurons (1020 μm diameter). However, producing smaller caps limits the junctional membrane
conductance and significantly increases the impedance and noise level (Ojovan et al., 2015).
Other laboratories’ attempts to mimic the mushroom-shaped protusion at the nanoscale (~500
nm) (Sileo et al., 2013) have not yet succeeded in exhibiting the intracellular-like recordings,
characterized by positive peaks in the mV range. Therefore, the translation of extracellular
electrodes’ stable, multi-site and long-term intracellular-like recording capabilities to
mammalian neurons remains challenging (Spira et al., 2018).
Low yield of active/populated microelectrodes is also a common problem in MEA experiments.
Typically, conventional MEA cultures with standard cell densities register activity in less than
half of the available microelectrodes (Gertz et al., 2017). As high Rseal is crucial for appropriate
signal detection, somata and/or large neurites need to be in close vicinity with the sensing
microelectrodes. Research groups tend to use high-densities (> 1000 cells/mm2) in cell plating
to increase the probability of effective electrodes (Nam & Wheeler, 2011; Shmoel et al., 2016),
though such solution may bias the viability of the mature neuronal population. Besides, neuronmicroelectrode proximity may change over time due to neuronal migration and/or death, which
may impair long-term studies. An alternative approach consists in constraining neurons’
localization to the electrodes recording sites through parylene small cages (Erickson et al.,
2008), nanopillars (Xie et al., 2010), 3D-wells made of carbon nanotubes (Cools et al., 2017),
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or micro-/nano-patterning techniques (Aebersold et al., 2016; Samhaber et al., 2016).
Biochemical substrate functionalization has also been used to constrain locatization, and used
in both planar (James et al., 2004; Ryu et al., 2016; Samhaber et al., 2016; Suzuki et al., 2013)
and 3D-structured microelectrodes (Santoro et al., 2014). None of these solutions are ideal
though, as some lead to MEAs that i) have very limited reusability, ii) are costly, and iii) require
advanced microfabrication techniques. Biochemical substrate functionalization typically only
works during the neuronal culture’s initial stage, losing the ability to constrain neuron
localization after some days in vitro (as neurons cover the remaining surface with ECM
proteins).
The fact that topographical features can be used to manipulate neuron placement, growth and
connectivity is supported by a growing body of knowledge demonstrating that neurons are
affected by physical cues (Aebersold et al., 2016; Hoffman-Kim et al., 2010; Marcus et al.,
2017; Simitzi et al., 2017). Despite the interesting early findings that a single Aplysia californica
neuron growth pattern is markedly altered in a highly dense (inter-interval <8 µm) multi-gMμEs
substrate, without loss of functionality (Hai et al., 2009), no further studies have attempted to
quantitatively assess how the topography of 3D-microstructured MEAs affects the localization
of somata, the placement of neurites and the spatial organization of mammalian neuronal
networks.
Here, we present our recent work involving the design, fabrication and performance
assessment of a new MEA architecture alternative to the conventional planar MEAs. In our
design, individual planar microelectrodes are replaced by islets of (3×3) mushroom-shaped 3D
microelectrodes (micro-mushrooms), in a configuration that can be seen as arrays of
microelectrode arrays. These chips are made compatible with standard MEA commercial
amplifier systems and can be adapted depending on the fabrication design and experimental
needs. We describe the microfabrication procedure involved and assess the biocompatibility of
the chip with mammalian neurons. We also demonstrate the topography effect on the spatial
organization of individual primary embryonic rat cortical neurons and human-derived SH-SY5Y
cells. The 3D microstructures influence the growth pattern, neurite guidance and somata
localization in a way that enhances the coupling between cell structures and microelectrodes,
with relevant improvements in the yield and quality of electrophysiological recordings. The
electrophysiological properties of this chip configuration are analyzed here in terms of
background noise, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and amplitude of the recorded signals.
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2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1

Microfabrication of 3D-microstructured MEAs

Two different configurations of 3D-microstructured arrays were developed and used in the
experiments. The key new configuration consists of a MEA where each microelectrode is
composed of an islet of 3 × 3 micro-mushrooms. These islets are in turn arranged in an array
of roughly 8 × 8 units (including ground electrodes). The optimization of the fabrication
procedure which permitted fabricating well-ordered hemispherical mushroom caps has been
recently reported by our teams (Cerquido et al., 2018). A second, simpler, configuration was
also fabricated and used in supporting experiments. In this configuration, the chip consists of a
continuous large array of micro-mushrooms (2 mm × 2 mm) in a gold substrate area (Fig. S1,
Supporting Information). These simpler chips have been recently shown by our teams to be
able to record the synchronized and cooperative dynamics of astrocyte populations (Mestre et
al., 2017). The inter-distance between adjacent micro-mushrooms in both configurations was
kept at 10 µm. The choice for a 3 × 3 layout in the islets configuration was made to satisfy the
following constraints: a) spacing between the microelectrodes similar to mammalian neurons’
cell body diameter (~10 μm); b) base area of the islet in the same scale as conventional planar
microelectrodes; and c) potentiate that each islet would hold, on average, a single neuron.
The new developed 3D-microstructured MEA with the micro-mushroom islets was designed to
be compatible with commercial MEA systems (Multi Channel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany),
with contact pads in the same position as those of commercial 60-MEAS. Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information shows the different levels of the computer aided design (CAD) diagram
used for the fabrication of the MEA.
The microfabrication of the 3D-microstructured MEAs was analyzed through SEM, and Fig. 1
shows SEM images at two different magnifications. Figure 1A shows four different 3Dmicrostructured microelectrodes islets with the 3 × 3 array of micro-mushrooms present in the
final portion of each lead (Fig. 1B). SEM analysis revealed that the grown micro-mushrooms
have an inter-distance of 10 µm, a cap diameter of 3.1 µm, a base of 1.9 µm and a stalk height
of 1.4 µm, with an intrinsic variability on the dimensions below 0.2 µm. Figure 1C shows a
schematic drawing of a representative 3D-microstructured microelectrode.
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Figure 1 – Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of 3D-microstructured
microelectrodes. (A) Top view of the reading tracks and the islets where the micromushrooms are deposited (scale bar = 100 µm). (B) Tilted image of a fabricated 3 × 3 islet of
micro-mushrooms (scale bar = 5 µm). (C) Schematic diagram of one 3D-microstructured
microelectrode with associated measurements.

2.4.2

MEAs Electrochemical Characterization: Impedance and Noise Level

Measurements of the planar and 3D-structured microelectrode’s capacitance, impedance and
electrical noise levels were performed to assess the advantages of using a microstructured
surface in comparison to a flat microelectrode (Fig. 2). The planar version used for comparison
had the same specifications as the 3D-structured version except for the presence of the micromushrooms. Figure 2A shows the frequency dependence of the capacitance and loss
components for planar and 3D-microstructured microelectrodes. The 3D-microstructured
surface increases the capacitance of the electrode/electrolyte interface. Microelectrode
impedance is an important characteristic for in vitro recordings, as low impedance values
decrease the thermal noise and increase the SNR of the recorded signals. Standard
commercial MEAs with 30 µm of diameter have impedance values in the order of hundreds of
kΩ. Figure 2B shows the total impedance spectrum measured in the frequency range from 102
to 2 × 105 Hz for planar and 3D-microstructured microelectrodes. As expected, the impedance
magnitude decreased with frequency and with the microelectrode surface area. The 3Dmicrostructured microelectrodes offer therefore lower impedances.
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We also analyzed the power spectral density of the voltage noise (Sv), as a function of
frequency for the 3D-microstructured microelectrodes. As expected, the magnitude of the noise
decreases with the increase of the frequency. For frequencies above 1 kHz, the noise follows
a 1/f. This frequency dependence confirms that the thermal noise of the resistive elements
dominates the electrical noise of the system. The voltage noise is 0.15 μV and determines the
detection limit of the measuring system for signals in the frequency range of 1 kHz.

Figure 2 – Electrical properties of the fabricated microelectrodes. (A) Capacitance and
loss as a function of frequency for planar and for 3D-microstructured microelectrodes (islets),
showing that the capacitance of the micro-mushrooms islets is higher in comparison to the
planar microelectrodes. (B) Total impedance (|Z|) as a function of frequency, showing that
planar microelectrodes are more resistive than the 3D-microstructured microelectrodes.

2.4.3

Cell Viability

Biocompatibility was expected as the chip is composed by materials that have been previously
reported as safe in the literature (Brüggemann et al., 2011). The viability of rat cortical neurons
cultured on 3D-microstructured arrays was assessed at 3 and 13 DIV (days in vitro). The
fluorescence microscopy images of live/dead stained cells revealed vital neurons with multiple
neurites distributed over the flat and 3D-microstructured areas of the 3D-microstructured arrays
(Fig. 3A). At 3 DIV the percentage of live cells in the 3D-microstructured area was of 32.3 ±
6.1 SD, which is in the range of what has been previously reported in the literature (Panaitov
et al., 2011). The differences between the flat and 3D-microstructured areas were not
significant, suggesting that the micro-mushrooms do not affect cell viability (Fig. 3B). The
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cultures remained viable at 13 DIV, but the extensive network formation did not allow for precise
cell counting of the live cells.

Figure 3 – Rat cortical neurons live/dead assay at 3 days in vitro (DIV). (A) The number of
live and dead cells was determined by a live/dead assay using the calcein-AM (live) and
propidium iodide (dead) double staining (scale bars = 100 µm). (B) Bar graph showing the
percentage of live cells. Results are expressed as mean percentage ± SD (n = 15). No
significant differences (ns) were observed between the flat and 3D areas of the 3Dmicrostructured array. Mann-Whitney U test; p = 0.65.

2.4.4

Influence on Growth Pattern

The ability to guide neurite extension in the desired directions is an objective constantly sought
in neuronal networks engineering. Although neurite directionality is mostly achieved by
anisotropic substrate topography (e.g. grooves, ridges) (Marcus et al., 2017), interspaced
vertical structures have previously been shown to be able to guide neurite extensions (Hanson
et al., 2009; Micholt et al., 2013).
Our initial cell culturing experiments suggested that the discontinuous topographical feature of
the 3D-microstructured arrays could, per se, influence neuronal growth pattern. To evaluate
the influence of 3D-microstructured arrays in neurite guidance and growth pattern, primary rat
cortical neurons as well as SH-SY5Y cells, a human neuroblastoma cell line that acquires many
of the morphologic characteristics of primary neuronal cultures upon a sequential treatment
with ATRA and BDNF (Encinas et al., 2000), were cultured on top of the 3D-microstructured
arrays.
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Neurite orientation was isotropic on the flat gold substrate regions (without micro-mushrooms;
data not shown), whereas in the continuous large arrays of micro-mushrooms neurites tended
to align preferentially at 0°, 45°, and 90° (Fig. 4A-C). These are the angles established by nearneighbor/adjacent micro-mushrooms, which indicates a preference for neurite elongation along
the array topography. This effect was particularly robust in the SH-SY5Y cells; to the best of
our knowledge, this is the first report of orientation preference of human-derived cells in
mushroom-shaped microelectrodes. Interestingly, in the SH-SY5Y culture, a peak around 63°
is also noticeable in the orientation distributions (Fig. 4C), which could be due to a second
order of proximity between micro-mushrooms, since atan(2) ≈ 63°. The obtained orientation
distribution for both cortical neurons and SH-SY5Y cells could not be described by a uniform
distribution (two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; p = 0.001), thus we can state that the
observed preferences are not random.
It was observed that frequently neurites visibly altered their path to contact with the micromushrooms and extended along sequential microstructures. Furthermore, neurite wrapping
around the micro-mushrooms was also often observed (Fig. 4D). Interestingly, this occurred
both in neurites extending from the soma and in secondary branches. An increase in the
network complexity was also observed at the transition from flat substrate (without micromushrooms) to the 3D-microstructured array, but a detailed quantification was not performed.
Multiple studies have now demonstrated that topographical features which guide neurites in
multiple directions, also enhance the rate and degree of neurite branching development and
network interconnection (Gautam et al., 2017; Seo et al., 2018). Thus, beyond influencing
neurite directionality, topographical features could have an outgrowth-promoting effect.
However, further studies are needed to explore this situation in 3D MEA chip settings.
It is important to emphasize that all these changes in growth pattern were observed in both rat
cortical neurons and human-derived SH-SY5Y cells, despite their morphological differences
and maturation status. Together, these results indicate that whereas the growth pattern on flat
gold substrate is random, it considerably changes into a micro-mushrooms-seeking pattern in
the 3D-microstructured area.
This anisotropic behavior of mammalian neurons has been shown before in other similar
discontinuous isotropic topographies of PDMS protrusions (Hanson et al., 2009) and
semiconductor nanowires (Gautam et al., 2017) but a pitch of ~0.5-3 µm was indicated as
critical for optimal alignment of neurite extension (Simitzi et al., 2017). Moreover, in Hai et al.
experiments with larger Aplysia californica neurons, no change in growth pattern was observed
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when using gMuEs arrays with spacing ranges above 8 µm (Hai et al., 2009). In alignment with
the results presented here, Panaitov et al. reported that neurites of rat cortical neurons tended
to follow the micro-mushrooms (spacing ranges of 3-5 µm) and wrapped around the mushroomlike caps, albeit no quantifications were shown (Panaitov et al., 2011). More recently, the same
group reported guiding rat cortical neurons in a grid-like pattern selectively functionalized with
self-assembled monolayers (Santoro et al., 2014). However, this combination of chemical and
physical cues impairs the analysis of to which extent the topography, per se, influenced the
neuronal network organization, as 85% of the neurons grew on the predefined pattern.
Interestingly, somata tended to agglomerate in the larger grid nodes (25 µm × 25 µm), whereas

neurites grew along the grid lines (10 µm width). These nodes were of similar dimensions to
the islets used in our 3D-MEA configuration, which influence somata localization even in the
absence of a restricting biochemical pattern, as shown in the next section.
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Figure 4 – Influence of 3D-microstructured arrays in neurite guidance and growth
pattern. (A) Differentiated SH-SY5Y cells reveal different growth pattern on flat gold substrate
and on the large contiguous array of micro-mushrooms at 8 DIV. Note the increased neurite
branching complexity in the micro-mushrooms array region. (B) Color coded image of the
neurite orientation. The color-orientation association is shown in the color-wheel (right side). In
the micro-mushrooms array neurites tend to project in straight lines along the array main axis
and diagonals, and are thus mainly colored in light blue (0°), purple/green (45°) and red (90°).
It is relevant to note that neurites frequently appear as dashed lines as they extend immediately
under the mushroom-like caps (scale bars = 30 µm). (C) Orientation distribution shows that
neurites of SH-SY5Y cells extend preferentially at angles around 0°, 45°, 63° and 90° (n = 59)
and that neurites of rat cortical neurons extend preferentially at angles around 0°, 45°, and 90°
in the 3D-microstructured area (n = 47). Dashed line is the reference uniform (isotropic)
distribution. (D) Rat cortical neurons exhibit a different growth pattern on flat gold substrate and
on the contiguous array of micro-mushrooms at 3 DIV (scale bar = 40 µm). The white arrows
indicate extensive secondary branching along the contiguous array of micro-mushrooms. Inset
shows neurites wrapping around the micro-mushrooms. SH-SY5Y cells and neurons were
immunolabelled for βIII-tubulin (green).
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2.4.5

Influence on Neuron Localization

One of the key motives behind the use of micro-mushrooms is the increase in area for cellelectrode contact. But beyond increasing the area per microelectrode, the islet configuration
with localized agglomerates of micro-mushrooms influenced neuronal localization and
increased the propensity for neuron-microelectrode co-localization and effective contact. To
quantify the effect of the islets on neuronal localization, the density of neuronal cell bodies
(somata) located in the 3D-microstructured area (islet) was calculated and compared with the
planar substrate area (SiO2). To avoid repetition of the planar substrate area to be analyzed
(due to microelectrodes proximity), each image was restricted to a region of interest (gray ROI
in Fig. 5A) of 200 × 200 µm surrounding the 30 × 30 µm 3D-microstructured area (yellow ROI
in Fig. 5A). Somata located in the planar area of each microelectrode (red ROI of 50 × 50 µm

in Fig. 5A) were excluded from the analysis to separate the effects of the micro-mushrooms

from the effects of the surface material transition (SiO2-Au).

From the total number of microelectrodes analyzed (n = 22, from two independent
experiments), the majority of the islets contained somata (18/22; ≈82%), whereas neurites
crossed and caught micro-mushrooms in the 3D-microstructured area (islet) in all of them (Fig.
5B). Figure 5C shows that the number of somata located in the area varied between 0
(minimum) and 5 (maximum), with one somata per islet being the most common occurrence
(10/22 ; ≈45%). The probability for somata to localize in the islets increased near 2-fold (1.9 ±
1.5 SD) when compared to the planar substrate (*p = 0.0195, two tailed unpaired t-test with
Welch’s correction) (Fig. 5D). It was found that neuronal density in the 3D-microstructured and
planar areas was of 2.0 × 10-3 neurons/µm2 and 1.1 × 10-3 neurons/µm2, respectively.
Moreover, the presence of a microstructured substrate influenced neurite navigation, and every
islet was covered with cellular components as early as 3 DIV.
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Figure 5 – Islets of micro-mushrooms promote neuron-microelectrode co-localization
and effective contact. (A) Composite fluorescence image of rat cortical neurons, at 3 days in
vitro, cultured on an islet of micro-mushrooms. The nuclei were stained with Hoechst (blue) and
the cytoskeleton with βIII-tubulin (green). This staining allowed for quantification of the number
of neurons (somata) located inside (yellow ROI) and outside (between red and gray borders)
the islets. Somata located in the peripheral planar area of each microelectrode (between red
and yellow borders) were excluded from the analysis (scale bar = 40 µm). (B) Composite
fluorescence images (left side) showing islets of micro-mushrooms with the most frequent
situation of having at least one somata (top), and one of the few situations without somata
(bottom). βIII-tubulin single-channel (right side) show neurites and somata spatial organization
in planar and 3D-microstructured substrates. Note that neurites still cross and embrace the
micro-mushrooms in the bottom example where no cells co-localize (scale bars = 20 µm). (C)
Frequency plot of the number of somata co-localized with the 3D-microstructured area (islet).
(D) Bar graph shows the relative increase in somata co-localization with the 3D-microstructured
area to the remaining planar SiO2 substrate (control). Representative data of two independent
experiments was normalized and expressed as mean ±SD (n = 22). Results are shown as fold
change to control (indicated by the dashed line). Two tailed unpaired t-test with Welch's
correction; *p < 0.05.
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2.4.6

Electrophysiological Recordings

The novel islets 3D-microstructured MEAs were used for long-term recordings of rat cortical
and hippocampal neurons. Spontaneous neuronal activity from 10 to 24 DIV cultures were
recorded in multiple islets from three different chips. The noise level was about 2.1-4.3 µVSD
(and never exceeded 40 µVpp) so spikes were easily distinguishable over the baseline (SD:
standard deviation noise scale; pp: peak-to-peak noise scale).
It is important to note that recordings by conventional planar MEAs are predominantly
characterized by negative monophasic signals with low amplitude (≤ 100 µV). In the recordings
with the islets configuration, mainly positive monophasic or biphasic signals with amplitudes
bigger than 100 µV were obtained. Smaller extracellular positive biphasic signals were also
observed. It is well established that the spike’s shape is influenced by cell geometry, size and
maturation status (Nam & Wheeler, 2011), as well as by the source electrogenic cell
compartment. Importantly, these small positive spikes may be axonal signals originating from
axons that establish a close contact with the micro-mushrooms (embracing or curling round the
3D micro-structures).
Most interestingly, spontaneous intracellular-like activity (positive spikes in the mV range) with
very high SNR were also recorded in the islet chip configuration (Fig. 6). Figure 6A shows a
single-channel signal trace with both extracellular and intracellular-like recorded activity from
cortical neurons.
The recorded SNR was consistently high across all islet electrodes. Figure 6B shows
representative concurrent recording traces from three microelectrodes of the same chip, all
with high amplitude positive spikes. Pooling the recorded activity of all islet electrodes, the
average noise level was 2.4 µVSD and the average SNR was 52. On the other, all recordings
from the equivalent planar electrodes (same electrode base, but without micro-mushrooms)
showed an average noise level of 1.9 µVSD but a significantly lower average SNR of 28.
Comparing the distribution of the amplitudes of the recorded spikes (using a threshold detection
method at 10× SD), there is a clear advantage towards the micro-mushrooms islets
configuration (Fig. 6C). It is important to note that the flat gold at the base of the islet electrodes
is not passivated, thus the recorded signals result from a combination of the 3D and planar
components of the microelectrode.
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Altogether, these results show the potential of the proposed micro-mushrooms islets
configuration for attaining in vitro MEA recordings with higher fidelity than conventional planar
MEA.

Figure 6 – Islets of micro-mushrooms enable high-fidelity electrophysiological
recordings from neurons. (A) Single-channel electrophysiological recording of spontaneous
extracellular and intracellular-like firing activity of rat cortical neurons at 24 DIV. A large
extracellular spike (384 µVpp, SNR=104) and two intracellular-like spikes are easily
distinguishable from the baseline. The biggest intracellular-like spike (red inset) had the positive
phase clipped (at +1 mV) by the recording software range, therefore it had an amplitude of at
least 1.49 mVpp (SNR=272). (B) Raw data traces of spontaneous activity as recorded by three
different microelectrodes from rat hippocampal neurons at 10 DIV. The inset shows an
enlargement of a burst recorded in electrode E68. Note the relative decrease in amplitude in
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consecutive spikes (all amplitude scale bars = 0.1 mV). (C) Probability distribution of spike
amplitudes recorded by 3D-microstructured (islets) and planar microelectrodes at 10 DIV.

2.5 Conclusion
The importance of incorporating physical cues in in vitro electrophysiology research is
becoming more and more evident. From a biological perspective, it is clear that topography
influences neuronal development and potentially helps recapitulating an in vivo environment.
However, with rare exceptions (Cools et al., 2017), many of the recent efforts in this front have
not integrated such findings into MEA devices that have been tested/validated in actual
electrophysiological recordings. A novel 3D-microstructured MEA architecture was presented
here, which holds promise for multisite in vitro electrophysiological recordings with high-yield
and high-fidelity. The configuration is a hybrid between the canonical planar microelectrodes
and the continuous array of 3D micro-mushrooms (Mestre et al., 2017), where the planar
microelectrodes are replaced by islets of 3×3 micro-mushrooms, leading to improvements in
the recordings by: i) promoting the co-localization (topotaxis) of neuron active structures with
the electrodes (somata and neurites); ii) decreasing the impedance and increasing the SNR;
iii) enhancing membrane-electrode coupling allowing measurement of signals with intracellular
characteristics; and iv) raising the number of useful (recording) microelectrodes in cultures with
normal cell densities. Importantly, this new MEA architecture is easy to fabricate and
structurally robust, allowing conventional cleaning protocols and multiple uses of the same chip.
When compared to the most recent mushroom-shaped microelectrodes reported by Spira and
collaborators (Shmoel et al., 2016), one of the most distinctive features of our design is the size
and the organization of the micro-mushrooms in islets instead of using a single micromushroom per sensing microelectrode. But more importantly, the approach taken here is
different from the original effort for producing patch-clamp intracellular-like recordings from the
engulfment of mushroom-shaped microelectrodes (caps larger than 2.5 µm preclude
engulfment by the small mammalian neurons (Ojovan et al., 2015)). In the islets configuration
proposed here, the objective of engulfment is replaced by entrapment, for somata, and by
embracement, for neurites (axons/dendrites). The islets 3D topography greatly increases the
cell-electrode contact surface and enables the acquisition of spontaneous activity with
intracellular characteristics in the mV range. The high-quality recordings with cortical and
hippocampal neurons presented here confirm the potential of the proposed configuration.
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In MEAs, in addition to excellent SNR, it is also important to promote useful microelectrodes
(i.e. electrodes with active neuronal structures in their vicinity), at adequate cell densities. With
recent evidence that a large contribution of the extracellular signals comes, not from the somas,
but from axons initial segment (Bakkum et al., 2018; Radivojevic et al., 2017), it becomes clear
that clever MEA designs should also address the electrode-neurites coupling. This is achieved
with our micro-mushrooms islets configuration, with localized neurites embracement. In the
configurations presented here, a spacing range of 10 µm in-between micro-mushrooms already
produces effects on neurite guidance. Not only could we find neurites wrapped in all the islets
analyzed but also the probability for somata to co-localize with the islets increased near 2-fold.
We show that topographical features of the islets 3D-MEAs cause directional topotaxis not only
in rat cortical neurons but also in human derived SH-SY5Y cells. A plausible mechanism is that
the micro-mushrooms may function as anchors, serving as focal adhesion points for the
neurons, providing long-term stable interfaces.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study employing cultures of human-derived cells
on top of mushroom-shaped microelectrodes. The here proven advantages of the islets
configuration holds promise for the translation of this technology to in vitro drug screening
applications with, for example, induced human pluripotent stem cells. Naturally, future efforts
will benefit from the combination of the gold microstructures with conductive polymers (e.g
PEDOT-PSS) (Abidian et al., 2010; Aqrawe et al., 2018) or carbon nanotubes (G. H. Kim et al.,
2017), as previously suggested in the literature. This combination should help to reduce further
the impedance of the islets 3D-microstructured microelectrodes.
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2.6 Experimental Section
2.6.1

Fabrication

The fabrication process of the MEAs starts with the magnetron sputtering deposition of and
electrically conductive Cr (5nm)/Au (40 nm) layer on top of 49 × 49 mm2 glass substrates. The
dimensions of the glass substrate were chosen for compatibility with the commercial MEA2100
system (Fig S2A). A three-level lithography process (corresponding to the three layers of the
CAD design represented in different colors in Fig. S2B in the Supporting Information) was then
used to fabricate the micro-mushrooms. The first step begins with spin-coating of
PFR7790G27cP photoresist (1.5 µm nominal thickness) followed by a soft bake (1 min at 86
ºC). The first level (schematized in white in Fig. S2B, Supporting Information) of the lithography
mask was then exposed using a Heidelberg DWLii direct laser writing system with a 405 nm
diode laser, defining sixty electrical leads and 2.2 × 2.2 mm2 pads for independent reading
points. After post-bake for 1 min at 110 ºC and development in TMA238WA for 1 min, the
pattern was transferred to the Cr/ Au layer by ion-milling etching. This was performed in a
Nordiko 3600 system with base pressure 1 × 10-7 Torr, an RF forward power of 203 W, first grid
voltage 724 V and current 103 mA, a second grid voltage of -345 V and current 2.4 mA, and
an Ar flow of 10.2 sccm corresponding to a working pressure of 3 × 10-5 Torr. The second level
consists on the passivation of the electrical leads with 800 Å of Al2O3. The oxide is deposited
by RF sputtering with a base pressure of 3 × 10-7 Torr, an RF power of 200 W, Ar flow of 45
sccm leading to a working pressure of 3 × 10-3 Torr. Using optical lithography, the outside
reading pads and 40 µm × 40 µm areas (the islets where mushroom-shaped protrusions are
grown) were previously protected. Oxide lift-off was then performed by immersing the sample
in Microstrip 3001 at 60 ºC for 30 min in ultrasonic bath, leaving the leads insulated while vias
to the pads and islets were opened in a planar MEA design. The final level defined the
micrometric holes in 1.5 µm photoresist where the micro-mushrooms were to be fabricated (red
layer in Fig. S2B, Supporting Information). In each of the islets, a square array of 3 × 3 holes
with nominal diameters of 2 µm and center-to-center distance of 10 µm was opened. To create
the mushroom shape, gold was potentiostatically electrodeposited inside the opened holes
using an Orosene bath, with an applied potential of -1.0 V during 39 min, at room temperature
(RT, 23.5 ºC) (Cerquido et al., 2018). Finally, at the end of the electrodeposition process the
photoresist was removed using acetone and the 3D-microstructured MEA obtained. The
morphology of the fabricated micro-structures was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy
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(SEM) using a FEI Quanta 400FEG ESEM. In some comparison experiments, planar versions
of 3D-structured microelectrodes were used, where the only difference in the specifications
was the absence of the micro-mushrooms on top of the 40 µm × 40 µm islets areas.

2.6.2

Impedance Measurements

The electrical impedance of the 40 µm × 40 µm areas both with and without 3 × 3 3Dmicrostructured microelectrodes was measured using a Precision Component Analyzer 6440B
from Wayne Kerr Electronics in the 102 to 2 × 106 Hz frequency range. This equipment uses
four-terminal connections to measure with more accuracy the impedance and reduce the effect
of contact resistance. To perform the measurements, the microelectrodes were emerged in a
PBS (phosphate buffered saline) solution at RT.

2.6.3

Cell Culture

Before cell culture, chips were rinsed in distilled water to remove residues from fabrication.
Afterwards, chips were sterilized by a brief immersion in 70% ethanol followed by UV light
exposure. A sterilized silicon or PDMS ring was attached to the chip to hold the cells and culture
medium. To assure a good cell attachment to the surface, chips were coated with 0.01 mg/ml
poly(D-lysine) (PDL, 500 kDa, Corning) diluted in sterile distilled water for 1 h at RT. After three
washes with sterile distilled water, they were let to air-dry before cell seeding.
Experimental procedures involving animals were carried out in accordance with current
Portuguese laws on Animal Care (DL 113/2013) and with the European Union Directive
(2010/63/EU) on the protection of animals used for experimental and other scientific purposes.
The experimental protocol (reference 0421/000/000/2017) was approved by the ethics
committee of the Portuguese official authority on animal welfare and experimentation (DireçãoGeral de Alimentação e Veterinária). All efforts were made to minimize as possible the number
of animals and their suffering.
Primary embryonic rat cortical and hippocampal neurons were isolated from Wistar embryo rats
(E15-18). Embryos cortices were dissected in Hanks' Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) and
enzymatically digested in 0.05% (w/v) trypsin (1:250, Gibco ®, Thermo Fisher Scientific) in
HBSS for 15 min at 37ºC. Subsequently, tissue fragments were washed once with 10% (v/v)
heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (hiFBS, Biowest) in HBSS, to inactivate trypsin, and twice
with HBSS to remove hiFBS residues from solution. Tissue fragments were then mechanically
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dissociated with a 5 ml serological pipette followed by a 1 ml pipette tip. Viable cells were
counted using the trypan blue (0.4% (w/v), Sigma-Aldrich Co.) exclusion assay and seeded in
PDL-coated 3D-microstructured arrays at a density around 1000 viable cells/mm2. Cells were
cultured in Neurobasal medium supplemented with 0.5 mM glutamine, 2 % (v/v) B27
supplement and 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin (P/S, 10,000 units ml−1 penicillin and 10,000
μg.ml−1 streptomycin) (all from Gibco ®, Thermo Fisher Scientific), and kept in a humidified
incubator at 37°C supplied with 5% CO2 until use.
SH-SY5Y cells (a human neuroblastoma cell line), obtained from DSMZ (Germany) were
routinely cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium/ Hams F-12 (DMEM/F-12, 50/50 Mix,
Corning), supplemented with 10% (v/v) hiFBS and 1% (v/v) P/S (Biowest). SH-SY5Y cells were
subcultured in PDL-coated 3D-microstructured arrays at a density of 100 viable cells/mm2, and
incubated with differentiation medium I (DMEM/F-12 supplemented with 10% (v/v) hiFBS, 10
µM all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA) and 1% (v/v) P/S) for 5 days, followed by incubation with
differentiation medium II (DMEM/F-12 supplemented with 50 ng/ml brain-derived neurotrophic
factor (BDNF, PeproTech) and 1% (v/v) P/S) for an additional 2 days, as reported by Encinas
et al (2000) (Encinas et al., 2000).
After the experiments, cells were detached from the chip surface by a brief treatment with
0.25% (w/v) trypsin/ 0.05% (w/v) EDTA solution (Sigma-Aldrich, Co) at 37ºC, followed by an
overnight incubation with a commercial alkaline detergent solution containing proteases (TergA-Zyme®, Sigma-Aldrich, Co) at RT. This procedure allowed the reuse of chips.

2.6.4

Immunofluorescence Staining

Primary cortical neurons and SH-SY5Y cells were fixed at 3 or 8 days in vitro (DIV),
respectively, with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for 15
min, at RT. After washing in PBS, cells were blocked and permeabilized with 0.1% (w/v) bovine
serum albumin (BSA, Sigma-Aldrich Co) containing 0.3% (v/v) Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich Co)
for 1 h, at RT. Afterwards, cells were incubated with primary antibody solution (rabbit anti-βIII
tubulin, 1:500, Abcam) overnight, at 4°C. After washing in PBS, cells were incubated with
fluorescently-labeled secondary antibody solution (anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor® 488 conjugate,
1:1000, Molecular Probes®, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 1 h, at RT. Nuclei were stained with
0.5 μg/ml Hoechst (Molecular Probes®, Thermo Fisher Scientific).
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Cells were imaged using a laser scanning confocal microscope Leica TCS SP5 II (Leica
Microsystems, Germany) with the HCX PL APO CS 40x/1.3 oil objective. Laser lines at 405 or
488 nm were used for Hoechst or Alexa 488 excitation, respectively. For each condition
(primary neuron or SH-SY5Y cell cultures), a total of 47 and 59 images (3D-microstructured
areas) were acquired from 5 and 6 independent 3D-microstructured arrays, respectively.

2.6.5

Cell Viability

The cell viability after seeding in 3D-microstructured arrays was assessed by the live/dead
assay using calcein-AM/ propidium Iodide (PI). Primary cortical neurons were isolated and
seeded as previously described. At 3 and 13 DIV, cells were incubated with 1 mM calcein-AM
(Molecular Probes®, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 10 min at 37ºC, followed by incubation with
2 µM PI (Sigma-Aldrich Co) for 5 min, at RT. After incubation, cells were imaged in an inverted
fluorescence microscope (Axiovert 200M, Zeiss) with a Plan NeoFluar 20x/0.4 Ph2 Korr
objective. Laser lines at 488 and 543 nm were used for calcein-AM or PI excitation,
respectively. For each 3D-microstructured array, a total of 5 fields from 3D-microstructured or
flat areas were randomly selected for representative imaging and analysis. Images were
acquired from 3 independent 3D-microstructured arrays, for each time point.

2.6.6

Image Processing and Analysis

Image processing and quantitative analysis were performed using ImageJ software (Rueden
et al., 2017). Experiments involving manual cell counting procedures were assisted by an
ImageJ cell counter plug-in. For the quantitative analysis of the neurite directionality of both
cortical neurons and SH-SY5Y cells, maximum intensity projection images from z stacked
images were evaluated using the OrientationJ Distribution plug-in (Rezakhaniha et al., 2012).
This plug-in computes the local orientation properties of structures in the image at the pixel
level. The algorithm assesses local directionality in terms of two measures: coherency and
energy. Distributions of orientations (directionality analysis) were built taking into account the
pixels that had a coherency larger than 90% (min-coherency) and an energy larger than 10%
(min-energy). The final orientation distributions were calculated and visualized using custommade MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., USA) scripts. The obtained distributions of orientations
were tested for uniformity using the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
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2.6.7

Electrophysiological Recordings

AC voltage electrophysiological recordings of rat cortical neuron cultures started at 13 DIV.
Single-channel extracellular acquisitions were performed inside a Faraday cage at RT (22ºC).
All data was analog-filtered (0.3-20 kHz) and amplified (×100) with a 4-channel amplifier (Model
1700, A-M Systems). The amplifier was connected to the contact pads of the chips via pogo
pins held in place by manipulators. One Ag/AgCl electrode was submerged in the medium to
be used as ground. Signals were digitized via an oscilloscope with 16-bit resolution at a
sampling rate of 1 gigasamples/sec. The recording setup capability was successfully tested
with planar 256-microelectrodes MEA cultures that also exhibited spontaneous activity in a
commercial MEA system (MEA2100-256-System, MultiChannel Systems, Germany). The
fabricated chips’ compatibility with a commercial system was confirmed by performing
recordings from hippocampal neurons at 10 DIV with a 60-channel MEA2100-Mini-System
(MultiChannel Systems, Germany). These recordings were performed inside a humidified
incubator (37ºC, 5% CO2) at a sampling rate of 20 kHz. The estimated SNR was calculated by
dividing the peak-to-peak (pp) amplitude of the recorded spikes by the standard deviation (SD)
of the noise level. Presented figures for measured electrical potential are scaled to preamplification values.

2.6.8

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism version 7.0 (GraphPad Software Inc.,
CA, USA). The ROUT method did not identify any outlier in all datasets. The method of
D'Agostino & Pearson was used as a normality test and parametric or non-parametric tests
were chosen as appropriate. Statistical significance was considered for p < 0.05. All statistical
data was presented as mean and SD.
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2.7 Supporting Information

Supporting Figure S1 – Confocal microscopy image of cortical neurons at 3 DIV cultured on
a simpler chip configuration (used only in supporting experiments) where the micro-mushrooms
were limited to a continuous large array of 2 mm × 2 mm (lower right corner). The micromushrooms spacing was the same as in the islets configuration, i.e., 10 μm. Neurons were
immunolabelled for βIII-tubulin (green).
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Supporting Figure S2 – Computer aided design (CAD) diagram used for the fabrication
of the arrays of micro-mushroom islets. (A) The chip layout was made compatible with the
60 electrodes MEA2100 system by MultiChannel Systems. (B) Detail of the electrodes area in
the center, showing the array of islets, where each islet was in turn an array of 3 × 3 micromushrooms (lower right corner inset).
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Neuronal cultures show bidirectional axonal conduction with antidromic action
potentials depolarizing the soma

The content of this chapter is based in the following original research paper:

Mateus JC, Lopes CD, Aroso M, Costa A, Gerós A, Meneses J, Faria P, Neto E, Lamghari M,
Sousa MM, Aguiar P. Neuronal cultures show bidirectional axonal conduction with antidromic action
potentials depolarizing the soma. bioRxiv. doi: 10.1101/2021.03.07.434278 (2021).

This is an original research paper and it is presented for the first time in a thesis.
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3.1 Abstract
Recent technological advances are revealing the complex physiology of the axon and
challenging long-standing assumptions. Namely, while most action potential (AP) initiation
occurs at the axon initial segment in central nervous system neurons, initiation in distal parts
of the axon has been shown to occur in both physiological and pathological conditions.
However, such ectopic action potential (EAP) activity has not been reported yet in studies using
in vitro neuronal networks and its functional role, if exists, is still not clear. Here, we report the
spontaneous occurrence of EAPs and effective antidromic conduction in hippocampal neuronal
cultures. We also observe a significant fraction of bidirectional axonal conduction in dorsal root
ganglia neuronal cultures. We investigate and characterize this antidromic propagation via a
combination of microelectrode arrays, microfluidics, advanced data analysis and in silico
studies. We show that EAPs and antidromic conduction can occur spontaneously, and also
after distal axotomy or physiological changes in the axon biochemical environment. Importantly,
EAPs may carry information (as orthodromic action potentials do) and can have a functional
impact on the neuron, as they consistently depolarize the soma. Plasticity or gene transduction
mechanisms triggered by soma depolarization can, therefore, be also affected by these
antidromic action potentials/EAPs. Finally, we show that this bidirectional axonal conduction is
asymmetrical, with antidromic conduction being slower than orthodromic. Via computational
modeling and super-resolution microscopy, we show that the experimental difference can be
explained by axonal morphology. Altogether, these findings have important implications for the
study of neuronal function in vitro, reshaping completely our understanding on how information
flows in neuronal cultures.

Keywords: ectopic action potential, antidromic propagation, brain-on-a-chip, hippocampal
neurons, dorsal root ganglia, microelectrode array, microfluidics
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3.2 Significance Statement
Embedded in the canonical perspective on how neurons communicate is the idea of
unidirectional axonal conduction: orthodromic in central nervous system, and antidromic in the
peripheral nervous system. Taking advantage of state-of-the-art microelectrode arrays
technology, we demonstrate bidirectional conduction in hippocampal and dorsal root ganglion
cultures, reshaping our understanding on how information flows in vitro. Antidromic action
potentials, even in hippocampal cultures, effectively depolarize the soma (potentially
triggering plasticity/protein translation mechanisms, as dendritic-driven depolarization do). It
remains to be shown if these dynamics hold for in vivo conditions, but with in vitro models being
used extensively in conditions where network dynamics play an important role (e.g., plasticity,
neuronal circuits), acknowledging this prevalence of bidirectional axonal conduction is of
fundamental importance.
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3.3 Introduction
A neuron is a highly specialized cell, well-compartmentalized into dendrites, soma, and the
axon. In a reductionist view, the axon is often seen as a mere transmission cable in which
action potential (AP) orthodromic propagation occurs after generation at the axon initial
segment (AIS). This is, however, a very limiting view which partially arises from the technical
challenges in recording action potentials activity from the thin axonal branches of vertebrate
neurons (Alcami & El Hady, 2019; Debanne et al., 2011). Recent breakthroughs, made possible
by in vitro technological developments such as super-resolution microscopy (Chéreau et al.,
2017), voltage imaging (Peterka et al., 2011), fluorescence-guided subcellular patch-clamp
(Sasaki et al., 2011), microfluidic tools (Holloway et al., 2021; Neto et al., 2016), or
microelectrode arrays (MEAs) (Emmenegger et al., 2019) have opened new insights into
axonal signal conduction and generated a renewed interest in axon physiology. Accordingly,
accumulating evidence shows that the computational repertoire of the axon is much more
complex than traditionally thought (for reviews see (Alcami & El Hady, 2019; Bucher &
Goaillard, 2011; Debanne et al., 2011; Sasaki, 2013; Roger D. Traub et al., 2020)).
After the seminal work by Hodgkin and Huxley on axonal propagation (Hodgkin & Huxley,
1952), the AP initiation and its subsequent propagation have been extensively investigated
(Bucher & Goaillard, 2011). These studies have placed the AIS as the main site capable of AP
generation in central nervous system (CNS) neurons. Intriguingly, several studies have
demonstrated that APs generated at distal sites of the axon, also known as ectopic APs (EAPs),
co-occur in diverse types of neurons both ex vivo and in vivo (Bähner et al., 2011; Bukalo et
al., 2013; Chorev & Brecht, 2012; Dugladze et al., 2012; Pinault, 1995; M. E. J. Sheffield et al.,
2011; Thome et al., 2018). Such studies opened perspectives on neuronal communication
beyond the canonical orthodromic signal transmission (Sasaki, 2013; Roger D. Traub et al.,
2020). In vertebrates, the occurrence of EAPs has been associated with pathological conditions
where the axon is hyperexcitable (e.g., epilepsy, nerve injury, demyelination) (Gutnick & Prince,
1972; M. S. Hamada & Kole, 2015; Pinault, 1995; Stasheff et al., 1993), but also with
physiological functions, such as synaptic plasticity (Bukalo et al., 2013, 2016), or fast network
oscillations (Bähner et al., 2011; Dugladze et al., 2012; M. E. J. Sheffield et al., 2011). Still, as
these studies relied on patch-clamp paired recordings, or paired field recordings from brain
slices, the fine detection and characterization of the antidromic conduction properties (e.g.,
conduction velocity) could not be attained. Moreover, many uncertainties still hold regarding
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the precise mechanism(s) of EAPs’ initiation (Alcami & El Hady, 2019; Roger D. Traub et al.,
2020). Hypotheses such as local depolarization mediated by activity in connected (e.g., axoaxonal coupling) (Bähner et al., 2011; Schmitz et al., 2001) or adjacent axons (ephaptic
coupling) (Anastassiou et al., 2011), as well as stochastic activation of sodium channels in
unmyelinated distal thin segments of the axon (M. S. Hamada & Kole, 2015; Pinault, 1995)
have been proposed, but the characterization and function of EAPs remain elusive. Importantly,
it remains to be shown if EAPs/antidromic APs carry usable information to the cell body or if
they are simply an electrophysiological glitch. From a functional perspective, a bidirectional
flow of activity would certainly increase the complexity, but also the computational power of the
axon (Alcami & El Hady, 2019). Learning and plasticity studies in theoretical neuroscience have
demonstrated the vast functional relevance of hypothetical mechanisms that could propagate
signals (namely error signals) back to presynaptic neurons (for review see (Whittington &
Bogacz, 2019). This is tightly related to the ideas behind the backpropagation algorithm
(Rumelhart et al., 1986), a central element in state-of-the-art artificial neuronal networks, such
as deep neuronal networks.
Axonal conduction in the peripheral nervous system has, however, different specificities. In
vivo, the peripheral process of sensory neurons generates APs distally, which propagate
antidromically towards the dorsal root ganglia (DRG). Still, the majority of in vitro studies have
focused on molecular processes (e.g. antero/retrograde axonal transport), with no
electrophysiological characterizations of axon physiology (Black et al., 2019; Nascimento et al.,
2018). Thus, it remains to be shown if cultured DRGs recapitulate the ability to generate APs
at their distal terminals in both physiological and pathological contexts (e.g., EAPs after
axotomy).
Emerging technologies that allow probing axonal function with high temporal and spatial
resolution can help characterize and understand EAPs/antidromic APs. We and others have
combined microElectrode arrays and microFluidics (μEFs) to compartmentalize neuronal
cultures in well-defined topologies that allow functional readouts (Rouhollah Habibey et al.,
2017; Heiney et al., 2019; Lewandowska et al., 2016; Lopes et al., 2018), as well as selective
manipulations of the different neuronal compartments (Moutaux et al., 2018; Neto et al., 2016,
2020). In particular, µEFs allow the isolation of axons within microchannels, which are aligned
over a set of microelectrodes. Thus, μEFs allow for the detection of propagating axonal signals
with very high fidelity and temporal resolution in long-term experiments, which are not possible
with any other technique (Lopes et al., 2018; Moutaux et al., 2018).
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Here, using μEFs and detailed temporal analysis, we report the consistent occurrence of
bidirectional axonal conduction in two different in vitro models: dissociated hippocampal
neurons and DRG organotypic cultures. Critically, the antidromic signals depend on the
activation of axonal Na+ current, as the selective application of tetrodotoxin (TTX) to the axonal
compartment completely ceases antidromic activity. Via a combination of extracellular
electrophysiological recording/stimulation and fast calcium imaging, we show that evoked
antidromic events effectively depolarize the soma – anticipating functional roles of antidromic
activity. Addressing this frequent occurrence of antidromic APs in both hippocampal and DRG
cultures, we explore possible functional roles of these signals under two different conditions: in
the pathological context of axonal lesions, we show that EAPs occur after distal axotomy;
additionally, we show that physiological changes in the biochemical environment of the distal
axon can promote antidromic activity. Finally, we report differences in the velocity of signal
propagation, as antidromic conduction is slower than orthodromic. These differences can be
explained by different axon morphologies.
The demonstration of the occurrence of antidromic APs, which can effectively depolarize the
soma (and potentially trigger plasticity/protein translation mechanisms, as dendritic-driven
depolarizations), reshapes our understanding on how information flows in neuronal networks.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1

Tracking Signal Propagation Reveals a Bidirectional Flow of Activity

In this study, we improved on our previous microfluidic chamber design (Heiney et al., 2019;
Lopes et al., 2018), by optimizing it for the study of axonal function (details in the Methods
section). Importantly, we set the number of microchannels to match the number of
microelectrode columns, so that every microchannel would be probed electrophysiologically.
The alignment of this microfluidic chamber with 252-electrode MEAs allowed for the probing of
16 microchannels, encompassing 7 microelectrodes each, per experiment (Fig. 1A). This
configuration enabled the separation of somal and axonal activity within the same experiment
(Fig. 1B-D). A schematized μEF is shown in Fig. 1B. The higher impedance within the
microchannels greatly amplifies the otherwise difficult-to-detect axonal signals (Lopes et al.,
2018; Pan et al., 2014). Due to the increase in SNR and the controlled placement of
electrogenic compartments (i.e., axon proper) on top of the microelectrodes, the mean firing
rate (MFR) (Fig. 1C-E) and the percentage of active microelectrodes (Fig. 1F) were
consistently higher within the microchannels. A representative raster plot of activity and signal
traces from a single microchannel are shown as insets in Fig. 1C.
In the used configuration, single-compartment neuronal cultures (mono-cultures), somata were
maintained in a somal compartment and extended their axons along the microchannels to a
pure axonal compartment (Fig. 1A-B). We investigated axonal function in two different in vitro
models: dissociated hippocampal neurons and organotypic cultures of DRG. These different
models exhibited marked differences in axonal outgrowth and electrophysiological maturation.
Hippocampal neurons’ axons grew through the microchannel within 5 to 7 days (Fig. 1A), while
DRG axons took 3 to 5 days. Unlike mature hippocampal neurons, DRG neurons did not fire in
bursts but rather exhibited sporadic spontaneous activity. In physiological conditions, this
relatively low level of activity also occurs in vivo (Black et al., 2019). As DRG explants were
placed outside the MEA active area, activity was only recorded in the microchannels (Fig. 1D).
This further highlights the importance of microchannels to record axonal activity extracellularly.
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Figure 1 – The combination of microElectrode arrays and microFluidics (μEFs) allows
tracking of axonal signal propagation in vitro with high fidelity. (A) Phase-contrast
microscopy image mosaic of a hippocampal mono-culture at 5 days in vitro (DIV). The whole
microelectrode array (MEA) active area (1.5 × 1.5 mm) is shown by a combination of images
(10× objective mosaic) from different parts of the culture. A microfluidic device composed of 16
microchannels (10 μm width; 700 μm minimum length) is aligned to encompass 7
microelectrodes. Details of axonal morphology can be seen in the somal compartment,
microchannels, and axonal compartment. Below, an axonal compartment of a hippocampal
culture (expressing EGFP) at DIV 20 (scale bars = 200 μm) and the exit of a single
microchannel at DIV 7 are shown. (B) Schematized μEF concept. (C) Color-coded raster plots
of 2 minutes of activity of all the active microelectrodes of a hippocampal culture at DIV19. In
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total, the activity of 45 microelectrodes from the somal compartment and 112 microelectrodes
within the 16 microchannels (A-R) is represented. The inset shows a segment of a single
microchannel (O9-15) and an example signal trace. (D) Activity maps of a hippocampal and a
DRG culture at 19 (same as in (C)) and 7 DIV, respectively. Each pixel corresponds to one
recording microelectrode. The mean firing rate (MFR) is color-coded for each microelectrode.
Notice that while somal activity can be recorded in the somal compartment of the hippocampal
culture, only axonal activity within the microchannels can be recorded in the DRG explant
culture. (E) Tukey plots of the MFR of all consistently active microelectrodes, during
hippocampal maturation, within the somal compartment and microchannels (n = 57 somal
microelectrodes, n = 48 microchannels; from 3 independent μEFs). (F) Percentage of
consistently active microelectrodes, during hippocampal maturation, within the somal
compartment and the microchannels (n = 3 independent μEFs).
We unbiasedly analyzed the direction of propagation of spontaneous APs within the
microchannels. We found that in experiments using either dissociated hippocampal neurons or
DRG explants’ mono-cultures, a significant number of events propagated from the axonal to
the somal compartment - backward propagation (Fig. 2A). Examples of isolated forward and
backward propagating events occurring in the same microchannel can be seen in the inset of
Fig. 2A. This backward propagation completely ceased after selectively adding TTX to the
axonal compartment (n = 6 independent μEFs) (Supplementary Fig. S2), supporting the
hypothesis that the observed activity initiates in the axonal compartment.
Different causes can support the observed backward propagation (Fig. 2B). First, the simple
case of an axon growing back to the somal compartment after having extended to the axonal
compartment (“U”-turn). Additionally, although axons do not find dendritic targets in the axonal
compartment, they may establish axo-axonal synapses and/or couple via gap junctions
(Schmitz et al., 2001), so that one axon conducts APs orthodromically and the other
antidromically along the microchannels. Alternatively, very close proximity between axons in
the axonal compartment, combined with high electrical coupling conditions, can originate
ephaptic coupling (Anastassiou et al., 2011) where, as with gap junctions or axo-axonic
connections, an axon conducts APs antidromically. Finally, this activity may consist of EAPs
initiation caused by activation of sodium channels (stochastic, or not) at the axon distal end
followed by antidromic propagation (M. S. Hamada & Kole, 2015; Pinault, 1995). The possible
origin of the backward propagation was dissected through a set of experiments that selectively
manipulated the axonal compartment.
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3.4.2

Backward Propagation is Not Explained by Returning Axons nor µEF
Electric Artifacts

The µEF design did not prevent axons from growing back to the somal compartment after
reaching the axonal compartment (“U”-turns), though these axons would have to elongate for,
at least, ~1.5 mm. Thus, we hypothesized that the detected backward propagation could simply
be caused by axon grow back (Fig. 2B). As the AP activity in returning axons would be
temporally correlated with AP activity in another microchannel, we performed time-delay
analysis of the backward propagation events against the preceding AP activity in all
microchannels (Fig. 2C).
For hippocampal neurons at 11 and 19 DIV (n = 5 independent µEFs), only a minority (<10%)
of the microchannels where backward propagating events were detected showed temporal
correlations (within 10 ms) with AP activity in other microchannels. An example of neighboring
microchannels with a strong temporal correlation is shown in Fig. 2D. In DRG experiments at
6 DIV (n = 5 independent µEFs), we found a single pair of temporally correlated microchannels.
Moreover, we could not detect a correlation within the same microchannel in any experiment.
Thus, the great majority of the detected backward propagation does not emerge from axon
grow back to the somal compartment after a “U”-turn. Similarly, the obtained time-delay
distributions do not favor the hypotheses of strong axo-axonal coupling as a major cause for
the detected backward propagating activity.
Ephaptic coupling has been suggested as a mechanism of fast neuronal synchronization (<1
ms) via axonal extracellular signaling (Anastassiou et al., 2011; Han et al., 2018). As axons
grow in close-proximity within the microchannels, even in the absence of synapses (chemical
or electrical), the ephaptic coupling could lead to distal initiation of EAPs, as hypothesized in
(Pan et al., 2014). Whereas we cannot exclude ephaptic coupling inside a microchannel, it
should be noted that the detected backward propagation events always transverse the whole
microchannel, meaning that the coupling locus would need to be, consistently, at or after the
last microelectrode (in the axonal compartment). In our method for detecting APs propagation,
the exclusion window is 4 ms, meaning that the observed backward propagation never follows
a forward propagation in the same microchannel. The only option would be ephaptic coupling
taking place in the axonal compartment between axons from different microchannels, and in
that case we would capture this situation in the time-delay histograms. Therefore, we also
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exclude ephaptic coupling as a possible cause for the majority of the detected backward
propagating events.

Figure 2 – Tracking signal propagation reveals a bidirectional flow of activity which is
not explained by axon grow back. (A) Schematic representation of the two possible direction
flows of signal propagation (forward and backward). Example traces of 3 seconds of activity
within a microchannel of a DRG culture at 11 DIV. Detected forward and backward propagating
events are marked as green and orange, respectively. The asterisks (*) highlight the two traces
expanded in the inset. (B) Schematic of the possible causes for backward propagation.
Neurons are colored by their propagating direction (forward or backward). Leftmost:
nonsynaptic electrical coupling (ephaptic coupling). Center-left: axon grow back to the somal
compartment after having extended to the axonal compartment (“U”-turn). Center-right: Axoaxonal coupling via electrical synapse and/or gap junction. Rightmost: Spontaneous activation
of the axon distal portion. (C) Raster plot of 10 minutes of activity in all microchannels (one
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electrode per microchannel) from a hippocampal culture at 19 DIV. The first line (in orange)
represents all detected backward propagating events (n = 65) from a single microchannel. The
zoom-in shows 50 ms of activity in all microchannels. A time-window of 10 ms before each
backpropagating event was used for isolating possible microchannel correlations (e.g., “U”turns). (D) Pre-backpropagating event time histograms. Examples of no correlation (top) and
correlation (bottom; same microchannel as in (C)) are shown.
A last, but not less relevant alternative hypothesis for the observed backward propagation
signals is the presence of electric artifacts in the µEF microchannels. Detailed simulations using
FEM, recreating the core geometrical elements of the microchannels (Fig. 3A), were carried
out to assess two situations that could be incorrectly interpreted as a backward propagation
signal: i) complex electrical behaviors driven by the extracellular currents of forward APs, and
ii) influence of axonal activity at the exit of the microchannels on the readout of the
microelectrodes. The microchannels’ small cross-section leads to higher impedances and
increased recorded signal amplitudes, in accordance with the experimental data (Fig 3B-C).
However, the forward propagation of APs inside the microchannels does not generate any
unexpected potential readings at the microchannel extremities that could trigger another AP
(Supp. Mat. Movie 1). The increased impedance inside the microchannels is also responsible
for the fact that axonal electrical activity just outside the microchannel does not generate
relevant electrical potential/currents that could trigger an AP in an axon inside the microchannel
(i.e., the microchannels do not “channel in” outside currents) (Fig 3D). Finally, the FEM model
also excludes the possibility of axonal activity at the exit point of the microchannel being picked
up by the microelectrodes inside and incorrectly interpreted as a backward propagation signal.
In such case, not only the signal amplitudes in the microelectrodes further away would be
extremely low, the signal deflection in all electrodes would be virtually synchronous (as we
would be recording the electric disturbance in the medium and not a traveling wave in an axon)
(Fig 3E).
Concluding, since the vast majority of the detected backward propagating activity does not
come from axons growing back, nor electrical artifacts at microchannel entrance, the origin is
necessarily the distal parts of the axons. As such, the terminology backward propagation will
be replaced by antidromic conduction for the remainder of the manuscript.
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Figure 3 – Backward propagation is not explained by electric artifacts. (A) Representation
of the finite element model (FEM) geometry replicating the µEF microchannels, microelectrodes
and axons. Two axons in different positions (axon 1 and 2) were considered: axon inside the
microchannel, and axon outside the microchannel and perpendicular to the exit. Three views
are presented: perspective, side view and top view with detail on microchannel exit point. (B)
Simulation of an action potential (AP) propagation along axon position 1. (C) Impedance levels
inside the microchannel contribute significantly to the ability to record signals from axons. In
the model, as well as in experimental data, the amplitudes of the recorded signals are higher
in the microelectrodes inside the microchannels. (D) Given the higher impedance inside the
microchannels, axonal activity at the exit point does not produce current densities that could
stimulate axons inside the microchannel. (E) The FEM simulations show that (in low noise
conditions) electric activity outside the microchannel (axon position 2) can be detected by the
microelectrodes inside. However, the signal deflection recorded at each microelectrode would
be “simultaneous” (propagation of the electric field in the medium), and would not be confused
with an AP.
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3.4.3

Antidromic Action Potentials Effectively Depolarize the Soma

For EAPs/antidromic APs to carry usable information to the cell body (as orthodromic APs carry
information to post-synaptic neurons) and have a functional role there, they should reach and
effectively depolarize the soma. Thus, we tested if eliciting antidromic activity could lead to
soma depolarization. For that, we retrogradely transduced hippocampal mono-cultures with
ssAAV-retro/2-hSyn1-chI-jGCaMP7f-WPRE-SV40p(A) at 9-10 DIV, which allowed us to
perform calcium imaging of neurons extending to the axonal compartment (Fig. 4A). This
AAV2-retro variant (Tervo et al., 2016) allows for the robust retrograde expression of the
protein of interest. Here, we used it to selectively induce the expression of jGCaMP7f (‘fast’), a
genetically encoded calcium indicator (GECI) with fast kinetics and single-AP sensitivity (Dana
et al., 2019). As relatively few neurons project axons to the axonal compartment, labeling was
sparse even weeks post-transduction (Fig. 4B).
A standard electrical stimulation protocol was used to elicit antidromic activity on transduced
neurons (18-21 DIV), while performing fast calcium imaging and electrophysiological recording
(Fig. 4A). For that, 5 electrical pulses were delivered to the last microelectrode within the
microchannel of interest (at least 600 µm away from the soma) per trial. The microchannel of
interest (i.e., containing the axon of the transduced neuron) could be readily identified via
labeling (mRuby3 and/or jGCaMP7f) (Fig. 4B). Antidromic APs were elicited reliably for the
range of tested stimulation amplitudes (-0.5/0.5 to -1.0/1.0 V) and frequencies (0.5-1 Hz) (Fig.
4C and Supplementary Fig. S3). The resulting stimulation artifact precluded the
electrophysiological recording of the immediate responses (within ~5 ms post-stimuli) along the
microchannel, even when stimulation artifact blanking was used. However, somal
depolarizations could be recorded when neurons were near a somal microelectrode (Fig. 4D).
Somatodendritic depolarizations were consistently obtained in response to evoked antidromic
APs, as can be seen in the calcium imaging traces (Fig. 4E-F and Fig. S3) (Supplementary
Movies 2-3). These results were reproduced in several neurons from 6 independent μEFs at
18-21 DIV. With antidromic APs being able to carry information and effectively depolarizing the
soma (potentially triggering, for example, protein translation or plasticity mechanisms), the
following sections address different physiological contexts capable of triggering/modulating
antidromic activity.
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Figure 4 – Evoked antidromic activity effectively depolarizes the somatodendritic
compartment (A) Schematic of the experimental protocol. Hippocampal neurons extending
axons to the axonal compartment were retrogradely transduced at 9-10 DIV with the AAV2retro-jGCaMP7f. This allowed for distal electrical stimulation of the axon, electrophysiological
recording, and calcium imaging of the soma at 18-21 DIV. The last electrode within the
microchannel was used for evoking antidromic activity (>600 µm away from the soma). (B)
Fluorescence (jGCaMP7f and mRuby3) and bright-field imaging of transduced neurons at 21
DIV (40× objective) (scale bars = 100 µm). (C) Electrophysiological traces of 5s of stimulated
activity of the microelectrodes of interest – within the microchannel containing the axon (red
and gray) and below the soma (blue). For stimulation, 5 biphasic pulses were delivered at 1Hz
(-500/500 mV). Red ticks represent the timing of electrical stimulation. (D) Overlay of the 10 ms
post-stimulation for the 5 trials (peri-stimulus response). (E) Calcium imaging traces of the
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soma and proximal axon’s responses to the distal axon electrical stimulation in (C-D). (F)
Average calcium response to the 5 stimulation trials.

3.4.4

Antidromic Action potentials Occur After Distal Axotomy

Spontaneous EAP generation has been shown to occur following axonal injury (Pinault, 1995;
Stasheff et al., 1993). Here, we studied the effect of axon lesions on the generation of
antidromic signaling. Taking advantage of the high fluidic resistance between compartments,
we could subject neurons to distal axotomy >700 μm away from their undisturbed somata. This
procedure effectively disrupted axonal projections in the axonal compartment, while sparing
the axon proper within the microchannel (Fig. 5A-B), mimicking the conditions of severe axonal
lesions (Shrirao et al., 2018). Both before and following axotomy we recorded the spontaneous
axonal activity of hippocampal and DRG cultures (Fig. 5C). From now on, we will refer to
microchannels in which propagating events were detected as “active microchannels”.
Hippocampal Neurons
Distal axotomy in hippocampal cultures has been explored in different contexts, including in in
vitro models for post-traumatic epilepsy (Shrirao et al., 2018), an established complication from
traumatic brain injury. Here we studied the electrophysiological effects of distal axotomy in
different hippocampal cultures at two stages of maturation: 11 DIV and 19 DIV. Cultures that
were subjected to axotomy at 11 DIV (n = 2 independent μEFs), exhibited a significant fraction
of antidromic activity immediately after axotomy (28.3 ± 1.7%) (Fig. 5D). We observed,
nevertheless, a decrease in the number of active microchannels immediately after axotomy (24
to 19), as well as a decrease in the average number of detected propagating events per minute
(from 149 to 61). After axotomy the antidromic events are expected to be triggered at the injury
site (Fig. 5B). Immediately after axotomy, ~37% of the microchannels (7 out of 19) exhibited
antidromic activity. This ratio was very similar at 12 DIV (8 out of 19), although the fraction of
antidromic events varied greatly (Fig. 5E). Hippocampal cultures that were subject to axotomy
at DIV 19 (n = 3 independent μEFs) showed a tendency to increase the fraction of antidromic
activity during maturation. Immediately after axotomy, ~32% of the active microchannels (13
out of 41) exhibited a bidirectional flow and a significant fraction of antidromic activity (35.8 ±
24%) (Fig. 5E). The average number of detected propagating events per minute decreased
from 104 to 59, immediately after axotomy.
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DRG Explants
In sensory neurons in vivo, spontaneous EAP generation at the site of axonal injury is an
important generator of pathological conditions, such as neuropathic pain (Costigan et al.,
2009). However, in acute ex vivo whole DRG preparations (after lesion), EAPs are rarely
encountered, as activity originates primarily in the soma. Typically, ectopic activity needs to be
facilitated by applying K+ blockers to the recording bath (Amir et al., 2005). Here we studied the
effects of distal axotomy on the antidromic initiation of organotypic DRG cultures at 7-8 DIV.
Since most spontaneous axonal activity in DRGs in vitro is orthodromic, we analyzed here if
ectopic/antidromic activity would emerge after lesion in DRG axon’s distal end (Fig. 5A). At 7
DIV, DRG cultures exhibited a relevant percentage of antidromic events (24.2 ± 13.7%, n = 5
independent μEFs) at baseline (pre-axotomy) (Fig. 5D). We detected antidromic activity in
~70% (41 out of 59) of the active microchannels. Immediately after axotomy, we observed a
great decrease in the average number of detected propagating events per minute (from 460 to
30). We detected a much smaller fraction of antidromic events after axotomy (6.7 ± 5.7%),
which originated from ~28% (10 out of 36) of the active microchannels. Together, these results
suggest that, while intact, in vitro DRG axons generate and conduct antidromic activity;
however, immediately after axotomy, although many injured axons are silent, some antidromic
activity occurs. Most probably, this activity is the result of AP initiation at the compromised
axonal membrane (Fig. 5A). After axotomy, axons may degenerate or, instead, undergo a
cytoskeletal reorganization (e.g., axon blebs, neuromas), which affects sodium channel
dynamics. This may explain the variability of responses that we observed at DIV 8, when the
fraction of antidromic events in the axotomized cultures varied greatly between 0 and ~57%
(Fig. 5D).
Overall, these results show that EAPs/antidromic activity occur after distal axotomy in both
hippocampal and DRG cultures. Interestingly, the two models behaved in opposite ways: DRG
explants showed a significant portion of antidromic activity at baseline that decreased after
injury, while hippocampal cultures tended to increase the fraction of antidromic activity after
injury.
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Figure 5 – Antidromic activity occurs after distal axotomy in hippocampal and dorsal
root ganglia (DRG) cultures. (A) Phase-contrast images (10×) of a DRG culture at 7 DIV
immediately before and after distal axotomy. Axotomy via vacuum aspiration (schematized)
effectively disrupted the axonal projections in the axonal compartment, while sparing the axon
proper within the microchannel and the somal compartment (scale bar = 100 μm). (B) Mosaic
of fluorescence images (neurons expressing mRuby3) of a hippocampal culture at 19 DIV
immediately after axotomy (10×), one day after axotomy (10×), and one week after axotomy
(20×) (scale bars = 200 µm). (C) Diagram of the experimental protocol. (D) Bar plots show the
percentage of orthodromic and antidromic events in hippocampal cultures (n = 2-3 independent
µEF) before and after axotomy (11 or 19 DIV). (E) Bar plots show the percentage of orthodromic
and antidromic events in DRG cultures (7 DIV) (n = 5 independent µEF) immediately before
and after axotomy, as well as in the following day. (D-E) Pie charts show the percentage of
active microchannels exhibiting only antidromic, only orthodromic, or in both directions’
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propagating events immediately before and after axotomy for hippocampal (11 and 19 DIV)
and DRG (7 DIV) cultures.

3.4.5

Modulation of DRGs’ Antidromic Activity with Osteoclast’s Conditioned
Medium

Compartmentalized microfluidic chambers are fluidically isolated, thus can be selectively
treated with different compounds (Moutaux et al., 2018; Neto et al., 2016). The high fluidic
resistance between the somal and axonal compartment help maintain chemical treatments in
a defined compartment, especially if a hydrostatic pressure difference is maintained (J. W.
Park et al., 2006). Previous studies have shown that osteoclastic activity produces changes in
the biochemical microenvironment that activate the nociceptors of the innervating DRG nerve
terminals (Hiasa et al., 2017). We took advantage of the µEF’s fluidic compartmentalization to
selectively stimulate DRG axons with the secretome of osteoclasts cultured in mineralized
substrates (active-resorbing osteoclasts) (Fig. 6A). We have previously reported that axonal
stimulation with osteoclast’s CM greatly increases the overall levels of axonal activity of DRG
explants at 6-7 DIV (Neto et al., 2020), without assessing conduction direction. Here, we tested
if this increase in the level of axonal activity was accompanied by an increase in the fraction of
antidromic activity.
At 6 DIV, DRG cultures exhibited a relatively low fraction of antidromic events (28.4 ± 5.9%, n
= 3 independent μEFs). Immediately after distal axonal stimulation with osteoclast’s CM, this
fraction increased to 52.8 ± 13.4%. The following recording time points (3h and 24h post-CM)
showed a tendency for this fraction to return to baseline levels, which may be the result of CM’s
metabolization. At 7 DIV (24h post-CM), the fraction of antidromic events was 41.1 ± 13.6%
(Fig. 6B).
These results indicate that distal axon stimulation with osteoclast’s CM can boost the initiation
of antidromic activity. Importantly, by modulating antidromic initiation in a more physiologicallyrelevant model than commonly-used chemical stimulants (e.g., KCl), these results also show
that µEFs may be used to study the physiological generation and function of antidromic activity
in DRG cultures.
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Figure 6 – Biochemical stimulation of the dorsal root ganglia (DRG) distal axon
modulates antidromic activity. (A) Schematic of the experiment of DRG stimulation with
osteoclast’s conditioned medium (CM). A representative example of the activity of a
microchannel pre- and post-exposure to the active-resorbing osteoclasts’ CM is shown. (B) Bar
plot of the percentage of antidromic and orthodromic events in DRG cultures pre- and postexposure to the CM (n = 3 independent µEFs) at different timepoints (post-0h, post-3h and
post-24h).
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3.4.6

Conduction Velocity is Asymmetric

AP conduction along the axon is a tightly regulated and modulated process (Bucher & Goaillard,
2011). Biophysical parameters of the membrane (Waxman, 1980), variations in axon diameter
(Chéreau et al., 2017; Goldstein & Rall, 1974), or ion channel densities and kinetics (W. Hu et
al., 2009) greatly influence axonal conduction velocity. Here, the high-temporal resolution (20
µs) of the μEF recordings allowed for the precise calculation of propagation velocity of each
propagating event along the microchannels (details in the Methods section). Thus, propagation
velocities along axons were compared between orthodromic and antidromic events.
In hippocampal cultures (n = 3 independent μEFs) we observed a moderate increase in
propagation velocity along maturation in both orthodromic and antidromic events (Fig. 7A-B).
At 11 DIV the average propagation velocity per microchannel was of ~0.40 ± 0.06 m/s
(orthodromic) and ~0.37 ± 0.03 m/s (antidromic), while at 24 DIV (after axotomy at 19 DIV) it
had increased to ~0.45 ± 0.08 m/s (orthodromic) and ~0.43 ± 0.09 m/s (antidromic). The
orthodromic propagating velocity values were very consistent with previous results obtained
from unmyelinated hippocampal neurons (Bakkum et al., 2013; Rouhollah Habibey et al., 2017;
Yuan et al., 2020). However, antidromic events were generally slower than orthodromic events
(Fig. 7A-B). This can be observed in the trend of the microchannels’ average propagation
velocity (Fig. 7A) and in the shift in the velocities distributions (Fig. 7B). Although, the
difference was as large as 21.3% at 19 DIV (immediately after axotomy), in physiological
conditions the difference was below 10%. Propagation velocity for both orthodromic and
antidromic events was not correlated with the microchannel’s MFR (Pearson’s correlation, p =
0.49, p = 0.31, respectively), thus was independent of spontaneous firing frequency within the
microchannel.
We used the NEURON simulation environment to test the hypothesis if asymmetry in the axon’s
morphology could explain the observed difference. We implemented models to test two
different axon morphologies capable of generating asymmetric electrotonic lengths: continuous
axon tapering, and step-decreases in axon diameter at branching points (Fig. 7C). We
observed that both axon morphologies introduced differences in antidromic and orthodromic
conduction velocity, even for mild values of axon diameter reduction after branching or axonal
tapering (Fig. 7D-E). The velocity difference was as high as 4%, at 50%/mm reduction.
Beyond the well-described tapering in the soma-to-axon proper transition, little is known on
how axon diameter changes along its length (Costa et al., 2018). We performed stimulated
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emission depletion (STED) microscopy of axons growing along microchannel patterns to
understand if the average hippocampal axon diameter could vary along the microchannel
length (up to 1 mm). For the unequivocal identification of axons, we relied on specific stainings
(Tau antibody) and the presence of periodic (~190 nm) actin rings (Fig. 7F), a characteristic
cytoskeleton organization (Costa et al., 2020; K. Xu et al., 2013).
Analysis of different axonal segments at 6-7 DIV (n = 42) revealed that axon diameter correlated
negatively with distance from the entry of the microchannel pattern (Pearson’s correlation, p =
0.002, r = -0.46, R2 = 0.21) (Fig. 7G). The linear regression slope represented a 28-43%/mm
(95% confidence interval) decrease in diameter. In some cases, we could measure the
diameter of both the main axon and its thinner branch (Fig. 7H). The reduction in diameter at
these branching points ranged from 15% to 53% (n = 5 main axon/branch pairs). In summary,
STED analysis confirmed the possibility of tapering levels and/or diameter reduction after
branching in the order of 40-50%/mm. Thus, the difference in antidromic and orthodromic
conduction velocity may originate, at least partially, from these morphological conditions.
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Figure 7 – Antidromic conduction is slower than orthodromic conduction due to axon
morphology. (A) Mean ±SD of the microchannels’ median propagation velocity (orthodromic
and antidromic). Distal axotomy was performed at 19 DIV (n = 3 independent µEF). Unpaired
t-test or Mann-Whitney test, *p<0.05. (B) Frequency distribution of the propagation velocity for
all orthodromic and antidromic events at 17 DIV (0.1 m/s binning). (C) Asymmetric axon
morphologies in the in silico models: step-decrease in axon caliber at branching points and
continuous axon tapering. (D) Effect of the reduction level (%/mm) in axon caliber at branching
points in orthodromic and antidromic propagation velocity. (E) Effect of axon tapering (%/mm)
in orthodromic and antidromic propagation velocity. (F) Representative stimulated emission
depletion (STED) microscopy image of an axonal segment (labeled with phalloidin 635) and
analysis of actin ring periodicity. The intensity profile was plotted after image processing with a
1-pixel radius median filter. (G) Axon diameter in function of distance from the entry of the
microchannel (n = 42 axonal segments; from 4 independent experiments) and linear
regression. (H) Confocal microscopy image of a microchannel exit with a single axon. Inset
shows the corresponding STED image of the main axon and it’s branch.
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3.5 Discussion
The characterization and understanding of EAPs/antidromic activity have been hampered by
the technical difficulties of performing classic electrophysiology in the very thin mammalian
axonal branches. Recently, high-density complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)based MEAs have been used to follow AP propagation along the axonal arbors of random
neuronal cultures (Bakkum et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2020). However, due to the very low
amplitude of the axonal signals, these studies relied on repetitive electrical stimulation of an
axonal segment (usually the AIS) to average out noise (event-triggered averaging) and track
signal propagation. In this study, we made use of a powerful combination of micro-technologies
(MEAs and microfluidics - μEF) to study axonal electrophysiology. This setup allowed us to
compartmentalize neuronal cultures and perform spontaneous axonal signal conduction
recordings with very high SNR and temporal resolution.
Remarkably, μEF recordings of different mono-culture in vitro models revealed the unforeseen
presence of antidromic APs. These events could not be explained by returning axons (“U”turns), nor µEF electric artifacts, and were completely abolished after selectively adding TTX to
the axonal compartment. These results support the hypothesis of distal initiation of APs,
consistent with EAP/antidromic initiation, in in vitro neuronal networks. Importantly, distal
electrical stimulation of hippocampal neurons’ axons consistently led to somatodendritic
depolarization, which suggests that antidromic activity may affect neuronal function. We
observed similar results with DRG explants which, in vitro, show very different axonal
conduction characteristics than what is expected from afferent sensory neurons in vivo. We
explored the possible functional roles of this antidromic activity in the pathological context of
axonal lesions and physiological changes of the axonal biochemical environment. We showed
that antidromic activity occurs after distal axotomy in dissociated hippocampal neurons as well
as in DRG explants. Moreover, the antidromic activity could be biochemically stimulated in
physiological conditions by modulating the biochemical environment of the DRG neurons’ axon
terminals with osteoclasts’ CM. Finally, we showed that antidromic conduction is consistently
slower than orthodromic and that this difference may be explained by axonal morphologies that
lead to slight electrotonic length asymmetries.
To date, most studies using μEFs that addressed axonal function have employed dualcompartment (or co-culture) neuronal cultures of CNS neurons, where signal transmission was
assumed to travel orthodromically from the supposed compartment of origin (Gladkov et al.,
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2017; Moutaux et al., 2018; Pan et al., 2014). Moreover, in the few studies where neurons were
seeded only in one compartment, the propagating event detection methods presumed
orthodromic propagation from the somal to the axonal compartment (forward propagation)
(Rouhollah Habibey et al., 2017; Lewandowska et al., 2016). It is important to note that no study
has previously attempted to characterize the signal conduction of DRG cultures (Black et al.,
2019). Still, preliminary in vitro experiments using DRGs had suggested that most APs
propagate orthodromically (Heiney et al., 2019). Our data shows clearly that bidirectional
axonal conduction (EAP initiation/antidromic conduction in particular) must be considered when
analyzing functional data from both hippocampal and DRG cultures.
Regarding potential functional roles in physiological states, EAP generation at the distal
portions of hippocampal neurons’ axons has been reported in studies using ex vivo and in vivo
models, particularly during sharp-wave ripple complexes (Bähner et al., 2011; Bukalo et al.,
2013; Chorev & Brecht, 2012; Dugladze et al., 2012; M. E. J. Sheffield et al., 2011).
Interestingly, EAP generation is susceptible to conventional synaptic modulation, as somatic
excitatory or inhibitory input can facilitate or suppress EAP generation, respectively (Thome et
al., 2018). Still, it is not understood in which conditions can EAPs depolarize the soma and
have physiological functions. Ex vivo studies have shown that backpropagation of EAPs during
gamma oscillations can be inhibited by axo‐axonic interneurons that target the AIS of CA3
hippocampal neurons (Dugladze et al., 2012). Yet, antidromic activity of CA1 hippocampal
axons has been shown to reduce synaptic strength and lead to a widespread downscaling of
upstream synaptic weights. Conversely, subsequent synaptic stimulation led to long-lasting
synaptic potentiation (Bukalo et al., 2013). More recently, the same authors associated
antidromic activity with a rapid downregulation of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
mRNA levels (Bukalo et al., 2016), a protein critically involved in canonical forms of synaptic
plasticity. Ultimately, these studies suggest that orthodromic and antidromic activity may
differentially regulate synaptic plasticity and gene expression. Here, we have shown that EAP
generation/antidromic conduction spontaneously occurs in hippocampal cultures. Moreover,
we confirmed that evoked antidromic APs consistently lead to somatodendritic depolarization.
Given the non-invasive nature of our setup, future studies may assess what is the short- and
long-term impact of antidromic APs (spontaneous or elicited) at single-cell and/or network level.
We have also explored the effects of distal axotomy in hippocampal neurons, as in a model for
post-traumatic epilepsy (Shrirao et al., 2018), and found that EAP/antidromic activity occurs
after axonal lesion. This is in line with previous studies that have shown that, in pathological
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conditions, EAPs occur during epileptic seizures (Bucher & Goaillard, 2011; Gutnick & Prince,
1972; Stasheff et al., 1993). An important follow-up to our study is the confirmation of the source
of the observed antidromic activity in both physiological and pathological conditions. Possibly,
in the context of a neuronal network, not all antidromic activity can be traced back to a single
cause but results of a combination of mechanisms. Further analysis are required to unveil the
mechanisms behind AP triggering at the distal axons.
It is not clear if EAPs are as prevalent in CNS neurons in vivo as in our in vitro conditions,
especially in the case of myelinated axons. For instance, myelinated fibers may have evolved
mechanistic responses at the nodes of Ranvier that prevent EAP initiation and propagation, as
recently suggested (Brohawn et al., 2019). Beyond increasing conduction velocity, myelin may
also limit hyper-excitability. In brain slices of mice with cuprizone-induced myelin loss,
demyelinated L5 pyramidal neurons were intrinsically more excitable and around 15% exhibited
EAP generation. In the study, local application of TTX or K+ was sufficient to eliminate or evoke
EAPs, respectively, providing compelling evidence for the hypothesis that EAPs may arise from
the integration of local environment signals by unmyelinated segments of the axon (M. S.
Hamada & Kole, 2015). Furthermore, due to the embryonic tissue of origin, our in vitro models
lack the high prevalence of glial cells observed in vivo. Glial cells are known to be key players
in the regulation of neuronal excitability, including AP initiation and propagation (Cserép et al.,
2021; Micu et al., 2018; Sasaki et al., 2011). We cannot exclude, therefore, the possibility for
an increased prevalence of EAPs when a reduced number of glial cells is present, and the
unmyelinated axons extend in a pure axonal compartment.
Most DRG neurons (particularly nociceptive C-fibers) are unmyelinated, however, so far, the
study of their axonal physiology has been very limited, as most of our knowledge comes from
experiments with myelinated fibers due to their easier accessibility (Black et al., 2019;
Nascimento et al., 2018). Here, to the best of our knowledge, DRGs were employed in
compartmentalized cultures over MEAs, and selectively manipulated (mechanically and
chemically), for the first time. Related studies have obtained functional readouts via calcium
imaging or patch-clamp (Huval et al., 2015; Tsantoulas et al., 2013), though these techniques
do not have the desirable temporal or spatial resolution, respectively, for assessing axonal
conduction dynamics. Tsantoulas and co-workers, in particular, had previously demonstrated
somal depolarization in compartmentalized cultures of dissociated DRG neurons after chemical
(capsaicin and KCl) or electrical stimulation of the axonal compartment (Tsantoulas et al.,
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2013). Here, we show that organotypic DRG cultures spontaneously generate APs distally and
propagate antidromically both before and after injury, hence recapitulating in vivo mechanisms.
Injured sensory neurons exacerbate ectopic activity in vivo, a mechanism thought to be an
originator of neuropathic pain (Costigan et al., 2009). Here, DRGs' spontaneous electrical
activity and fraction of ectopic activity were diminished immediately after axotomy. It is
important to note that silencing following peripheral injury also occurs in vivo and it has been
proposed as a necessary trigger for axon regeneration (Enes et al., 2010). Likewise, in acute
ex vivo preparations, EAPs are rarely encountered after lesion, as APs originate primarily in
the soma (Amir et al., 2005). Still, the short- and long-term effects of axotomy in DRG axonal
function should be the subject of further research, and future in vitro studies should explore
ways of better mimicking the post-lesion axon environment. Importantly, the antidromic activity
could be modulated via distal axon stimulation with osteoclasts’ CM, a physiologically-relevant
model of the innervated bone microenvironment (Hiasa et al., 2017; Neto et al., 2020). The
results using DRG explants reinforce the potential of using μEFs as a powerful tool for
preclinical testing. Due to their versatility, μEFs could help elucidate conduction dynamics in
physiological and pathological conditions.
Further characterization of the bidirectional signal conduction with high-temporal resolution
recordings revealed an asymmetry in conduction velocity. This difference could be replicated
in computational models of two different morphologies that introduce an asymmetry in axon
diameter: axon tapering and diameter reduction at branching points (mimicking propagation
into/from higher-order small-diameter collaterals). STED imaging analysis confirmed the
occurrence of ~36%/mm reductions in average axon diameter, or up to ~50% at branching
points. Due to the inherent difficulties in assuring axonal identity along the full microchannel
length (up to 1 mm), we cannot currently ascertain if this decrease in average diameter is due
to axon tapering or branching alone. Moreover, it is not clear if the asymmetry in conduction
velocity - which is only dependent on the direction of propagation - has functional implications
per se.
Importantly, axonal branching has been shown to introduce axonal delays with functional
implications, since the main axon temporal activity pattern transforms into multiple patterns in
its varying -length and -diameter branches (reviewed in (Debanne et al., 2011)). Concomitantly,
related in vitro studies have found marked differences (as high as 5-fold) in orthodromic
conduction velocity along the length of unmyelinated axon arbors, presumedly due to diameter
inhomogeneities (Bakkum et al., 2013; Rouhollah Habibey et al., 2017; Yuan et al., 2020).
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Here, we reconcile these studies with experimental evidence for axon diameter reduction along
the length of microchannel patterns.
Taken together, our results show that EAPs/antidromic conduction occur in in vitro models of
hippocampal and DRG neurons. Several studies have now tried to impose unidirectional
outgrowth of axons via complex physical/chemical patterning (reviewed in (Aebersold et al.,
2016; Holloway et al., 2021)). Our study suggests that unidirectional axonal outgrowth may not
necessarily lead to unidirectional information flow, a finding with important implications for the
“brain-on-chip” field. It remains to be shown if these reported mechanisms hold for in vivo
conditions, but with in vitro models being used extensively in conditions where network
dynamics play an important role (e.g., plasticity, neuronal circuits), acknowledging the
prevalence of these antidromic APs is of fundamental importance.
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3.6 Experimental Section
3.6.1

Microfluidic Design and Fabrication

The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic chambers used in this study followed a design
reported on our previous publications (Heiney et al., 2019; Lopes et al., 2018), with minor
optimizations regarding the number of microchannels, as well as their length and width. The
number of microchannels was reduced to match exactly the number of microelectrode columns
(16 microchannels in total). The microchannel width was reduced to 10 μm to isolate fewer
axons per microchannel, thus decreasing the complexity of the recorded signals. Moreover, the
microchannel length was set to 700 μm to selectively probe axonal function, as microchannels
must be 450 μm or greater in length to restrict the axonal compartment neurite access to axons
only (Neto et al., 2016; J. W. Park et al., 2006). Concisely, the microfluidic chambers were
composed of two separate compartments (somal and axonal) interconnected by 16
microchannels with 700 μm length × 10 μm height × 10 μm width dimensions and interspaced
by 100 μm. In specific imaging experiments, chambers with longer microchannels (1000 μm
length) and 200 µm spacing were also used.
From the microfabricated SU-8 mold, the PDMS microfluidic chambers were produced by
replica molding. PDMS was prepared using a 10:1 mix of silicone elastomer and its curing
agent (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) and degassed using a vacuum desiccator. Polymerization
was achieved at 70 °C for 3 h, after which the PDMS microfluidic chambers were unmolded
and cut. The medium reservoirs were manually punched with a steel biopsy punch (Ø 6 mm).
Microfluidic chambers used for cultures with DRG explants were adapted by adding an extra
smaller reservoir (Ø 3 mm), which allowed the seeding of the DRG in a central position, closer
to the microchannels (as in (Neto et al., 2014, 2020)).

3.6.2

μEF Preparation

μEFs were prepared as previously detailed (Lopes et al., 2018). Briefly, planar MEAs (Multi
Channel Systems (MCS), Germany) of 252 titanium nitride recording microelectrodes (30 μm
in diameter) and 4 internal reference electrodes (organized in a 16 by 16 square grid) were air
plasma-cleaned for 2 min. Then, both the MEAs and the microfluidic chambers were briefly
submerged in 70% ethanol, allowed to air-dry inside a laminar flow hood, and sterilized by
ultraviolet (UV) light exposure. μEF assembly was guided by a stereomicroscope, to correctly
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align the microchannels with the microelectrode grid. The μEFs were then sequentially coated
with poly-D-lysine (PDL) (20 µg/ml) and laminin (5 µg/ml) to promote cell adhesion. Each
microchannel encompassed 7 microelectrodes, as these were interspaced by 100 μm (the first
and last microelectrodes were at 50 μm of the microchannel entry and exit point, respectively).
Thin MEAs (tMEAs) with 200 μm interspacing were used in calcium imaging experiments, due
to their compatibility with high-magnification objectives. When using tMEAs, longer
microchannels (1000 µm length) with appropriate spacing were used to encompass 5
microelectrodes.

3.6.3

Cell Culture

Experimental procedures involving animals were carried out following current Portuguese laws
on Animal Care (DL 113/2013) and the European Union Directive (2010/63/EU) on the
protection of animals used for experimental and other scientific purposes. The experimental
protocol (reference 0421/000/000/2017) was approved by the ethics committee of the
Portuguese official authority on animal welfare and experimentation (Direção-Geral de
Alimentação e Veterinária). All possible efforts were made to minimize the number of animals
and their suffering.
Primary embryonic rat hippocampal neurons were isolated from Wistar rat embryos (E18).
Tissues were dissected in Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) and enzymatically digested
in 0.6% (w/v) trypsin (1:250) in HBSS for 15 min at 37 °C. Then, trypsin was inactivated with
culture medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum and washed away. Tissue fragments were
mechanically dissociated with a plastic pipette and the cells’ suspension was filtered with a 40
µm strainer (Falcon) to exclude remaining tissue clumps. After cell counting, 150k viable cells
suspended in 5 μl were seeded in the somal compartment of the µEF. Cells were cultured in
Neurobasal Plus medium supplemented with 0.5 mM glutamine, 2% (v/v) B27 Plus, and 1%
(v/v) penicillin/streptomycin (P/S). For stimulated emission depletion (STED) experiments, 75k
viable cells were seeded on microfluidic chambers (with 700 or 1000 µm-long microchannels)
assembled on 22 × 22 mm glass coverslips (#1.5 thickness, Corning). These microfluidic
chambers were peeled-off at 1 DIV and neurons were allowed to grow along the coated
patterns (i.e., microchannels patterns).
Primary embryonic mouse DRG explants were isolated from wild-type C57BL/6 mice embryos
(E16.5). Lumbar DRG explants were removed and placed in HBSS until use. A single DRG
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explant was seeded in the somal compartment of each prepared µEF. Cells were cultured in
Neurobasal medium supplemented with 0.5 mM glutamine, 2% (v/v) B27, 50 ng/ml of NGF 7S
(Calbiochem), and 1% (v/v) (P/S).
For the experiments which involved modulation of the DRG’s distal axon biochemical
environment, conditioned medium was obtained from bone resorbing osteoclasts. Bone
resorbing osteoclasts were obtained via mouse bone marrow cells flushing. Pre-osteoclasts
were obtained after 3 days of stimulation with macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF
30 ng/mL, PeproTech). Adherent cells were then detached and seeded on top of bone slices
(boneslices.com, Denmark) in the presence of 30 ng/mL M-CSF and 100 ng/mL receptor
activator of nuclear factor kappa-B ligand (RANKL, PeproTech) (Sousa et al., 2016). After 4
DIV, resorbing osteoclasts’ secretome was collected, centrifuged at 140 g, 4°C, 5 min, and
stored at -80°C before use.
All cultures were kept in a humidified incubator at 37 °C supplied with 5% CO2.

3.6.4

Viral Transductions

Transductions with adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) were performed to live-image neuronal
morphology, axonal outgrowth and calcium imaging. For neuronal morphology, ssAAV-1/2hCMV-chI-EGFP-WPRE-SV40p(A) (8.3 x 1012 vg/ml titer) or scAAV-DJ/2-hSyn1-chI-loxPmRuby3-loxPSV40p(A) (7.2 x 1012 vg/ml titer) were added to the somal compartment (0.3 µl
per µEF at DIV 1-5). For performing calcium imaging of neurons extending to the axonal
compartment, ssAAV-retro/2-hSyn1-chI-jGCaMP7f-WPRESV40p(A) (5.2 x 1012 vg/ml titer) was
selectively added to the axonal compartment (0.5 µl per µEF at 9-10 DIV).
All viral vectors were produced by the Viral Vector Facility of the Neuroscience Center Zurich
(Zentrum für Neurowissenschaften Zürich, ZNZ, Switzerland).

3.6.5

Electrophysiological Recording

DRG explants at 6-11 DIV and hippocampal neurons at 11-25 DIV were used in the
electrophysiology experiments. Recording sessions started after 5 minutes of adjustment to
recording conditions. Electrophysiological recordings of spontaneous electrical activity were
obtained at a sampling rate of 20 or 50 kHz for 5-10 or 1-2 minutes, respectively, unless
otherwise specified. All recordings were obtained using a commercial MEA2100-256 system
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(Multichannel Systems MCS, Germany). Temperature was maintained at 37 °C by an external
temperature controller. For long-term experiments (e.g., axonal activity modulation
experiments), and whenever imaging was performed concurrently, recordings were performed
with the system mounted on an incubated (37 °C) inverted widefield microscope (Axiovert
200M, Zeiss or Eclipse Ti2-E, Nikon) stage supplied with 5% CO2.

3.6.6

Axonal Electrical Stimulation and Calcium Imaging

Calcium imaging experiments were performed with hippocampal neurons at 18-21 DIV (at least
one week post-transduction with AAV2-retro-jGCaMP7f). Images were acquired by a sCMOS
camera Prime 95B, 22mm (Teledyne Photometrics, UK), mounted on a Nikon Eclipse Ti2-E
(Nikon, Japan) inverted microscope with a Nikon Pl Apo 10X/0.4NA, a Nikon Pl Apo
20X/0.75NA, or a Nikon Pl Apo 40X/1.15NA objective. Image acquisition was performed using
Micromanager (Version 1.4) at 200 Hz (5 ms exposure), which allowed for the temporal
discrimination of soma depolarizations in response to single electrical pulse stimulations.
Electrical stimulations were performed using the MEA2100-256 system’s (MCS, Germany)
internal stimulator. Per trial, 5 biphasic voltage pulses (-500/500 to -1000/1000 mV, 100 μs per
phase) were delivered to the last microelectrode within a microchannel at 0.5 or 1 Hz. To
synchronize electrical stimulation, recording, and fast image acquisition, the whole setup was
triggered via a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) signal sent at the start of the MEA
recording/stimulation protocol.
The resulting videos were median-filtered, regions of interest (i.e., somas, axons) were
delineated manually and ΔF/F0 traces were calculated in ImageJ using custom macros. ΔF/F
traces were exported for analysis in MATLAB 2018a (The Mathworks, Inc., USA).

3.6.7

Axonal Activity Modulation

Distal axotomy was performed as previously described (J. W. Park et al., 2006). After a baseline
recording, the medium from the axonal compartment was removed and stored for future use.
Then, a pipette tip was placed at the entrance of the main channel and vacuum suction was
applied. Axons were severed by the resulting air bubble that passed through the main channel.
Then, the stored culture medium was returned to the axonal compartment. Axotomy was
confirmed by imaging the whole culture pre- and post-axotomy.
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For the selective blocking of activity, a medium pre-mixed with 1 μM TTX, a potent fast voltagegated sodium channels blocker, was added to the desired μEF compartment after removing
and storing the original medium. A hydrostatic pressure difference was used to impair the flow
of TTX between compartments. In the same recording session, we performed recordings
before adding TTX (baseline), after adding to the axonal compartment, and after adding to the
somal compartment. At the end of the recording session, the exposed compartments were
washed-out with three rounds of fresh medium replenishment and then allowed to equilibrate
in the stored medium. A final recovery recording was performed on the following day.
Axonal stimulation through changes in the biochemical environment was tested in DRG
cultures. For the modulation of the axon terminals’ biochemical environment, osteoclast’s
conditioned medium (CM) was selectively applied to the axonal compartment as in (Neto et al.,
2020). First, a baseline recording of DRG cultures at DIV6 was obtained. Afterward, the medium
from the axonal compartment was gently aspirated and replaced by 100 μl of osteoclast’s CM.
Post-treatment (0h) recordings (20-30 minutes) were started as soon as the baseline stabilized
following liquid flow perturbation (less than 1 minute). Two post-treatment recordings (3h and
24h post-treatment) were performed additionally.
In all experiments, cultures were not moved out of the MEA2100-256 system during the
experimental protocol of the day.

3.6.8

Immunolabeling

Hippocampal neurons were fixed at 6-7 DIV for STED imaging. Half the media was carefully
aspirated and replaced by 4% PFA (2% final concentration) for 20 min at room temperature
(RT). Then, the fixative was washed-out with three rounds of PBS 1× and the fixed cells were
permeabilized with 0.1% (v/v) triton X-100 (in PBS) for 5 min and autofluorescence was
quenched with 0.2M ammonium chloride (NH4Cl, Merck, cat# 1.01145.0500). Non-specific
labeling was blocked by incubation with blocking buffer (5% FBS in PBS 1×) for 1 h. Rabbit
anti-Tau (GeneTex, cat# GTX130462, 1:1000) primary antibody diluted in blocking buffer was
incubated for 1h at RT. After three washes with PBS 1×, incubation with secondary antibody
(anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor® 488, Molecular Probes®, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 1:500) and 0.3 µM
phalloidin 635P (cat# 2-0205-002-5, Abberior GmbH) for actin staining, was performed for 1 h
at RT. After three washes with PBS 1×, coverslips were mounted in 80% glycerol and sealed.
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3.6.9

Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) Imaging and Analysis

STED imaging was performed in an Abberior Instrument ‘Expert Line’ gated-STED coupled to
a Nikon Ti microscope with an oil-immersion 60x 1.4NA Plan-Apo objective (Nikon, Lambda
Series) and a pinhole size set at 0.8 Airy units. The system features 40 MHz modulated
excitation (405, 488, 560 and 640nm) and depletion (775nm) lasers. The microscope’s
detectors are avalanche photodiode detectors (APDs) which were used to gate the detection
between ~700ps and 8ns. Typically, STED images were obtained near the entrance and exit
of the microchannel patterns. After STED imaging, microchannel regions were fully imaged in
a widefield microscope (20× objective) for mapping of the culture topology. This allowed for the
precise measure of the STED image localization, in relation to the microchannel length. Axons
were identified based on the Tau specific staining and the presence of periodic actin rings within
the membrane periodic skeleton (MPS). The diameter of axons focused on the maximum wide
plan was measured manually. Per axon, at least 5 measures were acquired perpendicularly to
the longitudinal axon axis by connecting the brighter outer pixels (most often actin rings).

3.6.10 Action Potential Detection and Propagation Characterization
Raw signals were band-pass filtered (200-3000 Hz) and analyzed offline using custom
MATLAB scripts. APs were detected by a threshold method set to 4.5-6× (DRG experiments)
or 6× (hippocampal experiments) the standard deviation (SD) of the peak-to-peak electrode
noise. An AP time was extracted at this surpassing point and no detection was considered for
the next 2 ms (“dead time”). Events propagating along a microchannel were identified based
on the extracted AP times. Propagation sequence identification and propagation velocity
calculation were performed as previously reported (Costa et al., 2020) and the scripts are
available in GitHub at:

https://github.com/paulodecastroaguiar/Calculate_APs_velocities_in_MEAs.
For the hippocampal culture experiments, a propagating event had to fulfill the following
requirements: event detected over the entire microchannel (7 microelectrodes); time delay
between electrode pairs lower than or equal to 1 ms (minimum propagation velocity of 0.1 m/s);
each AP time isolated, with no neighboring APs in a 4 ms time window. For the DRG culture
experiments, due to the decrease in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the extremities of the
microchannels, we only considered the 5 inner electrodes of the microchannels for the
forward/backward events ratios. The remaining requirements were kept the same. This
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stringent detection method profoundly reduced the number of possible propagating events, as
it eliminated any ambiguity during bursts and excluded sequences with missing AP times on at
least one microelectrode (Supplementary Fig. S1). Due to the very high firing frequency
observed during bursts, we consider interpretations from such instances as unclear: during
bursts, it is very challenging to track specific APs (identity is lost); given the short inter-spike
intervals in a burst, the conduction direction can be easily misperceived as being antidromic if
the signal delay between electrodes is in the same order of magnitude as the inter-spike
intervals (in an electrophysiology equivalent of the stroboscopic effect).
For the propagation velocity calculations, the extracted AP times were further corrected based
on the voltage waveforms. Each AP time, originally identified by the threshold method, was
subject to a post-detection time correction (within a limited 1 ms window), allowing the AP time
to assume the instant of the maximum absolute voltage of the signal trace. The corrected AP
times ensured that the propagation velocity was calculated based on the reference APs’
maximum absolute voltage (instead of the instant that the voltage profile crossed the threshold
line). Propagation velocities per event were then calculated by dividing the first-to-last electrode
distance (600 μm span) by the delay between AP times of the two electrodes (the first and last
electrodes in the detected sequence).
Analysis of possible temporal correlations between AP times in different microchannels was
carried out using a method very similar to the calculation of peristimulus time histograms. To
assess the time dependence between antidromic APs in a particular microchannel (here called
“events”) with the APs in all other microchannels, histograms of the time delays between each
event and all APs times were calculated. The AP times were all obtained from a predefined
reference electrode (the middle microelectrode) in each microchannel, and each histogram
(one per microchannel) was calculated in a limited causal time window of 10 ms. Presumed
antidromic APs consistently preceded by an AP in another microchannel would lead, using this
method, to a pronounced peak in the histogram centered at the typical time delay between
both.

3.6.11 Simulations of Conduction Velocity in Different Axonal Morphologies
Analysis of potential causes for asymmetric AP conduction was carried out in NEURON
simulation environment (Hines & Carnevale, 1997) using a detailed biophysical model of an
axon. The Hodgkin-Huxley formalism was used to describe ion conductances in the axon.
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Three currents were modeled: fast sodium and rectifying potassium currents responsible for
action potentials in hippocampal neurons (Roger D Traub & Miles, 1991), and a leakage current
supporting the resting potential. Default (original) parameters were used with the exception of:
axial resistance Ra = 150 Ω·cm, leakage conductance gL = 0.1 mS/cm2, sodium conductance
gNa = 0.1 S/cm2, and potassium conductance gK = 0.1 S/cm2. Simulations were carried out
assuming a temperature of 37 °C. Two distinct overall morphologies were considered. In the
first, the axon was modeled as a cylindrical structure with a length of 1 mm and a diameter of
0.6 µm, with a spatial grid of 10 µm (100 segments). Different diameter tapering levels were
studied by keeping the somal end at 0.6 µm and varying the diameter at the axonal terminal
side. Tapering was quantified as the percentage of reduction in diameter in 1 mm distance. In
the second morphology, branching was considered. The axon was still modeled as a cylindrical
structure but now branching every 250 µm for a full total length of 1 mm on each of the 8
branches. After each branch node the axon diameter was allowed to be reduced. As with
tapering, this reduction quantified as the percentage of reduction in diameter in 1 mm distance
(%/mm). In both morphologies, conduction velocity was calculated for both propagation
directions by providing stimulation (at rheobase level, for 1 ms) at either axonal end.

3.6.12 Finite-Element

Modeling

of

the

Electrical

Potential

Inside

the

Microchannels
The tridimensional (3D) finite element model (FEM) geometry replicating the µEF
microchannels, was constructed with SOLIDWORKS software (v. 2018, Dassault Systemes
SolidWorks Corporation, France). The dimensions’ details for all components of the model are
available in Supplementary Table 1. Finite element analysis was performed with the AC/DC
module of the COMSOL Multiphysics software (v. 5.2a, Stockholm, Sweden). The Electric
Current (ec) physics interface was selected, considering a transient time-dependent study. A
3D model physics-controlled mesh was also generated in COMSOL for the constructed MEA
3D geometry model, with the extremely fine mesh option. This model is composed of thirteen
different domains, whose description, number and electrical properties are available in
Supplementary Table 2. Electrical boundary conditions were added to the model: two ground
conditions at each of the culture medium domain extremities, and an electric potential boundary
condition added to each of the axons’ surfaces. The axon's boundary condition served the
purpose of recreating, in global terms, the biphasic profile observed in extracellular recordings.
The derivative of a Gaussian function was used here as the biphasic profile. Instead of
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stationary, the center of the Gaussian function in the axon's boundary condition was made to
depend on time, introducing a wave motion that propagates the entire axon length.
Two different studies were carried, each corresponding to the AP traveling across one of the
two axons. Domain probes were added to all of the electrodes to gather the predicted average
electric potential in each time-step for each study solution. The direct solver NUMPS was used
for both studies.

3.6.13 Statistical Analysis
Electrodes with a mean firing rate (MFR) of at least 0.1 Hz were considered as “active
electrodes”. We defined as “active microchannels” those that had at least one detected
propagating event per recording. In the stringent conditions of our conduction detection
algorithm, propagating events require consistent readouts in all microelectrodes in the
microchannel. Consequently, it is important to note that the number of detected propagating
events per microchannel did not necessarily correlate with the firing rate. Moreover, the
propagating event detection method excluded most APs within bursts (Supplementary Fig.
S1), as these could lead to ambiguous detections of propagation direction. As the total number
of detected propagating events could vary greatly across days within the same
microchannel/μEF (although their direction flow was generally maintained), we opted for
characterizing the ratio of antidromic/orthodromic activity in relative fractions for the analyses
of the axotomy and chemical blocking/stimulation experiments. Statistical significance was
considered for p < 0.05. All statistical data is presented as mean ± SD, unless otherwise
specified.
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3.7 Supplementary Materials
3.7.1

Supplementary Figures

Figure S1 – (A) Traces of 60 seconds of activity within a microchannel of a hippocampal culture
at 19 DIV. Note the extracellular activity in the mV range. (B) Zoom-in of 100 ms of activity.
Due to the stringent detection methods, propagating events are detected outside bursting
activity. Inset shows the single detected propagating event (antidromic).
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Figure S2 – Antidromic activity completely ceases after selective application of
tetrodotoxin (TTX). (A) Schematic of the experimental workflow for TTX experiments. After a
baseline recording, TTX-containing medium is sequentially added to the axonal and somal
compartments. After wash-out, a recovery recording is performed on the next day. (B-C) Bar
plots of the percentage of antidromic and orthodromic propagating events in dorsal root ganglia
(DRG) (n = 2 independent µEFs at 7 DIV) and hippocampal cultures (n = 4 independent µEFs
at 11 or 17 DIV).
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Figure S3 – (A) Bright-field and fluorescence imaging (jGCaMP7f) of a transduced neuron (10×
objective). The last electrode within the microchannel (electrode 15) was used for eliciting
antidromic activity via electrical stimulation (>700 µm away from the soma). (B)
Electrophysiological and jGCaMP7f traces of spontaneous and elicited activity. For stimulation,
5 biphasic pulses were delivered at 1Hz (-1000/1000 mV, 100 µs each phase) or 0.5 Hz (800/800 mV, 100 µs each phase). Red ticks represent the timing of electrical stimulation. Insets
show the peri-stimulus response on electrode 8 (closest to soma) and calcium imaging (soma)
to 0.5 Hz stimulation.
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3.7.2

Supplementary Tables

Supplementary Table 1 – Geometrical details of the 3D finite element model (FEM) model
replicating the µEF microchannel used in the finite element analysis.
MODEL

WIDTH (µM)

HEIGHT

LENGTH

#

(DIAMETER FOR
AXONS/ELECTRODES)

(µM)

(µM)

(units)

Microchannel

10

10

700

1

PDMS chamber

100

80

700

1

Glass substrate

100

50

2000

1

TiNi electrode

30

10

N.A.

9

Coating layer

10

1

700

1

1

N.A.

1000

1

1

N.A.

60

1

ELEMENTS

Longitudinal axon
(axon 1)
Transversal axon
(axon 2)

Abbreviations: PDMS: polydimethylsiloxane; TiNi: titanium nitride
Supplementary Table 2 – Description of the electrical properties of the different domains of
the 3D finite element model.
MATERIAL

DOMAIN

ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTIVITY (S/m)

ELECTRICAL RELATIVE
PERMITIVITY (E_R)

Glass substrate

1

1.00E-15

10

Culture medium

2

1.5

80.1

Axon

3

2

1

Coating layer

4

0.1

5

PDMS chamber

6

2.50E-14

2.8

6 to 14

1.20E+04

1

TiNi electrode

Abbreviations: PDMS: polydimethylsiloxane; TiNi: titanium nitride
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3.7.3

Supplementary Movies

Supplementary Movie 1 – Finite element model of a propagating action potential inside a
microchannel. Available at:
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/06/22/2021.03.07.434278/DC1/embed/med
ia-1.gif?download=true

Supplementary Movie 2 – Fast calcium imaging (200Hz; 5s raw movie) of somatodendritic
depolarizations in response to distal electrical stimulation (1 Hz; -500/500 mV) (same neuron
as in Fig. 3C-F). Movie was obtained with the 20× objective. Available at:
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/06/22/2021.03.07.434278/DC2/embed/med
ia-2.avi?download=true

Supplementary Movie 3 – Fast calcium imaging (200Hz; 13s raw movie) of soma
depolarizations in response to distal electrical stimulation (0.5 Hz; -800/800 mV) (same neuron
as in Fig. S2). Movie was obtained with the 20× objective. Available at:
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/06/22/2021.03.07.434278/DC3/embed/med
ia-3.avi?download=true
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Main Conclusions
It is becoming increasingly clear that axons are much more than unidirectional highways for
communication and have in fact a complex physiology that contributes actively to information
processing (Alcami & El Hady, 2019). The axon is, by far, the longest subcellular structure
known, but also extremely thin to save energy and space (Costa et al., 2018; Perge et al.,
2012). These key morphological characteristics, together with an often-intricate growth path
and complex/compact networks, difficult immensely the study of axon physiology in vivo.
Understandably, this has led to an emerging interest in developing technologies that allow for
this study in vitro (Emmenegger et al., 2019). Aiming at better understanding axonal
electrophysiology and signal transmission, this thesis combines work on specific questions in
basic neurobiology with the development of the technological tools enabling these questions to
be addressed experimentally. From a technological and methodological perspective, the work
presented proposes different MEA-based approaches to probe and analyze axonal activity in
a controlled manner in vitro. From a basic neurobiology perspective, this work provides novel
insights into axonal signal conduction in neuronal cultures.
Since standard MEAs are planar substrates, axons grow freely and, most often, far from the
electrodes’ vicinity. In Chapter II, we present a new MEA design, where each electrode is
structured with a 3×3 array of mushroom-shaped microstructures. We showed that these
biocompatible microstructures promote neuronal topotaxis, specifically axon-electrode
coupling and neuron-electrode colocalization. Most studies that have previously reported axon
contact guidance have used densely-packed 3D structures (0.5-3 µm pitch), that can hardly be
implemented in recording electrodes (“bed of nails” electrodes) (Leclech & Villard, 2020). With
this work, we showed for the first time that a 10 µm pitch between anisotropic 3D-structures
still influences axon guidance and can be incorporated in MEAs. Crucially, these 3D-structured
electrodes allowed for high SNR electrophysiological recordings, paving the way for highfidelity recordings from engineered neuronal networks.
Although this MEA design promotes axon-electrode contact, per se it is not selective for the
recording of axons alone. For the systematic study of axon activity, one should be able of
isolating axonal signals consistently and, preferably, in high-throughput. Currently, it is
experimentally difficult to probe single axons, let alone multiple axons simultaneously. The
combination of MEAs with tailored-made microfluidics (Lopes et al., 2018), and advanced
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analysis algorithms (Heiney et al., 2019), used in Chapter III enabled the probing of multiple
axons in long-term experiments. This allowed for the observation, for the first time, that
spontaneous axonal conduction in neuronal cultures of hippocampal and DRG neurons is
bidirectional. We observed a high prevalence of EAP/antidromic activity in basal conditions,
that could be modulated by lesioning or chemical stimulation of the distal axon portions.
Importantly, evoked antidromic APs consistently depolarized the soma, anticipating functional
roles for EAPs in plasticity or gene transduction mechanisms. Further characterization of this
bidirectional conduction revealed an asymmetry in conduction velocity, with antidromic
conduction being slightly slower than orthodromic. Via computational modeling and superresolution microscopy, we showed that the difference can be explained by different axon
morphologies that introduce an asymmetry in axon diameter. Altogether these results
completely reshape our understanding of how information flows in vitro, since axonal
conduction has been typically presumed to be unidirectional. Furthermore, these results have
great implications for the design, analysis and interpretation of several types of in vitro
experiments (e.g., neuronal plasticity studies), which have assumed canonical pre- to postsynaptic (i.e., axon to dendrite) connectivity alone.
Overall, this thesis provides the fields of Neuroengineering and Neurobiology with novel
insights into axonal function, made possible by the development and use of new technologies
and methodologies for the study of axon physiology in vitro. Hopefully, these insights and
approaches can help accelerate the understanding of neuronal function.
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Future Perspectives
As the Neuroengineering field moves towards higher spatiotemporal control of neuronal
networks, new technologies and methodologies need to be combined to allow finer control in
the recording and modulation of axonal activity.
To characterize the new 3D-MEA design capabilities, the biological experiments employed
conventional cell culture techniques, hence the neuronal networks formed were randomly
connected. However, the morphological and functional complexity (even in vitro) of these
seemingly random neuronal networks makes the systematic study of their organization and
connectivity hugely challenging.
Future studies may merge the advantages of this MEA design with techniques that control axon
guidance (e.g., chemical patterning) for the dissection of the axonal contribution in neuronal
networks’ function. Given their higher SNR, these 3D-structured electrodes should allow for the
reliable recording of axonal signals from such networks. Theoretically, these MEAs can also be
combined with microfluidic chambers, though the assembly procedure would need to be
automated in a way that prevents damage to the fragile microstructures. Furthermore, these
patterning techniques may also be used to engineer modular or node-like networks (Amin et
al., 2018; M. U. Park et al., 2021; Santoro et al., 2014), where the 3D-structured electrodes copromote neuron localization and improve the recordings SNR. This could allow for the study of
small-scale connectomes, which is nearly impossible in in vivo vertebrate models and
conventional in vitro models (Schröter et al., 2017). Importantly, several studies link findings in
engineered modular networks (Barral et al., 2019; Schroeter et al., 2015; Hideaki Yamamoto
et al., 2018) to properties found at a larger scale and in silico (Bassett & Sporns, 2017; Schröter
et al., 2017), which validates these tools for the study of fundamental mechanisms of neuronal
circuits.
The finding that spontaneous signal conduction in neuronal cultures is bidirectional opens
several new perspectives. Still, crucial questions remain to be addressed in future studies:
What is the mechanism of EAP/antidromic initiation in hippocampal and DRG cultures? Given
their high prevalence, what is the impact of EAP/antidromic activity in neuronal cultures’
function? Can these findings be translated to neuronal function in vivo?
Future technologies and methodologies capable of isolating (or separating the activity of) single
neurons and axons may help decipher how EAPs/antidromic APs arise and what is their
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function at different scales (from single-cell to network level). Still, we anticipate that, in the
context of a neuronal network, all antidromic activity may not be traced back to a single cause
(e.g., axo-axonal synapses or spontaneous initiation). Moreover, other mechanisms beyond
those herein described/considered may influence EAP initiation. For example, subthreshold
potentials can propagate along the axon over long distances and have been shown to exert
excitatory actions that co-promote EAP initiation (when synchronous subthreshold stimulation
is applied to the distal axon) (Thome et al., 2018). Still, it remains to be shown whether this
mechanism of EAP initiation can happen spontaneously, and in which circumstances. We could
not investigate a relationship between subthreshold propagation and EAP initiation since the
extracellular recording of subthreshold potentials is currently not feasible. Future technologies
that allow access to the full repertoire of axon electrophysiology in non-invasive, long-term,
high-throughput experiments will certainly help to test this hypothesis.
Ultimately, the relevance and translation of these findings to what happens in vivo is hard to
decipher, but indications that EAPs occur in vivo in both physiological and pathological
conditions encourage further research (Chorev & Brecht, 2012; Roger D. Traub et al., 2020).
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